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1 Introduction 

This Guide presents the state of Icetod writing as of late 2014. Because of 

challenging linguistic factors and sociological circumstances, creating a 

standardized writing system for Icetod has proven quite difficult. As a result 

of these challenges, this document can only offer what is still a flexible 

writing system, one that can accommodate more than one writing style. The 

worthy goal of standardization will have to await further research, testing, 

and community exposure to this wonderful language in its written form. 

 

1.1 Language background 

The Ik language, or Icetod [ītʃet́ôd̪ᵃ], is spoken by around 5,000 people living 

in the northeast corner of Uganda, in the Karamoja Region.1 It is a member of 

the so-called Kuliak2 subgroup of languages including the nearly extinct 

Nyang’ia of Lobalangit and the So/Tepeth of Mt. Moroto, Mt. Napak, and Mt. 

Kadam in central and southern Karamoja. The Kuliak languages have usually 

been linked to the large Nilo-Saharan language family, but they also show 

heavy influences from Afroasiatic languages from the Semitic, Cushitic, and 

Omotic divisions. More research is needed to show whether Kuliak belongs to 

Nilo-Saharan, Afroasiatic, or to its own isolated classification. 

 

Contrary to a popular misconception, Icetod is not a dialect of Karimojong, 

nor even a Nilotic language like the neighboring Karimojong, Toposa, and 

Turkana. These three neighboring languages all belong to the Eastern Nilotic 

group that includes many languages in Sudan, Ethiopia, Kenya, and Uganda. 

Kuliak and Eastern Nilotic may turn out to be related—as members of the 

Nilo-Saharan family—but only as distant ‘cousins’. Icetod and the Eastern 

Nilotic languages share many features in common but also differ in 

significant ways. So just as the Ik people should not be considered a sub-tribe 

of the Karimojong, Icetod should also be recognized for its uniqueness. 

                                                
1 Within Karamoja, the Ik people inhabit Kamion Subcounty, Dodoth County, Kaabong District. 
2 ‘Kuliak’ is a Teso-Turkana word that means ‘poor person having no livestock’. Some scholars have 

suggested using the word ‘Robic’ or ‘Rub’ (Kuliak word meaning ‘people’) as a possible substitute name 

for the Kuliak group, but the Ik themselves seem to have no problem being known as ‘Kuliak’. 
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1.2 Orthography background 

Icetod has long defied the process of being reduced to writing. The language 

has proven difficult to write because of its rich and unique sound system 

(phonology), the complexity of its sound changes (morphophonology), and 

the lack of adequate linguistic research up until more recent times. Several 

linguists created their own ways to write Icetod throughout the 20th century. 

These writing systems were based on the Roman Alphabet and the 

International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). Other non-linguists, including Icetod 

speakers themselves, have also at times tried to write Icetod by adapting the 

Roman Alphabet they learned through English, Swahili, or Karimojong. But 

up to now, no serious attempt had been made to involve the Ik communities 

in developing their written language, nor to standardize it in any way. 

 

One of the main problems in writing Icetod has been how to represent sounds 

like those called ‘ejectives’ and ‘implosives’.3 In an effort to avoid using 

special symbols, these sounds were sometimes identified with an apostrophe. 

This strategy was used, for example, by Icetod advocate and native speaker 

Lomeri John Mark, whose 2004 Icetod alphabet included the following 

symbols: bʼ, dʼ, jʼ, and kʼ. The same strategy was followed in 2008, when an 

SIL-facilitated4 orthography workshop was held in the town of Kaabong. With 

input from eight Ik men5, the following alphabet was agreed upon: 

 

(1) The 2008 Icetod trial alphabet: 

 

A a B b Bʼ bʼ C c D d Dʼ dʼ Dz dz E e F f G g H h I i J j Jʼ jʼ K k Kʼ kʼ L l 

M m N n Ɲ ɲ Ŋ ŋ O o P p R r S s Ŝ ŝ T t Ts ts Tsʼ tsʼ U u W w Y y Z z Ẑẑ 

 

This alphabet was used with limited scope from 2008-2009, mostly by SIL 

and Icetod writer Longoli Philip. Because it had not gained any widespread 

usage, it was eventually abandoned for aesthetic reasons: The multiplication 
                                                
3 The Icetod ejectives, [kʼ] and [tsʼ], are made with a distinct popping sound. The implosives, [ɓ, ɗ, ʝ,], 

are made by sucking air into the mouth instead of blowing out as with most other sounds. 
4 SIL is a faith-based non-profit organization involved in language development work worldwide. SIL’s 

work in the Ik project began in 2008 and remains active at the present time (2014). 
5 Lochul Jacob, Losike Peter, Longoli Philip, Ariko Hillary, Komboni Daniel, †Lopuwa Paul, Lokwang 

Hillary, and †Lochiyo Gabriel. 
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of apostrophes created a ‘busy’ or ‘dirty’ look in written texts. For example, 

the sentence “And they went hunting because there was no food at home” 

would appear as K’aini kʼakʼaakʼwee dʼuo birayee nkʼakʼaa awao. Besides the 

‘busy’ look of the text, in actual practice the apostrophes often got left out. 

 

To eliminate the apostrophes, the older Bernd Heine6 alphabet was adopted 

and adapted slightly to meet practical needs. Instead of letter+apostrophe 

for Icetod’s unique sounds, this alphabet used special symbols from the IPA 

alphabet inventory, such as: ɓ, ɗ, ʝ, ƙ, as well as ŋ and ɲ. The 2008 symbols ŝ 

(IPA [ʃ] or [ɬ]) and ẑ (IPA [ʒ] or [ɮ]) were subsumed under the letter x to 

account for different pronunciations among different generations of speakers: 

 

(2) The 2012 Icetod trial alphabet: 

 

A a B b Ɓ ɓ D d Ɗ ɗ Dz dz E e F f G g H h I i J j Jʼ ʝ K k Ƙ ƙ L l Ɲ ɲ Ŋ ŋ 

O o P p R r S s T t Ts ts Tsʼ tsʼ U u W w X x Y y Z z 

 

With these changes made, the 2012 alphabet was used more extensively and 

successfully than the 2008 one, but again only by a small number of writers.  

   

Two things happened in 2013-2014 that brought about the second Icetod 

orthography workshop that resulted in the present document. First, the 

organization Ik Agenda Development Initiative (IADI) was awarded a grant 

from UNESCO for an 18-month project whose aim was to take an inventory 

of Ik ‘intangible cultural heritage’ (ICH). A large portion of the ICH project 

activities included inventorying cultural knowledge and practices, as well as 

transcribing audio and video recordings in Icetod―in short, a lot of writing.  

 

Second, in February 2014, the SIL Ik project’s representative participated in a 

workshop to evaluate the orthographies of languages included in the USAID-

funded School Health & Reading Program (SHARP) managed by the Research 

Triangle International (RTI). Seeing how Uganda’s majority languages were 

benefitting from the SHARP program, SIL was eager to apply new knowledge 

                                                
6 Bernd Heine is a world-renown German linguist who worked on Icetod intermittently from the 1960s-

1990s. His 1999 Ik-English dictionary uses a linguistically-based, yet practical alphabet. 
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and methodolgy to Icetod, a minority language that was not likely to be 

included in such large-scale language development interventions.  

 

With these two events as a background, IADI and SIL decided to cooperate in 

holding a month-long orthography workshop for Icetod, right before the ICH 

project was scheduled to begin.7 The workshop goals were 1) to raise the 

linguistic awareness of the participants and 2) to agree on a standard form of 

writing to use in the ICH project and beyond. The first goal was soundly met, 

but the second goal was deferred because of a) the inherent difficulties in 

writing Icetod and b) the low-level of education among potential Ik writers.  

 

1.3 Dual orthography 

The findings of the workshop mentioned above show that for the time being, 

Icetod needs a ‘dual orthography’: 1) one orthography for general use among 

the population and 2) a second one for reference, training, and language-

learning materials. The first one can be called the Popular Orthography and 

will be referred to as PopO in the rest of this document. The second one can 

be called the Linguistic Orthography and will be referred to as the LingO.  

 

The main differences between the PopO and the LingO are that 1) the PopO 

will only use five vowel letters, while the LingO will use nine, including nine 

superscript letters for ‘whispered’ vowels; 2) the PopO will never mark tone, 

while the LingO may optionally mark tone if desirable, for example in 

dictionary entries or language-learning lessons; 3) the PopO will more closely 

follow the spoken language in its spelling system, while the LingO has the 

option of writing more abstract forms for consistency and transparency.  

 

A dual orthography is necessitated by several factors. First, there are 

competing agendas in writing Icetod. One is to help the general population to 

simply communicate with written language. Due to the relatively low levels 

of education and literacy among the Ik, those who do want to write need a 

                                                
7 Participants in the workshop included SIL facilitator Terrill Schrock and Lomeri John Mark, †Lopuwa 

Paul, Lopeyok Simon, Lokwameri Sylvester, Lotuk Paul, Dakae Cypriano, Amida Zachary, Lokauwa 

Simon, Longoli Simon, and Longoli Philip. The workshop was held from 19 March until 12 April, 2014. 
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more ‘shallow’ orthography, that is, one that more closely reflects spoken 

language. Icetod writers need to be able to spell out words as they believe 

they are pronounced because they have not had the exposure to and practice 

with large amounts of reading materials that would enable them to memorize 

word images. The problem with this, is that for the long-term success of 

Icetod literacy and the development of fluent sight-readers, it would be 

preferable to write underlying, abstract forms of words that do not change.8 

 

A second factor is ‘linguistic awareness’, the conscious recognition of how 

one’s language works. Linguistic awareness is still extremely low among the 

Ik. For example, although Icetod has nine vowel sounds, it takes a high level 

of linguistic awareness to mentally ‘hear’ the nine vowels (as opposed to only 

five) as one is trying to write. Requiring Ik writers to correctly spell with nine 

vowels places a heavy burden of linguistic awareness on their shoulders. 

Experience has shown that even linguistically aware Icetod speakers have a 

hard time spelling words consistently with nine vowels. Nevertheless, since 

Icetod really does have nine vowel sounds and not five, those nine vowels 

need to be recorded somewhere! Hence the LingO. With the LingO, nine 

vowels (and even tone) can be marked in dictionaries and other resource 

books to a) provide a true written record of the language, and b) to help non-

native learners of Icetod learn how to correctly pronounce the language. 

 

A third factor is education. The overall state of education in Ikland is still 

very low. The few schools that exist lack trained teachers, school materials, 

proper facilities, food, etc. As such, the practical reality on the ground at this 

time is that the school system is not yet capable of teaching an orthography 

more complicated than the PopO presented in the following pages. In an 

ideal world, where highly trained, motivated, mother-tongue Icetod teachers 

could develop the linguistic awareness of their students, the LingO could 

quite possible achieve resounding success. And we hope that in the future 

this dream will become reality. But for now, these challenges have to be met. 

 

                                                
8 Icetod involves a lot of sound changes whereby the pronunciation of individual words may change in 

different sentences. In a shallow orthography, this means they have to be spelled differently each time.  
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With these challenging factors in mind, it becomes clear that the Icetod 

orthography is still in development. Trying to force a ‘standardized’ writing 

system on people at this stage would most likely ensure that it is not used. 

Thus the goal in the following pages is to present ways of writing Icetod that 

are flexible enough to accommodate a wide variety of potential writers and a 

variety of potential needs. At this early stage of orthography development, 

we want to be sure not to discourage anyone who may attempt to write. That 

said, even the PopO is intricate and challenging and must be practised!  

 

This document, then, is a guide to the Icetod dual orthography. Each section 

presents some aspect of the writing system and then gives examples of how to 

write in both the PopO and the LingO. Spelling Rules are provided at the end 

of each section, but they are intended as guiding principles rather than 

absolute laws that cannot be broken. The existence of the dual orthography 

allows flexibility in writing for different purposes and different audiences.  

 

The development of a highly useful and well-accepted orthography for Icetod 

cannot be accomplished in a mere spelling guide such as the present one. 

Instead, what is needed is many Ik people writing, in a variety of ways, 

things that many people will read and enjoy over a long period of time. With 

some guidance and intervention along the way, the Icetod orthography may 

one day emerge as a natural result of an ever-increasingly literate population.  

 

It is to that end that the following Spelling Guide is dedicated. 
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2 Alphabet 

An alphabet is an ordered listing of the symbols used to write a language. 

Alphabets are only one—albeit important—part of the whole orthography. 

The full Icetod alphabet covering both the Popular Orthography (PopO) and 

the Linguistic Orthography (LingO) is presented below. It includes 30 

consonants, 9 full vowels, and 9 ‘whispered’ or ‘shadow’ vowels that are 

written with small, superscript symbols like ᵃ, ᵉ, ⁱ, ᵒ, ᵘ. Each consonant and 

full vowel are shown in the upper and lower case forms. Here and in the rest 

of this document, anything written in the LingO will appear in italics: 

 

(3) Full Icetod alphabet (LingO-only symbols in italics): 

 

A a B b Ɓ ɓ C c D d Ɗ ɗ Dz dz E e ᵉ Ɛ ɛ ᵋ F f G g H h Hʼ9 ɦ I i ⁱ Ɨ ɨ ᶤ J j  ʝ K k Ƙ 

ƙ L l M m N n Ŋ ŋ Ɲ ɲ O o ᵒ Ɔ ɔ ᵓ P p R r S s T t Ts ts Tsʼ tsʼ U u ᵘ Ʉ ʉ ᶶ W w X 

x Y y Z z Ӡ ʒ 

 

When the Icetod alphabet is recited aloud, it should not be done so in the 

fashion of English, as in “ay, bee, see, dee, ee, ef, gee, etc...”. Instead, let each 

vowel be pronounced as in Icetod and each consonant as the consonant plus 

the vowel a, as in “a, ba, ɓa, ca, ɗa, dza, e, ɛ, fa, ga, etc...”.  

 

The LingO makes use of all the symbols in (3) above. In other words, it 

represents all of Icetod’s nine vowel sounds, as well as its whispered vowels. 

The PopO, on the other hand, uses only five vowel letters and does not use 

the whispered vowels symbols. So the PopO alphabet appears as follows: 

 

(4) Shorter (PopO) Icetod alphabet: 

 

A a B b Ɓ ɓ C c D d Ɗ ɗ Dz dz E e F f G g H h Hʼ ɦ I i J j  ʝ K k Ƙ ƙ L l  

M m N n Ŋ ŋ Ɲ ɲ O o P p R r S s T t Ts ts Tsʼ tsʼ U u W w X x Y y Z z Ӡ ʒ 

 

In the next few sections, Icetod consonants and vowels are discussed in more 

detail, as are various complicating issues surrounding them.  

                                                
9 The capital letters for both <ɦ> and <ʝ> await inclusion into the Unicode font system (2015?). 
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2.1 Consonants 

Consonants are sounds made by constricting or blocking the flow of air 

coming through the mouth in speech. Icetod has thirty such sounds. Most of 

the thirty Icetod consonant sounds are written as a single letter, but three of 

them are written with digraphs—two letters used to represent one sound. 

These three digraphs are dz, ts, and tsʼ. Beyond this, many of the single 

consonant sounds can be combined with w or y to form ‘consonant blends’.  

 

2.1.1 Single consonants 

Each of Icetod’s single consonant symbols are exemplified below: 

 

/b/ baba  baba  ‘armpit’ 

bef  bɛf  ‘puff adder’ 

 biɲ  bɨɲ  ‘water worm’ 

 bos   bos  ‘ear’ 

 bubu  bubu  ‘belly’ 

 

/ɓ/ ɓaʝ  ɓaʝᵃ  ‘kind of tree (Boscia angustifolia) 

 ɓekam  ɓɛkam  ‘disruptive person’ 

 ɓis  ɓɨs  ‘spear’ 

 ɓokoɲ  ɓɔkɔɲ  ‘bank’ 

ɓuɓus  ɓʉɓʉs  ‘perfume made from tree heart-wood’ 

 

/c/ caal  caal  ‘cooking stone’ 

cek  cekᵃ  ‘woman, wife’ 

cikw  cikwᵃ  ‘male animal’ 

coor  coor  ‘leg bangle’ 

cucwe  cucwe  ‘damp chill’ 

 

/d/ dadaŋ  dadaŋ  ‘my grandmother’ 

de  dɛ  ‘foot, leg’ 

didi  didi  ‘rain, weather’ 

dob  dɔbᵃ  ‘mud’ 

duɗer  dʉɗɛr  ‘water beetle’ 
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/ɗ/ ɗaɗ  ɗaɗᵃ  ‘honey’ 

ɗef  ɗɛf  ‘mat’ 

ɗir  ɗir  ‘sperm’ 

ɗoɗo  ɗoɗo  ‘sheep’ 

ɗuka  ɗʉka  ‘beer residue’ 

 

/dz/ dzar  dzar  ‘oxpecker (bird)’ 

dzeresiat dzeresiatᵃ ‘splinter, sliver’ 

dziŋ  dziŋ  ‘bottom area’ 

dzon  dzon  ‘well’ 

dzu  dzu  ‘theft’ 

 

/f/ fatar  fatar  ‘slope’ 

fet  fetᵃ  ‘sun’ 

firitsʼar firitsʼar ‘kind of bird’ 

foɗ  fɔɗᵃ  ‘apron’ 

fuluƙuru fuluƙuru ‘turaco’ 

 

/g/ gasar  gasar  ‘Cape buffalo’ 

gebeʝ  gɛbɛʝᵃ  ‘kind of plant (Boscia coriacea)’ 

gig  gigᵃ  ‘elephant trunk’ 

gorigor gɔrɨgɔr  ‘hoof’ 

gur  gur  ‘heart’ 

 

/h/ hab  habᵃ  ‘tree-trunk hive’ 

hiƙo  hɨƙɔ  ‘chameleon’ 

ho  ho  ‘house’ 

 

/ɦ/ ɦeg  ɦɛgᵃ  ‘bone marrow’ 

ɦyo  ɦyɔ  ‘cow’ 

ɦyuƙum ɦyʉƙʉm ‘neck’ 

 

/j/ jeje  jeje  ‘leather mat’ 

 jije  jije  ‘opposite slope’ 
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/ʝ/ ʝak  ʝakᵃ  ‘elders’ 

 ʝen  ʝɛn  ‘broom’ 

 ʝiʝid  ʝiʝidᵃ  ‘kind of plant (Acalypha fruticosa)’ 

 ʝoriʝor  ʝoriʝor  ‘cricket’ 

 ʝum  ʝʉm  ‘soil’ 

 

/k/ kabaɗ  kabaɗᵃ  ‘cloth, rag’ 

 kesen  kesen  ‘shield’ 

 kiliŋit  kɨlɨŋɨtᵃ  ‘bull elephant’ 

 kokorots kokorotsᵃ ‘thistle (Asparagus flagellaris)’ 

 kuf  kʉf  ‘drizzle’ 

 

/ƙ/ ƙaƙ  ƙaƙᵃ  ‘hunting’ 

 ƙeƙer  ƙɛƙɛr  ‘grasshopper’ 

 ƙiy  ƙɨyᵃ  ‘strap’ 

 ƙolom  ƙolom  ‘spoon’ 

 ƙutsʼ  ƙʉtsʼᵃ  ‘worm, insect’ 

 

/l/ lar  lar  ‘tobacco pipe’ 

 leweɲ  leweɲ  ‘ostrich’ 

 liidon  liidon  ‘to be silent’ 

 lotoɓ  lɔtɔɓᵃ  ‘tobacco’ 

 luulu  luulu  ‘small pieces of firewood’ 

 

/m/ mataŋ  mataŋ  ‘cheek’ 

 meleke meleke  ‘kind of tree (Lannea schimperi)’ 

 midiƙ  mɨdɨƙᵃ  ‘Grey-headed sparrow’ 

 mokol  mokol  ‘kind of tree (Ozoroa insignis)’ 

 muku  muku  ‘night’ 

 

/n/ naƙaf  naƙaf  ‘tongue’ 

 neb  nebᵃ  ‘body’ 

 nitsinits nɨtsɨnɨtsᵃ ‘fatty nape of neck’ 

 nos  nɔs  ‘noise, shouting’ 

 nus  nus  ‘deep sleep’ 
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/ŋ/ ŋam  ŋam  ‘sorghum’ 

 ŋer  ŋɛr  ‘mingling stick’ 

 ŋil  ŋil  ‘gizzard’ 

 ŋok  ŋokᵃ  ‘dog’ 

 ŋur  ŋʉr  ‘cane-rat’ 

 

/ɲ/ ɲama  ɲama  ‘grass used for thatching’ 

 ɲeƙ  ɲɛƙᵃ  ‘hunger’ 

 ɲicweɲe ɲicweɲe ‘Sugar bush tree’ 

 ɲot  ɲɔtᵃ  ‘men, husbands’ 

 ɲuɲes  ɲʉɲɛs  ‘to collect and remove’ 

 

/p/ pakw  pakwᵃ  ‘cave’ 

 peleɗek pɛlɛɗɛkᵃ ‘kind of tobacco’ 

 pilis  pilis  ‘game of tag’ 

 popos  pɔpɔs  ‘lizzard’ 

 pururu pururu  ‘measles’ 

 

/r/ ragw  ragwᵃ  ‘ox’ 

 reb  rebᵃ  ‘finger millet’ 

 riy  riyᵃ  ‘goat’ 

 roɓ  roɓᵃ  ‘people’ 

 ruk  rʉkᵃ  ‘animal hump’ 

 

/s/ saba  saba  ‘river’ 

 seekw  seekwᵃ  ‘broth, soup’ 

 siƙ  siƙᵃ  ‘dew’ 

 sok  sɔkᵃ  ‘root’ 

 sugur  sugur  ‘wind’ 

 

/t/ taraɗa  taraɗa  ‘Ground squirrel’ 

 tereg  teregᵃ  ‘work’ 

 titir  titir  ‘forked pole’ 

 toɓok  tɔɓɔkᵃ  ‘broken clay pot’ 

 tuful  tuful  ‘field rat’ 
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/ts/ tsaŋ  tsaŋ  ‘gap’ 

 tserek  tserekᵃ  ‘foot-bone’ 

 tsirim  tsɨrɨm  ‘metal’ 

 tsor  tsɔr  ‘baboon’ 

 tsum  tsʉm  ‘Desert date tree’ 

 

/tsʼ/ tsʼaɗ  tsʼaɗᵃ  ‘fire’ 

 tsʼe  tsʼɛ  ‘skin’ 

 tsʼiƙ  tsʼɨƙᵃ  ‘bee’ 

 tsʼol  tsʼol  ‘drop of liquid’ 

 tsʼud  tsʼudᵃ  ‘smoke’ 

 

/w/ wa  wa  ‘greens’ 

 wel  wɛl  ‘small opening’ 

 widz  widzᵃ  ‘evening’ 

 wowoʝes wowoʝes ‘to scrape’ 

 wuʝudon wuʝudon ‘to be jiggly’ 

 

/x/ xaƙw  xaƙwᵃ  ‘meat remaining on skinned hide’ 

 xer  xer  ‘belch, burp’ 

 xiŋat  xɨŋatᵃ  ‘late evening’ 

 xoŋoŋ  xɔŋɔŋ  ‘animal-skin cape’ 

 xuxub  xuxubᵃ  ‘Forest dombeya tree’ 

 

/y/ yaŋ  yaŋ  ‘my mother’ 

 Yesu  Yesu  ‘Jesus’ 

 yiɗiiɗon yiɗiidon ‘to be hard-working’ 

 Yoana  Yoana  ‘John’ 

 yumudon yumudon ‘to have a soft interior’ 

 

/z/ zamuʝanon zamʉʝanon ‘to have wrinkled skin’ 

 zeƙw  zɛƙwᵃ  ‘stay, habitation’ 

 zin  zɨn  ‘zebra’ 

 zot  zɔtᵃ  ‘chain’ 

 zuk  zukᵘ  ‘very’ 
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/ʒ/ ʒaɓudon ʒaɓudon ‘to be soft’ 

 miʒiʒ  mɨʒɨʒ  ‘kind of plant (Hippocratea africana)’ 

 goʒow  goʒow  ‘mist, fog’ 

 

Icetod spelling rule #1: Icetod shall be written with the following thirty 

consonant symbols only: Bb, Ɓɓ, Cc, Dd, Ɗɗ, Dzdz, Ff, Gg, Hh, Hʼɦ, Jj, ʝ, Kk, 

Ƙƙ, Ll, Mm, Mn, Ŋŋ, Ɲɲ, Pp, Rr, Ss, Tt, Tsts, Tsʼtsʼ, Ww, Xx, Yy, Zz, Ʒʒ.  

 

2.1.2 Consonant blends 

Consonant blends consist of any consonant plus /w/ or /y/. Such blends in 

Icetod seem to come from three sources: 1) an older Icetod sound system, 2) 

the ‘desyllabification’ of /o,ɔ/ or /u,ʉ/, and 3) words borrowed more recently 

from Eastern Nilotic languages like Turkana. The consonant blends from an 

older Icetod sound system include gw, kw, ƙw, and ŋw10, for example, in: 

 

/gw/ gwa  gwa  ‘bird’ 

 gwaitsʼ gwaɨtsʼᵃ ‘giraffe’ 

 gwaʝ  gwaʝᵃ  ‘belly’ 

 gwan  gwan  ‘Lesser galago, bushbaby’ 

 gwari  gwari  ‘top’ 

 gwas  gwas  ‘stone’ 

 gwelon gwelon  ‘to fall out’ 

 gwetsʼon gwetsʼon ‘to be sweet’ 

 gwiron gwɨrɔn  ‘to squirm away’ 

 

/kw/ kwaar  kwaar  ‘troop of baboons’ 

 kwan  kwan  ‘penis’ 

 kwar  kwar  ‘mountain’ 

 kwats  kwatsᵃ  ‘urine’ 

 kwatson kwatson ‘to be small’ 

kway  kwayᵃ  ‘tooth’ 

 kweɗon kwɛɗɔn ‘to bend sideways’ 

                                                
10 Note that all four of these blends are ‘velar’, that is, made by touching the back of the tongue to the 

‘velum’ or back part of the top of the mouth. 
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 kwet  kwɛtᵃ  ‘hand, arm’ 

 kwetsʼes kwɛtsʼɛs ‘to shatter’ 

 kwiniƙ kwɨnɨƙᵃ ‘hyrax’ 

 kwires  kwɨrɛs  ‘to anoint the victor’ 

 

/ƙw/ ƙwaat  ƙwaatᵃ  ‘frog, toad’ 

 ƙwaaton ƙwaaton ‘to give birth’ 

 ƙwaɗon ƙwaɗon ‘to be few’ 

 ƙwar  ƙwar  ‘scar’ 

 ƙwaz  ƙwaz  ‘article of clothing’ 

 ƙwese  ƙwɛsɛ  ‘broken calabash’ 

 ƙwiʝes  ƙwɨʝɛs  ‘to sprain’ 

 ƙwixon ƙwɨxɔn  ‘to be very green’ 

 

/ŋw/ ŋwa  ŋwa  ‘female’ 

ŋwan  ŋwan  ‘garden harvested more than once’ 

 ŋwaniŋwan ŋwanɨŋwan ‘to be average, so-so’ 

 

The consonant blends <lw> and <ly> also appear to be from older Icetod:  

 

/lw/ lwaŋ  lwaŋ   ‘out of sight’ 

 

/ly/ lyamadon lyamadon ‘to be powdery’ 

 

When the vowels /o,ɔ/ and /u,ʉ/ are followed by other vowels, they may be 

‘desyllabified’, in other words, turned into /w/. Likewise, /i,ɨ/ followed by 

other vowels may become /y/. This desyllabification is the second source of 

many consonant blends in Icetod. In the PopO, writers may prefer to reflect 

the desyllabification in their writing, while in the LingO, the un-desyllabified 

vowels may be preserved if the writer prefers. Not writing the <w/y> has 

the advantage that the underlying component meanings are clearly seen: 

 

/bw/  bwaanon  buanon  ‘to disappear’ 

  bwoo nak  buo nakᵃ  ‘It was you.’ 
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/by/  byaa ɗoo  bia ɗoo  ‘So you then...’ 

  byeen   biɛn   ‘yours’ 

 

/ɓw/  ɓweeɗ   ɓoeɗᵃ   ‘kind of plant’ 

  ɓwaak   ɓoak   ‘edge of escarpment’ 

 

/cw/  cwaanon  cuanon  ‘to be watery’ 

  cwoo   cuo   ‘Is it water?’ 

 

/ɗw/  ɗwaan   ɗɔan   ‘weeding’ 

 

/dzw/  dzwaam  dzuam   ‘thief’ 

  dzwees  dzues   ‘to steal’ 

  

/gy/  egyaade nak  egiade nakᵃ  ‘I put it there.’ 

 

/ʝw/  ʝwaam   ʝʉam   ‘roastable thing’ 

  ʝwees   ʝʉɛs   ‘to roast’ 

 

/ƙw/  aƙwed   aƙɔɛdᵋ   ‘inside’ 

 

/mw/  imwa   imua   ‘She produces twins.’ 

  imweetes  imuetes  ‘to produce twins’ 

 

/ŋw/  ŋwees   ŋɔɛs   ‘to grind’ 

  ŋwees   ŋues   ‘to grab’ 

 

/pw/  epwaaw  epuawᵃ  ‘sleeping place’ 

/rw/  rweetes  ruetes   ‘to uproot’ 

 

/ry/  iryaanon  irianon  ‘to be similar’ 

 

/sw/  loswaaɲ  losuaɲ   ‘stone anvil’ 

 

/tsw/  tswaa   tsoa   ‘Now?’ 
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The third source of consonant blends in Icetod is words more recently 

borrowed from Eastern Nilotic languages, such as the following: 

 

/bw/ ɲebwal ɲebwal  ‘pool’ (fr. abwal ‘rock pool’)  

 

/ɓw/ iɓwates iɓwates ‘to pull, yank’ (fr. akibwat ‘to drag’) 

 

/ɗy/ iɗyates iɗyates  ‘to amass’ (fr. akidyat ‘to amass, pile up’) 

 

/lw/ ilwaron ɨlwarɔn ‘to be unoccupied’ (fr. akilwar ‘to roam’) 

 

/ŋw/ ŋwaxon ŋwaxɔn ‘to be lame’ (fr. akiŋwal ‘to be lame’) 

 

/py/ ɲekipye ɲɛkɨpyɛ ‘earth spirit’ (fr. ekipye ‘demon’) 

 

/sy/ isyonon isyonon ‘to have pity’ (fr. akisyon ‘to have pity’) 

 

/tw/ itwaŋon itwaŋon ‘to go astray’ (fr. akitwaŋ ‘to stray’) 

 

/ty/ ityakes ityakes  ‘to forge’ (fr. akityak ‘to divide’) 

 

/tsy/ itsyaketon itsyaketon ‘to begin’ (fr. akisyaun ‘to begin’) 

 

Icetod spelling rule #2: Older Ik consonant blends shall be written as gw, 

kw, ƙw, ŋw, lw and ly. Blends that result from vowels /o, ɔ, u, ʉ, i, ɨ/ turning 

into /w, y/ may be written a) as blends or instead b) with underlying vowels. 

Lastly, blends found in Eastern Nilotic words shall be written as blends. 

2.1.3 Glide insertion 

A final issue involving consonants is that of ‘glide insertion’. Glide insertion 

refers to the process of a glide (y or w) being put in between certain vowels. 

It is natural in many languages to insert a glide to help create a smoother 

transition between two different sounds. It is called glide ‘insertion’ because 

at the psychological level, the glides do not really exist as parts of words. 

They are inserted at the level of pronunciation to make speaking easier. 
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Icetod makes extensive use of glide insertion. The glide y is often put before 

or after ‘front’ vowels like i and e, while the glide w is put before or after 

‘back’ vowels like u and o. The following table presents a few examples: 

 

(5)  Glide insertion (in the PopO) 

[y]    

na moo ii → na moo iyi ‘who was not there’ 

kiɗiasaik → kiɗiasayik ‘to the others’ 

deietu → deyieetu ‘You all be bringing.’ 

[w]    

noodoa → noodowa ‘today’ 

kua ni → kuwa ni ‘this grass’ 

bu → buw ‘dust’ 

 

Our experience has been that some writers of Icetod are much more sensitive 

to phonetic glide insertion than others. And so this orthography guide takes a 

loose stance on whether glides can or should be reflected in writing. Since the 

PopO is provided as a ‘shallower’ orthography (closer to pronunciation), 

PopO writers are encouraged to represent their speech how they see fit. But 

since shallow writing tends to hide underlying meaning components, LingO 

writers might consider leaving out phonetic glides as much as possible. 

 

Icetod spelling rule #3: In the PopO, the phonetic glides y and w shall be 

written or not written according to the writer’s preference. In the LingO, 

writing glides is generally not to be encouraged because it can obscure the 

components of meaning in a word, as well as prevent consistent word images.  
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2.2 Vowels 

Icetod has nine single vowel sounds and seven diphthongs—vowels that 

consist of two ‘half’ vowels acting as one. In the PopO, the nine vowels are to 

be written with only five vowel symbols. This is because, for most speakers, 

vowel changes that happen during speech are too hidden psychologically to 

be reflected in writing. But for the LingO, all nine vowel sounds have their 

own special vowel symbol. These nine vowels and their symbols are discussed 

below in §1.2.1. Any of the nine Icetod vowels may also be lengthened in 

speech. Such long vowels are to be written with double vowels symbols. 

These are described in §1.2.2. Besides standard single and double vowels, 

Icetod also has seven diphthongs which are covered below under §1.2.3. 

 

In addition to nine vowels, Icetod also has ‘silent’ or ‘whispered’ or ‘shadow’ 

vowels that appear at the end of words. These voiceless vowels are redundant 

(add no extra meaning) in some instances, but in others, they add essential 

meaning. In the PopO, voiceless vowels are not to be written except possibly 

for the instrumental ‘with’ case (see §1.2.4). In the LingO, voiceless vowels 

are to be written with small, superscript vowels symbols like ᵃ, ᵉ, ⁱ, ᵒ, ᵘ, etc. 

 

Icetod has a system of vowel changes called ‘vowel harmony’ in which 

vowels in the same word will generally either be ‘heavy’ (a, i, e, o, u) or 

‘light’ (a, ɨ, ɛ, ɔ, ʉ). Practically speaking, this means that written words can 

change their appearance as their vowels are harmonized, changing from 

‘light’ to ‘heavy’. Vowel harmony is complex and not easily represented in the 

orthography. For that reason, the PopO, which writes only five vowels, will 

not be concerned with vowel harmony processes in the writing. For the 

LingO, however, writers will need to learn vowel harmony rules. Icetod 

vowel harmony and its orthographic implications are dealt with in §1.2.5.  

 

Besides vowel harmony, Icetod vowels also like to change other nearby 

vowels to be like them. This ‘vowel assimilation’ (handled in §1.2.6) does not 

happen within word roots but only across the boundaries of meaningful units. 

Both orthographies will write most but not all types of vowel assimilation. 
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2.2.1 Single vowels 

Icetod has nine single vowels. Four of them are ‘light’ and four are ‘heavy’. 

The vowel a, though naturally light, can also occur in words with heavy 

vowels. It is a bit of a hybrid. The ‘light’ vowels are also described as ‘lax’ 

(‘relaxed’) and the ‘heavy’ ones as ‘tense’. 11 They can be depicted as follows: 

 

(6) Icetod vowels: 

 

 ‘Light’   ‘Heavy’ 

 ɨ ʉ  i u 

 ɛ ɔ       e o 

      a       (a)  

 

In word ‘stems’ (more basic forms of words), the nine vowels are important 

because they can distinguish meaning. Consider the following examples: 

 

/i,ɨ/  inw  inwᵃ  ‘animal(s)’ 

  inw  ɨnwᵃ  ‘Milk-bush’ 

 

/e,ɛ/  iteton  iteton  ‘to come back’ 

  iteton  ɨtɛtɔn  ‘to arrive here’ 

 

/o,ɔ/  ƙor  ƙor  ‘kneecap muscle’ 

  ƙor  ƙɔr  ‘calabash ladle’ 

 

/u,ʉ/  gur  gur  ‘heart’ 

  gur  gʉr  ‘Sickle-bush tree’ 

 

As can be seen from the examples above, Icetod uses the contrast between 

light and heavy vowels to communicate different meanings.12 Ideally then, all 

nine vowels would be written in the orthography. But because Icetod vowel 

                                                
11 In linguistic terms, the ‘light/lax’ vowels are [-ATR], that is, pronounced with the body of the tongue 

pulled farther back in the throat. ‘Heavy/tense’ vowels, by contrast, are [+ATR], or pronounced with 

the tongue body pushed farther forward in the throat.  
12 What is not shown in these examples is tone, which is another differentiating factor in Icetod.  
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harmony processes change the weight of vowels in spoken words, it has 

proven yet too difficult for the average learner to remember to also change 

the vowels in writing. Because of that, only five vowel symbols are to be used 

in the PopO. In the LingO, all nine symbols will be used. For the PopO, this 

means that four out of five vowel symbols carry two values: 

 

(7) Values for vowel symbols in Popular Icetod Orthography (PopO): 

  

<Aa> = /a/ 

 <Ee> = /e/ or /ɛ/ 

 <Ii>  = /i/ or /ɨ/ 

 <Oo> = /o/ or /ɔ/ 

 <Uu> = /u/ or /ʉ/ 

 

The following word sets provide further examples of the nine Icetod vowels: 

 

/a/ aɗaɗa  aɗaɗa  ‘ringworm’ 

 aʝ  aʝᵃ  ‘white-ant pestle’ 

 ak  akᵃ  ‘mouth’ 

 akatat  akatatᵃ ‘gourd lid’ 

 aƙar  aƙar  ‘palate’ 

 aƙat  aƙatᵃ  ‘nose’ 

 alala  alala  ‘Augur buzzard’ 

 am  am  ‘person’ 

 aŋaras  aŋaras  ‘gravel’ 

 aragwan aragwan ‘moon’ 

 

/e/ bekw  bekwᵃ  ‘male warthog’ 

 cek  cekᵃ  ‘woman’ 

 ɗewen  ɗewen  ‘kind of tree (Berchemia discolor)’ 

 ed  edᵃ  ‘name’ 

 ekw  ekwᵃ  ‘eye’ 

 fetifet  fetifetᵃ  ‘nape of neck’ 

 jeje  jeje  ‘leather sleeping mat’ 

 kelerw  kelerwᵃ ‘kind of plant (Harrisonia abyssinica)’ 
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 kesen  kesen  ‘shield’ 

 tereg  teregᵃ  ‘work’ 

 

/ɛ/ bef  bɛf  ‘puff adder’ 

 ceben  cɛbɛn  ‘spatula’ 

 cemer  cɛmɛr  ‘herb, medicine’ 

 dereƙ  dɛrɛƙᵃ  ‘wasp’ 

 ɗerets  ɗɛrɛtsᵃ  ‘small firewood sticks’ 

 ede  ɛdɛ  ‘my older brother’ 

 gebeʝ  gɛbɛʝᵃ  ‘kind of plant (Boscia coriacea)’ 

 ɦeg  ɦɛg  ‘bone marrow’ 

 ƙeƙer  ƙɛƙɛr  ‘grasshopper’ 

 men  mɛn  ‘words, issues’ 

 

/i/ bib  bibᵃ  ‘dove, pigeon’ 

 ɓiɓ  ɓiɓᵃ  ‘egg’ 

 cikw  cikwᵃ  ‘male animal’ 

 didi  didi  ‘rain, weather’ 

 dililitsʼ dililitsʼᵃ ‘biting gnat’ 

 ɗiɗ  ɗiɗᵃ  ‘donkey’ 

 gid  gidᵃ  ‘cloud’ 

 idw  idwᵃ  ‘milk, breast’ 

 Ik  Ikᵃ  ‘Ik people’ 

 titir  titir  ‘forked pole’ 

 

/ɨ/ biɗ  bɨɗᵃ  ‘bile’ 

 ɓis  ɓɨs  ‘spear’ 

 ikit  ɨkɨtᵃ  ‘head-pad’ 

 ititi  ɨtɨtɨ  ‘Flame tree’ 

 kiliŋit  kɨlɨŋɨtᵃ  ‘bull elephant’ 

 kiwil  kɨwɨl  ‘newly cleared garden’ 

 ƙiy  ƙɨyᵃ  ‘strap’ 

 minit  mɨnɨtᵃ  ‘wild cat’ 

 miʒiʒ  mɨʒɨʒ  ‘kind of vine (Hippocratea africana)’ 

 titiʝ  tɨtɨʝᵃ  ‘heel’ 
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/o/ borok  borokᵃ  ‘bushpig’ 

 ɓo  ɓo  ‘escarpment’ 

 ɓolo  ɓolo  ‘small red gourd’ 

 dololotsʼ dololotsʼᵃ ‘soaked sorghum’ 

 ɗoɗo  ɗoɗo  ‘sheep’ 

 fofot  fofotᵃ  ‘path’ 

 goʒow  goʒowᵃ  ‘mist, fog’ 

 ho  ho  ‘house’ 

 ƙodoxo ƙodoxo ‘centipede’ 

 lorokon lorokon ‘small adze’ 

 

/ɔ/ boɗok  bɔɗɔkᵃ  ‘bark, husk’ 

 bofoƙor bɔfɔƙɔr ‘billy-goat’ 

 ɓokoɲ  ɓɔkɔɲ  ‘bank’ 

 dob  dɔbᵃ  ‘mud’ 

 ɗoto  ɗɔtɔ  ‘rubber’ 

 gogom  gɔgɔm  ‘breastbone’ 

 ɦyo  ɦyɔ  ‘cow, cattle’ 

 ʝoror  ʝɔrɔr  ‘army ant, soldier’ 

 korok  kɔrɔkᵃ  ‘finger, toe’ 

 ƙoƙot  ƙɔƙɔtᵃ  ‘Red-billed hornbill’ 

 

/u/ bubu  bubu  ‘abdomen, gut’ 

 burukuts burukutsᵃ ‘knee-cap’ 

 cukuɗum cukuɗum ‘male Mountain reedbuck’ 

 dzu  dzu  ‘theft, thievery’ 

 fuluƙuru fuluƙuru ‘turaco’ 

 kubur  kubur  ‘big container’ 

 kurukur kurukur ‘shadow’ 

 luk  lukᵃ  ‘tree squirrel’ 

 tulu  tulu  ‘rabbit, hare’ 

 turuƙuƙu turuƙuƙu ‘Red-eyed dove’ 
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/ʉ/ bubun  bʉbʉn  ‘hot coal, ember’ 

 ɓuɓus  ɓʉɓʉs  ‘perfume made from tree heartwood’ 

 dumun dʉmʉn  ‘dung beetle’ 

 ɦyuƙum ɦyʉƙʉm ‘neck’ 

 ʝum  ʝʉm  ‘soil, dirt’ 

 kuf  kʉf  ‘drizzle’ 

 mutu  mʉtʉ  ‘wooden needle/pin’ 

 ruk  rʉkᵃ  ‘animal hump’ 

 suɗ  sʉɗᵃ  ‘lowest rib’ 

 tsʼutsʼu tsʼʉtsʼʉ ‘rubbish, garbage’ 

 

Icetod spelling rule #4: Icetod shall be written with the vowels <Aa, Ee, Ii, 

Oo, Uu> in the PopO and <Aa, Ee, Ɛɛ, Ii, Ɨɨ, Oo, Ɔɔ, Uu, Ʉʉ> in the LingO. 

 

2.2.2 Double vowels 

Icetod vowels may be lengthened in pronunciation. Long vowel sounds can 

be found in word roots as well as between parts of words. In both cases, long 

vowel sounds are to be written with double vowels like aa, ee, ii, oo, uu, etc. 

 

Examples of double vowels in roots include the following: 

 

/aa/ caal  caal  ‘cooking stone’ 

 gaanon gaanon ‘to be bad’ 

 ƙwaat  ƙwaatᵃ  ‘frog, toad’ 

 naabus naabus  ‘hedgehog’ 

 waak  waakᵃ  ‘playing 

 

/ee/ beemon beemon ‘to crack slightly’ 

 boxoƙoreet boxoƙoreetᵃ ‘kind of tree (Cussonia arborea)’ 

napeelem napeelem ‘kind of bird’ 

 ɲeteeɗe ɲeteeɗe ‘spring for holding decorative head feathers’ 

 seekw  seekwᵃ  ‘soup, broth’ 
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/ɛɛ/ ipeeron ɨpɛɛrɔn  ‘to take many days without food’ 

 iweeles ɨwɛɛlɛs  ‘to scatter, spread’ 

 ɲeese  ɲɛɛsɛ  ‘big rock’ 

 panees panɛɛs  ‘age-group name’ 

 tokeeres tɔkɛɛrɛs ‘to criss-cross’ 

 

/ii/ apiiron apiiron  ‘to jump off’ 

 iwiiɲes iwiiɲes  ‘to singe’ 

 liidon  liidon  ‘to be quiet, blunt’ 

 ɲesiit  ɲesiitᵃ  ‘kind of ground-bee’ 

 ŋikaɗiiɗi ŋikaɗiiɗi ‘kind of bird’ 

 

/ɨɨ/ ɗiit  ɗɨɨtᵃ  ‘kind of bird’ 

 hiiʝ  hɨɨʝᵓ  ‘slowly’ 

itiiles  ɨtɨɨlɛs  ‘to have a negative effect’ 

 ŋiiɗes  ŋɨɨɗɛs  ‘to wipe, rub’ 

 tiir  tɨɨr  ‘kind of Acacia tree’ 

 

/oo/ cookaam cookaam ‘shepherd’ 

 coor  coor  ‘leg bangle’ 

 goozes  goozes  ‘to throw away’ 

 lokooɗo lokooɗo ‘leather water bag’ 

 ɲoɓoot ɲoɓootᵃ ‘camp’ 

 

/ɔɔ/ bilooro bɨlɔɔrɔ  ‘kind of bird’ 

 iyooron ɨyɔɔrɔn  ‘to soar’ 

 ɲosooƙat ɲɔsɔɔƙatᵃ ‘deep animal hole-trap’ 

 ŋatoosa ŋatɔɔsa ‘dried meat’ 

 sikoores sɨkɔɔrɛs ‘to remove chaff using wind’ 

 

/uu/ fuuton  fuuton  ‘to breathe’ 

 ituumes ituumes ‘to take by surprise’ 

 loʝuulu loʝuulu  ‘kind of sorghum’ 

 ɲetsuur ɲetsuur ‘waterfall, point of erosion’ 

 tuutes  tuutes  ‘to castrate’ 
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/ʉʉ/ iƙuules ɨƙʉʉlɛs  ‘to take food out with a finger’ 

 ŋaɓuura ŋaɓʉʉra ‘modern leather shoe’ 

 ɲatsuuma ɲatsʉʉma ‘borehole’ 

 tsuur  tsʉʉr  ‘White-thorn acacia tree’ 

 tsʼuutes tsʼʉʉtɛs ‘to suck, absorb’ 

 

And the following show some long vowels (underlined below) resulting from 

the joining of two or more meaningful parts of words: 

 

/aa/ cooka-am → cookaam cookaam ‘shepherd’ 

ep-id-a-a → epidaa  epidaa  ‘Have you slept?’ 

 iʝaka-an-on → iʝakaanon ɨʝakaanon ‘to be wealthy’ 

 sago-an-on → sagwaanon sagoanon ‘to be ensnared’ 

 zeƙo-aw → zeƙwaaw zɛƙɔawᵃ ‘habitat’ 

 

/ee/ daku-e  → dakwee dakue  ‘in the tree?’ 

fa-es  → fees  fees  ‘to boil’ 

 iɓuŋa-es → iɓuŋees iɓuŋees ‘to flog’ 

 ƙa-a-ka-e → ƙaakee ƙaakee  ‘Has he taken it?’ 

 roɓa-e  → roɓee  roɓee  ‘of people’ 

 

/ɛɛ/ ce-es  → cees  cɛɛs  ‘to kill’ 

 de-ed  → deed  dɛɛdᵃ  ‘its base’ 

 ila-et-on → ileeton ɨlɛɛtɔn  ‘to travel this way’ 

 ko-es  → kwees  kɔɛs  ‘to wait’ 

mese-e → mesee  mɛsɛɛ  ‘in the beer?’ 

  

/ii/ dzigw-i-uƙot → dzigwiiƙot dzigwiiƙotᵉ ‘Be continually buying.’ 

fi-i-fi-on → fiifion  fiifion  ‘to itch’ 

 ƙa-i-i  → ƙayii  ƙaii  ‘I usually go.’ 

 teregi-ik → teregiik teregiikᵃ ‘workers’ 

 ter-et-i-inos → teretiinos teretiinos ‘to be disunited’ 
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/ɨɨ/ ari-ik  → ariik  arɨɨkᵃ  ‘intestines’ 

ci-it-es-uƙot → ciitesuƙot cɨɨtɛsʉƙɔt ‘to satiate, satisfy’ 

iɲ-i-iɲi-on → iɲiiɲion ɨɲɨɨɲɨɔn ‘to cry (of infants)’ 

ƙi-itin  → ƙiitin  ƙɨɨtɨn  ‘straps’ 

lili-inos → liliinos lɨlɨɨnɔs  ‘to be angry at ea. oth.’ 

 

/oo/ ama-o  → amoo  amoo  ‘Is it a person?’ 

 awa-o  → awoo  awoo  ‘from the home?’ 

da-on  → doon  doon  ‘to be nice’ 

 ƙa-on  → ƙoon  ƙoon  ‘to go’ 

 ogo-os  → ogwoos ogoos  ‘to be left’ 

 

/ɔɔ/ bira-on → biroon  bɨrɔɔn  ‘to not be there’ 

 ikeet-os → ikootos ɨkɔɔtɔs  ‘to be raised up’  

 na-os  → noos  nɔɔs  ‘knowledge, wisdom’ 

 ɲeƙe-o  → ɲeƙoo  ɲɛƙɔɔ  ‘from hunger?’ 

 tatsa-on → tatsoon tatsɔɔn  ‘to shine’ 

 

/uu/ ɓu-um-on → ɓuumon ɓuumon ‘to get dislocated’ 

ru-it-et-es → ruutetes ruutetes ‘to uproot’ 

 tolu-inos → toluunos toluunos ‘to betray each other’ 

 yu-ud-on → yuudon yuudon ‘to be soft’ 

 

Writers of Icetod often forget to write a double vowel for a long vowel sound. 

As shown from all the examples above, double vowels (long vowel sounds) 

are an important characteristic of the language’s sound and meaning systems. 

Besides the above examples, many smaller grammatical words consist of 

double vowels. These words, which occur often and have significant 

grammatical functions, are best written consistently with double vowels: 
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(8) Short grammatical words with double vowels 

 

 bee  bee/bɛɛ ‘yesterday’ 

 dee  dee/dɛɛ ‘that (known or mentioned already)’ 

 dii  dii  ‘those (known or mentioned already)’ 

 ʝii  ʝɨɨ  ‘also’ 

 maa  maa  ‘don’t, not’ 

 moo  moo  ‘did not, so that...not’ 

 naa  naa  ‘earlier today’ 

 naa  naa  ‘if/when’ 

 naa  naa  ‘of earlier today’ 

 nee  nɛɛ  ‘if/when’ 

 nii  nii  ‘of earlier today’ 

 noo  noo/nɔɔ ‘before yesterday’ 

 nuu  nuu  ‘of before yesterday’ 

 tsʼoo  tsʼɔɔ  ‘now, later’ 

 

Icetod spelling rule #5: Long vowel sounds, in word roots or between parts 

of complex words, shall be written with the following double vowels: <aa, 

ee, ii, oo, uu> (PopO) or <aa, ee, ɛɛ, ii, ɨɨ, oo, ɔɔ, uu, and ʉʉ> (LingO). 

  

2.2.3 Diphthongs 

Diphthongs are like single vowels that have two vowel sounds compressed 

into one. Icetod diphthongs begin with an /i,ɨ/ or /e,ɛ/ sound made high in 

the front of the mouth. Those that begin with /i,ɨ/ quickly change into /e,ɛ/, 

/a/, /o,ɔ/ or /u,ʉ/. Those that begin with /e,ɛ/ quickly change into /a/ or 

/o,ɔ/. Since these the diphthongs begin with vowels high in the mouth, they 

are often interpreted as a /y/. Because of that, in the PopO, diphthongs may 

be written either as two vowels or with <y> plus the main vowel sound, 

while in the LingO, they are to be written with two vowel symbols to better 

reflect the true nature of the sound. Here are some examples of both styles: 

 

/ie/ ieɓon/yeɓon   ɨɛɓɔn  ‘to be cold’ 

ieŋon/yeŋon   ɨɛŋɔn  ‘to rest’ 
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/ia/ iaƙon/yaƙon   ɨaƙɔn  ‘to be far’ 

iates/yates   ɨatɛs  ‘to add’ 

 

/io/ iokon/yokon   ɨɔkɔn  ‘to blossom’ 

ioores/yoores  ɨɔɔrɛs  ‘to spin’ 

 

/iu/ iukuukes/yukuukes  iukuukes ‘to force in’ 

iumes/yumes   ɨʉmɛs  ‘to capture a bride’ 

 

/ea/ eakw/yakw   eakwᵃ  ‘man, husband’ 

 ean/yan   ɛan  ‘co-wife, sister-in-law’ 

 

/eo/ eo/yo    eo  ‘leather bag’ 

 eodon/yodon   eodon  ‘to be full’ 

 

One tendency that should be avoided is writing diphthongs with both two 

vowels and /y/, as in iyeɓon ‘to be cold’ and eyakw ‘man’. This way of spelling 

suggests that two syllables (or ‘beats’) are involved, when there is only one: 

 

ieŋon/yeŋon  NOT  iyeŋon ‘to rest’ 

iates/yates  NOT  iyates  ‘to add’ 

iokon/yokon  NOT  iyokon ‘to blossom’ 

iumes/yumes  NOT  iyumes ‘to capture a bride’ 

ean/yan  NOT  eyan  ‘co-wife, sister-in-law’ 

eodon/yodon  NOT  eyodon ‘to be full’ 

 

Icetod spelling rule #6: Four Icetod diphthongs shall be written as <ie, ia, 

io, iu> or <ye, ya, yo, or yu> in the PopO or as <ɨɛ, ɨa, ɨɔ, ɨʉ> in the 

LingO. Two others shall be written as <ea, eo> in both orthographies. 
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2.2.4 Whispered vowels 

In Icetod, vowels at the end of a word before a pause get whispered or 

‘devoiced’. Whispered vowels are found in many languages in the greater 

area surrounding the Ik, for example in Karimojong, Toposa, Turkana, and 

some Cushitic languages of Ethiopia. These vowels have been one of the 

biggest challenges in writing Icetod. They cannot be written with full vowel 

symbols because that sends the wrong message to new readers—that they 

should be pronounced fully. But neither can they be left out entirely because 

in many cases they add a needed component of meaning to the word.  

 

In linguistic studies of Icetod, it has become the standard practice to write the 

whispered vowels with small, superscript symbols like ᵃ, ᵉ, ⁱ, ᵒ, and ᵘ.13 This 

strategy will be followed in the LingO. In the PopO, however, whispered 

vowels will generally not be written, except in extreme cases where they are 

needed to provide an otherwise missing piece of meaning.  

 

After most consonants, vowels in the final position of the word or sentence 

get whispered only. But after a smaller set of consonants, these final vowels 

get omitted entirely. This smaller set of consonants—l, m, n, ŋ, ɲ, r, s, z—do 

not like whispered vowels after them, and the consonant f sometimes allows 

a whispered vowel and sometimes does not. But much of this is the 

preference of the speaker. The following words provide some examples of 

how some consonants allow whispered vowels while others do not: 

 

/b__/  nda dɔbᵃ  ‘and mud’   

   nda sibᵒ  ‘and yeast’    

 

/ɓ__/  nda roɓᵃ  ‘and people’ 

nda tɨɓᵓ  ‘and tall grass’ 

 

/dz__/  nda odzᵃ  ‘and dry season’ 

   nda widzᵒ  ‘and evening’ 

 

                                                
13 In the International Phonetic Alphabet, whispered or ‘voiceless’ vowels are written with a small circle 

under the vowels, as in: ḁ, e,̥ i,̥ o̥, or u.̥ 
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/f__/  nda bɛfᵃ  ‘and a puff adder’ 

   nda kafᶶ  ‘and a thorn’ 

 

/ɡ__/  nda teregⁱ  ‘and work’ 

   nda ragᵒ  ‘and an ox’ 

 

/ƙ__/  nda nƙaƙᵃ  ‘and food’ 

   nda ɲɛƙᵋ  ‘and hunger’ 

 

/l__/  nda kɔl  ‘and a he-goat’ 

   nda ɲol  ‘and a dik-dik’ 

 

/m__/  nda em  ‘and meat’ 

   nda kiɲom  ‘and seeds’ 

 

/ɲ__/  nda tɔrɔmɨɲ  ‘and a porcupine’ 

   nda leweɲ  ‘and an ostrich’ 

 

/r__/  nda kwar  ‘and a mountain’ 

   nda gur  ‘and a heart’ 

 

/s__/  nda kabas  ‘and flour’ 

   nda mɛs  ‘and beer’ 

 

/ts__/  nda fots  ‘and a gorge’ 

   nda karatsᶤ  ‘and a chair’ 

 

/z__/  nda ƙwaz  ‘and an article of clothing’ 

   nda leuz  ‘and charcoal’ 

 

In the examples above, writing or not writing the whispered vowels makes 

little difference in terms of meaning. However, in other parts of the language, 

the whispered vowels do add meaning, for example in certain aspects of the 

case system and the verbal system. These are both discussed below. 
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Icetod is a ‘case language’, which means that every noun is marked for its 

grammatical function. If it is the subject, it gets a certain marking. If it is the 

object, another marking, and so on. Case markers in Icetod are all suffixes, 

small particles that attach to the end of the noun. These suffixes become 

whispered if the noun comes before a pause. This can be seen in the 

following ‘case paradigm’—a table that shows all the forms of a noun. For 

each case form, a word is given in the first column that prompts the native 

Icetod speaker to give the correct case form. These are called ‘case frames’: 

 

(9) Case paradigm for ceki- ‘woman’ in the LingO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... ceki na cekⁱ 

Nominative Bɛɗɨa... ceka na cekᵃ 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... ceko na cekᵒ 

Ablative Xɛɓa... cekuo na ceku 

Genitive Mɨta... cekie na ceki 

Accusative Bɛɗa... cekia na cekikᵃ 

Dative Iya... cekie na cekikᵉ 

Copulative Benia... cekuo na cekukᵒ 

 

The word na in the ‘Non-final form’ column means ‘this’ and is supplied there 

to bring out the non-final forms of the case suffixes. Translated into English, 

the case paradigm expresses the following for the ‘final form’ case endings: 

 

 Nda cekⁱ.  ‘And a woman.’ 

 Bɛɗɨa cekᵃ.  ‘I want a wife.’ 

 Ƙayuo cekᵒ.  ‘And he went with/took the woman.’ 

 Xɛɓa ceku.  ‘He fears the woman.’ 

 Mɨta ceki.  ‘It’s of the woman.’ 

 Bɛɗa cekikᵃ.  ‘He wants a wife.’ 

 Iya cekikᵉ.  ‘It’s on the woman.’ 

 Benia cekukᵒ.  ‘It’s not a woman.’ 
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As can be seen from the above examples, the whispered vowels differ in 

different forms of the same word, in this example, cekᵃ ‘woman’. To further 

illustrate the point, compare again the following forms of cekᵃ ‘woman’: 

 

(10) cek [cekⁱ]  cekik [cekikᵃ] 

 cek [cekᵃ]  cekik [cekikᵉ] 

 cek [cekᵒ]  cekuk [cekukᵒ] 

 

If read in isolation, such bare forms would be ambiguous, that is, uncertain in 

terms of their meaning. But in fact, such forms rarely occur isolated from 

other words that tell the reader which whispered vowel is present. The 

context the word occurs in—for example, after the verbs that act as ‘case 

frames’ in (9)—signals to the Icetod reader how to pronounce the word. 

 

This issue of whispered vowels is one of the main reasons why Icetod needs a 

dual orthography for the present time. The whispered vowels are real sounds 

that a) cannot be ignored because of their meaningfulness, but b) cannot be 

written consistently with full vowel symbols. Whispered vowels are part of 

the Icetod language and must be recorded in some fashion. For these reasons, 

the LingO will write whispered vowels with the superscript vowel symbols as 

shown above. The PopO will continue to use an approach that has arisen 

organically from native Icetod speakers trying to write their language. 

 

The general PopO approach to writing whispered vowels is as follows: 1) 

Whispered vowels directly following consonants are not to be written at all. 

2) Whispered vowels that directly follow a voiced vowel can be written as a) 

a full vowel or b) as a semi-vowel (y or w), or c) as nothing, depending on 

which two vowels are in sequence. These strategies are shown below in (11): 

 

(11) Ways of writing vowel sequences whose second vowel is whispered 

Sequence PopO LingO 

/aa/ a  a/aᵃ 

/ae/ ae ay aᵉ 

/ai/ ai ay aⁱ 

/ao/ ao aw aᵒ 
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/au/ au aw aᵘ 

/ee/ e  e/eᵉ 

/ea/ e  e/eᵃ 

/ei/ e ey eⁱ 

/eo/ eo ew eᵒ 

/eu/ eu ew eᵘ 

/ii/ i iy i/iⁱ 

/ia/ i  i/iᵃ 

/ie/ i iy i/iᵉ 

/io/ io iw iᵒ 

/iu/ iu iw iᵘ 

/oo/ o/ou ow o/oᵒ 

/oa/ o  o/oᵃ 

/oe/ oe  oᵉ 

/oi/ oi oy oⁱ 

/ou/ ou ow oᵘ 

/uu/ u  u/uᵘ 

/ua/ u  u/uᵃ 

/ue/ ue we uᵉ 

/ui/ ui wi uⁱ 

/uo/ u  u/uᵒ 

 

With these spelling differences in mind, let us illustrate PopO Strategy 1 by 

repeating the case paradigm for ceki- ‘woman’, but this time in the PopO: 

 

(12) Case paradigm for ceki- ‘woman’ in the PopO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... ceki na cek 

Nominative Beɗia... ceka na cek 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... ceko na cek 

Ablative Xeɓa... cekuo na ceku 

Genitive Mita... cekie na ceki 

Accusative Beɗa... cekia na cekik 

Dative Iya... cekie na cekik 

Copulative Benia... cekuo na cekuk 
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In (12), note that in the final column under ‘Final form’, no whispered vowel 

is written after any consonant (in this case, k). Notice also that even though 

there is a devoiced vowel after ceku (-ᵒ) and ceki (-ᵉ), they are not written 

because in pronunciation they are (usually) completely silent.  

 

The following case paradigm of eakwa- ‘man’ brings out some more points: 

 

(13) Case paradigm for eakwa- ‘man’ in the PopO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... eakwa na eakw 

Nominative Beɗia... eakwa na eakw 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... eakwo na eakw 

Ablative Xeɓa... eakwoo na eakwao 

Genitive Mita... eakwee na eakwae 

Accusative Beɗa... eakwaa na eakwak 

Dative Iya... eakwee na eakwak 

Copulative Benia... eakwoo na eakwak 

 

In the above paradigm, any whispered vowel following the consonants k or 

kw are not written at all. But those following a vowel, as in eakwao (eakwaᵒ in 

LingO) and eakwae (eakwaᵉ in LingO), are written as a full vowel. For an 

unknown reason, Icetod writers and readers have no problem with the 

whispered vowel being written as a full vowel in these limited contexts.  

 

As already noted, this system, though not perfect, works quite well for the 

PopO. However, there still remains a point of ambiguity between the 

nominative and instrumental cases. The following sentences illustrate this: 

 

(14) Ƙaa naa riy.  Ƙaa naa riyᵃ.  ‘The goat went.’ 

 Ƙaa naa riy.  Ƙaa naa riyᵒ.  ‘He went with/took the goat.’ 

 

In the PopO, the sentence Ƙaa naa riy is ambiguous: We do not know if riy is 

the subject of the sentence (‘The goat went.’) or an object with which the 

subject went (‘He went with/took the goat.’). The key to resolving the 

ambiguity is the whispered vowel, which as demonstrated above, is not 
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written in the PopO. Ambiguous pairs like this require the PopO to reserve at 

least the option of writing the whispered vowel. And so it was agreed that if 

the author using PopO is aware of the problem, s/he is free to write the 

whispered vowel with a superscript vowel symbol as in the LingO.  

 

The instrumental case whispered vowel /-ᵒ/ is so important for meaning that 

the Icetod sound system makes an exception for it: Consonants that normally 

do not like whispered vowels after them do allow the instrumental marker. 

Compare the following nouns in the nominative and instrumental cases: 

 

(15) ɲol  ɲol  ‘dik-dik’ 

 ɲol  ɲolᵒ  ‘with a dik-dik’ 

 

 ʝum  ʝʉm  ‘soil’ 

 ʝum  ʝʉmᵓ  ‘with soil’ 

 

  leweɲ  leweɲ  ‘ostrich’ 

 leweɲ  leweɲᵒ  ‘with an ostrich’ 

 

 ceŋ  cɛŋ  ‘woodpecker’ 

 ceŋ  cɛŋᵓ  ‘with a woodpecker’ 

 

 gur  gur  ‘heart’ 

 gur  gurᵒ  ‘with a heart’ 

 

 bos  bos  ‘ear’ 

 bos  bosᵒ  ‘with an ear’ 

 

 ƙwaz  ƙwaz  ‘article of clothing’ 

 ƙwaz  ƙwazᵒ  ‘with an article of clothing’ 

 

Another example of ambiguity related to whispered vowels comes from the 

verbal system. The following two verbs differ in both tone and whispered 

vowel (though tone is not to be marked extensively, even in the LingO): 
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(16) Atsiak.  Atsiakᵃ.   ‘I have come.’ 

 Atsiak.  Atsiakᵒ.  ‘And then I come/came.’ 

 

Despite the ambiguity of these verbs in isolation, they rarely occur without 

other words coming before and after. That is to say, context can provide good 

clues as to which type of verb the word is: ‘present perfect’ (Atsiakᵃ) or 

‘sequential’ (Atsiakᵒ). In fact, the sequential verb type is used only in a series 

of actions expressed by verbs, such that Atsiakᵒ would never appear alone 

except in the strangest of situations. Moreover, the ambiguity shown in (16) 

is an issue only with the ‘first person’ verb forms (‘I’, ‘we’). The other persons, 

as presented in the following paradigm, differ in other significant ways: 

 

(17) Comparative paradigm for the verb ats- ‘come’  

Person Perfective Sequential 

1SG (‘I’) atsiakᵃ atsiakᵒ 

2SG (‘You’) atsidakᵃ atsidukᵒ 

3SG (‘S/he/it’) atsakᵃ atsukᵒ 

1PL.EXC (‘We’) atsimakᵃ atsimakᵒ 

1PL.INC (‘We’) atsisinakᵃ atsisinukᵒ 

2PL (‘You all’) atsitakᵃ atsitukᵒ 

3PL (‘They’) atsatakᵃ atsin 

 

Icetod Spelling Rule #7: In the LingO, Icetod whispered vowels shall be 

written with the following superscript vowel symbols: ᵃ, ᵉ, ᵋ, ⁱ, ᶤ, ᵒ, ᵓ, ᵘ, ᶶ. In 

the PopO, the spelling of whispered vowels shall be as follows: 

 

1. Whispered vowels directly after consonants shall not be written. One 

exception is if the writer needs to differentiate between the nominative 

and instrumental cases, as in riyᵃ ‘goat’ versus riyᵒ ‘with a/the goat’. 

2. Whispered vowels directly after a full voiced vowel shall be written: 

• As a full vowel in the following sequences (ae, ai, ao, au, eo, eu, 

io, iu, oe, ou, ue, ui), 

• As a semi-vowel in the same sequences (ay, aw, ey, ew, iy, iw),  

• As nothing (aa→a, ea→e, ia→i, etc.). 
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2.2.5 Vowel harmony 

Vowel harmony is a common characteristic of languages all over East Africa. 

‘Vowel harmony’ refers to the preference many languages have for only light 

(a, ɨ, ɛ, ɔ, ʉ) or only heavy (i, e, o, u) vowels in a given word. If parts of 

words with different kinds of vowels are put together, the language tends to 

‘harmonize’ all the vowels—make them all light or all heavy. ‘Heavy’ vowels 

are pronounced with the tongue body farther forward in the throat. Because 

of that, linguists call them [+ATR], which means ‘advanced tongue root’. 

‘Light vowels’ are called [-ATR], meaning ‘retracted tongue root’: This is 

because they are pronounced with the tongue body farther back in the throat. 

 

Icetod is a language with vowel harmony. In order to understand the vowel 

harmony system, some Icetod grammatical terms must be explained. First is 

the ‘root’. The root of a word is the main part—the part that supplies the 

main meaning. Then there are ‘suffixes’. Suffixes are small grammatical 

particles that attach to the end of the root. Suffixes add bits of grammatical 

meaning to a word. Icetod words are made up of roots and one or more (up 

to five or six) suffixes. The following examples illustrate roots and suffixes: 

 

(18) ɨlɨɓ -aa -ƙot -ini -dᵉ  ‘And they became green.’ 

 ROOT -suffix-suffix -suffix -suffix 

 

 ŋok -itinu- kᵒ    ‘They are dogs.’ 

 ROOT -suffix -suffix 

 

In these two examples, the roots ɨlɨɓ- ‘green’ and ŋok- ‘dog’ come first as roots 

always do in Icetod. After the root ɨlɨɓ, four suffixes follow. Each of these 

suffixes change the meaning of the whole word slightly. For example, the 

presence of the ‘completive’ suffix -ƙot means that what the verb describes 

(‘greenness’) is part of an already completed process. Likewise with the word 

ŋok above, two suffixes follow it. The first suffix, -itinu, tells the reader that 

the word is plural—more than one dog. The second and last suffix is -kᵒ, the 

copulative case marker, which adds the meaning ‘it is’ or ‘they are’.  
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With these Icetod word-building facts in mind, let us return to vowel 

harmony. When roots and suffixes are put together into words, the language 

will naturally try to harmonize all the vowels to be light or heavy. Bare roots 

come into the process with either light or heavy vowels (the hybrid vowel a 

can go with either type). Suffixes also come into the process with either light 

or heavy vowels. An important principle of Icetod vowel harmony is that 

heavy vowels are ‘dominant’. In other words, heavy vowels always spread 

their heaviness to light vowels, while light vowels never spread their 

lightness to nearby heavy vowels. And so a root with heavy vowels will 

harmonize a suffix with light vowels, and a suffix with a heavy vowel will 

harmonize a root with light vowels. This is [+ATR] or ‘heavy’-dominance. 

 

Heavy-vowel dominance can be shown with dominant roots and dominant 

suffixes. In table (19) below, two light roots and two heavy roots are 

compared. Note in the first column how when these light-voweled roots are 

joined with light-voweled suffixes, no harmony change happens. But from the 

third column, see that when a heavy-voweled root like beber- ‘pull’ is put 

with light-voweled suffixes, the vowels in the suffixes also become heavy: 

 

(19) Heavy-vowel dominance in roots 

Light [-ATR] Heavy [+ATR] 

bɛr-ɛs ‘to build’ beber-es ‘to pull’ 

bɛr-ɛt-ɛs ‘to build up’ beber-et-es ‘to pull this way’ 

    

mɨt-ɔn ‘to be’  dod-on ‘to hurt’ 

mɨt-ɔn-ʉƙɔt ‘to become’ dod-on-uƙot ‘to start hurting’ 

 

Heavy-vowel dominance is also a property of certain suffixes. Icetod has only 

three suffixes that are dominantly heavy. These are 1) the pluralizing suffix 

-iko-, the verbal ‘pluractional’ suffix -i-, and the verbal ‘middle’ suffix -im-. 

The fact that they all contain the vowel i is not an accident: High vowels like 

/i/ and /u/ are sometimes more dominant than other heavy vowels. This is 

true not only in Ik but also in the Didinga language of southeastern Sudan. 

The dominant behavior shown by these suffixes is illustrated in table (20) 

where the suffixes are observed changing their roots from light to heavy: 
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(20) Heavy-vowel dominance in suffixes 

1) -iko-    

ɔrɔr ‘stream’ wɛl ‘opening’ 

oror-ikwᵃ ‘streams’ wel-ikwᵃ ‘openings’ 

2) -i-    

ɨtsʉm-ɛs ‘to pierce’ kɔn-ɔn ‘to be one’ 

itsum-i-es ‘to pierce 

repeatedly’ 

kon-i-on ‘to be one-at-a-

time’ 

3) -im-    

ɨɓʉr-ɔn ‘to be warm’ kɔk-ɛs ‘to close’ 

iɓur-im-et-on ‘to get warm 

(itself)’ 

kok-im-et-on ‘to close 

(itself)’ 

 

So, to summarize, 1) Icetod strives to have either only heavy or only light 

vowels in one word, and 2) heavy vowels dominate light vowels. But the 

Icetod vowel harmony system is slightly more complicated than that, and the 

complications involve the vowel a. Although its pronunciation is light in 

modern Icetod, the vowel a can go with either light or heavy vowels in the 

same root or suffix. This situation probably arises from one or both of the 

following two historical scenarios: a) Icetod used to have ten vowels 

including a light a and a heavy a, or b) Icetod borrowed a lot of words from 

languages that had a light a and heavy a. Over time, the two a vowels were 

condensed into one a vowel but one which could act as either type.  

 

Because Icetod grammar can treat a as either light or heavy (though it is 

really light in pronunciation), any root or suffix containing only a as its 

vowel(s) can be either light or heavy. For verbs with only a, their [ATR] 

value is reflected in any suffixes that follow, like the transitive infinitive -ɛs/-

es or intransitive infinitive -ɔn/-on. For nouns with only a, their [ATR] value 

is reflected in a case suffix like the ablative case marker -ɔ/-o. A few 

examples of verbs and nouns with only a are provided below in table (21). 

Note that the ablative case suffix first changes the root-final a to ɔ/o in a 

process called vowel assimilation (see §1.2.6 ahead for a fuller discussion): 
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(21) Roots with light or heavy a 

Verbs LingO  

atsʼ-ɛs ‘to gnaw’ 

bar-ɔn ‘to be rich’ 

kan-ɛs ‘to lick’ 

 

Light 

ŋwax-ɔn ‘to be lame’ 

aƙaf-on ‘to yawn’ 

ats-on ‘to come’ 

raʝ-es ‘to return’ 

 

Heavy 

tab-es ‘to touch’ 

Nouns   

batsʼɔ-ɔ ‘from pus’ 

gaɗarɔ-ɔ ‘from slime’ 

kanaxɔ-ɔ ‘from the beehive’ 

 

Light 

xarɔ-ɔ ‘from the bladder’ 

amo-o ‘from the person’ 

kano-o ‘from the back’ 

ƙwazo-o ‘from the clothing’ 

 

Heavy 

taɓo-o ‘from the boulder’ 

 

Thus a third feature of the Icetod vowel harmony system is that a can have a 

‘light’ or ‘heavy’ value, despite it always being pronounced in a light way. 

But a has one other feature that must be mentioned: It is ‘opaque’, meaning 

that it blocks vowel harmony from spreading through it. For example, a heavy 

suffix with the vowel a—like the ‘stative’ suffix -an—will spread heavy-

dominant harmony to any further suffixes but not back to the root to which it 

is attached. This is because a blocks the leftward harmony.  

 

Practically, what this means is that in Icetod, there are a fair number of 

words which contain both heavy and light vowels—light vowels on the left of 

a and heavy vowels on the right of a. In other words, a complicates the 

system. The opaqueness of a is illustrated briefly in the following table. 

Observe how vowels in the roots to the left of -an remain light, while the 

vowel in the intransitive suffix following -an becomes heavy: 
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(22) Opaqueness of a 

ɓɛl-ɛs ‘to crack’ ɓɛlɛɓɛl-an-on ‘to crack’ 

cɛm-ɔn ‘to fight’ cɛmɛk-an-on ‘to be combative’ 

zɨk-ɛs ‘to tie’ zɨkɨzɨk-an-on ‘to be tied up’ 

 

Lastly, a special type of vowel harmony can even take place between words. 

Because it involves only the ‘high’ vowels i and u, this type of harmony can 

be called ‘i/u-dominance’. It works like this: When certain small grammatical 

words like plural demonstratives follow a noun, and those demonstratives 

contain i or u, any light vowel before them (except a) is harmonized into 

being heavy. A unique limitation of this ‘i/u-dominance’ is that it spreads to 

only one syllable in the preceding word. That is, it does not spread past the 

last consonant in the preceding word. To get a better picture of how this 

works, take a look at the following examples. Note that although the vowels 

in these nouns and suffixes are light, the vowel in their last syllable has 

become heavy as a result of the dominant demonstratives that follow them: 

 

(22) i/u-dominance 

kaɨnɨko nukᵘ ‘in those years’ 

mɛsee dii ‘in that beer’ 

sɛwɨtɨno sin ‘with those sticks (yesterday)’ 

 

What does all this mean for the writing of Icetod? First of all, writing vowel 

harmony processes is not an issue with the PopO because it only uses five 

vowels anyway. Since light and heavy vowel pairs (like ɛ-e or ʉ-u) are written 

with the same symbol in the PopO, vowel harmony poses no problems. 

 

However, because the LingO does write all nine vowels, vowel harmony must 

be reflected in the LingO writing system. But keep in mind that some of the 

Icetod vowel harmony changes are near or below the psychological threshold 

of Icetod speakers. That is, speakers are less aware of vowel harmony than 

they are of other things like tone and vowel assimilation. Because of this, 

accurate and consistent writing in the LingO will require a high level of 

linguistic awareness. This has proven to be a very difficult thing to teach, but 

we have seen that conscientious writers are capable of doing it.  
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Icetod Spelling Rule #8: Vowel harmony (with nine vowels) shall not be 

written in the PopO because the PopO uses only five vowels. In the LingO, 

however, vowel harmony shall be written to the fullest degree that the writer 

is aware of vowel harmony processes taking place in the text.  

 

2.2.6 Vowel assimilation 

A last topic involving Icetod vowels is that of ‘vowel assimilation’. Vowel 

assimilation is the process in which vowels change one or more features to 

become more like other nearby vowels. During assimilation, a vowel may 

move front, back, higher, or lower in the mouth to be more like other vowels. 

Speakers ‘assimilate’ vowels subconsciously to make pronunciation smoother.  

 

Icetod shows extensive vowel assimilation that can be partial or total, 

progressive (affecting the vowel after) or regressive (affecting the vowel 

before), adjacent or non-adjacent (with an intervening consonant). The next 

table portrays many of the known types of Icetod vowel assimilation: 

 

(23) Icetod vowel assimilation 

 Progressive Regressive 

Partial eu 

ɛʉ 

au 

aʉ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

ei 

ɛɨ 

ai 

aɨ 

io 

ɨɔ 

ikᵒ 

ɨkᵓ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

uo 

ʉɔ 

ukᵒ 

ʉkᵓ 

Total ie 

ɨɛ 

oe 

ɔɛ 

ae 

aɛ 

iu 

ou 

ɔʉ 

au 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

ii 

ɨɨ 

oo 

ɔɔ 

aa 

aa 

ii 

oo 

ɔɔ 

aa 

eo 

ao 

ɛɔ 

aɔ 

ɨɔ 

ʉɔ 

ae 

aɛ 

ɨɛ 

ɨa 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

oo 

oo 

ɔɔ 

ɔɔ 

ɔɔ 

ɔɔ 

ee 

ɛɛ 

ɛɛ 

aa 
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Vowel assimilation has practical implications for writing in Icetod. First, 

writers tend to be aware of vowel assimilation and want to reflect it in their 

spellings. This works well for both the PopO and the LingO, though the way 

each of the two orthographies deals with vowel assimilation differs (as will 

be shown below). Second, in some cases vowel assimilation is gradient. For 

example, the vowel combination ɨɔ can either be partially assimilated as ʉɔ or 

totally assimilated as ɔɔ. On one hand, this is not a problem in either 

orthography, but on the other hand, it may lead to inconsistent spellings.  

 

As a general rule, vowel assimilation is reflected in both the PopO and the 

LingO. But since vowel assimilation hides or obscures the underlying parts of 

complex words, some users of the LingO may choose to reduce vowel 

assimilation in their writing in order to bring out hidden meanings and/or 

maintain consistent word images in different vowel environments.  

 

The writing of vowel assimilation can be neatly illustrated in the case 

paradigms for the ‘demonstrative pronouns’ ɗɨ ‘(this) one’ and ɗi ‘(these) 

ones’. In table (24) below, the case paradigm of ɗɨ ‘(this) one’ is given first. 

The second column presents the component parts—the root and a case suffix. 

Note the vowel assimilation, particularly in the last five cases: 

 

(24) Case paradigm of ɗɨ ‘(this) one’  

 Components LingO PopO 

Oblique ɗɨ- → ɗɨ ɗi 

Nominative ɗɨ-a → ɗa ɗa 

Instrumental ɗɨ-ɔ → ɗɔ ɗo 

Ablative ɗɨ-ɔ → ɗɔɔ ɗoo 

Genitive ɗɨ-ɛ → ɗɛɛ ɗee 

Accusative ɗɨ-a → ɗɨa ɗia 

Dative ɗɨ-ɛ → ɗɛɛ ɗee 

Copulative ɗɨ-ɔ → ɗɔɔ ɗoo 

 

As can be seen in (24), total regressive (backward) assimilation occurs in the 

ablative, genitive, dative, and copulative cases. This is fully represented in 

both orthographies, albeit with different vowel symbols where appropriate. 
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The next table (25) gives the case paradigm for the plural demonstrative 

pronoun ɗi ‘(these) ones’. Only one type of vowel assimilation is represented 

in this paradigm—the partial regressive assimilation of io to uo. Both the 

LingO and the PopO capture this assimilation and with the same symbols: 

 

(25) Case paradigm of ɗi ‘(these) ones’ 

 Components LingO PopO 

Oblique ɗi- → ɗi ɗi 

Nominative ɗi-a → ɗia ɗia 

Instrumental ɗi-o → ɗo ɗo 

Ablative ɗi-o → ɗuo ɗuo 

Genitive ɗi-e → ɗie ɗie 

Accusative ɗi-a → ɗia ɗia 

Dative ɗi-e → ɗie ɗie 

Copulative ɗi-o → ɗuo ɗuo 

 

The last two tables illustrate vowel assimilation with two pronouns, but 

vowel assimilation has widespread effects on nouns and verbs as well. The 

next two tables show vowel assimilation impacting the case paradigms of 

nouns, and the two after that show the same effects in the verbal system. 

 

In table (26), total regressive assimilation is seen at work in the case 

paradigm for the noun kwɛta- ‘hand, arm’. Specifically, in the ablative and 

copulative cases, aɔ → ɔɔ, while in the gentive and dative, aɛ → ɛɛ: 

 

(26) Case paradigm of kwɛta- ‘hand, arm’ 

 Components LingO PopO 

Oblique kwɛta- → kwɛta kweta 

Nominative kwɛt-a → kwɛta kweta 

Instrumental kwɛt-ɔ → kwɛtɔ kweto 

Ablative kwɛta-ɔ → kwɛtɔɔ kwetoo 

Genitive kwɛta-ɛ → kwɛtɛɛ kwetee 

Accusative kwɛta-a → kwɛtaa kwetaa 

Dative kwɛta-ɛ → kwɛtɛɛ kwetee 

Copulative kwɛta-ɔ → kwɛtɔɔ kwetoo 
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In the next table, the case paradigm of ŋoki- ‘dog’ exemplifies partial 

regressive assimilation in the ablative and copulative cases only: 

 

(27) Case paradigm of ŋoki- ‘dog’ 

 Components LingO PopO 

Oblique ŋoki- → ŋoki ŋoki 

Nominative ŋoki-a → ŋoka ŋoka 

Instrumental ŋoki-o → ŋoko ŋoko 

Ablative ŋoki-o → ŋokuo ŋokuo 

Genitive ŋoki-e → ŋokie ŋokie 

Accusative ŋoki-a → ŋokia ŋokia 

Dative ŋoki-e → ŋokie ŋokie 

Copulative ŋoki-o → ŋokuo ŋokuo 

 

Moving on to verbs, this next table shows total regressive assimilation in the 

‘sequential’ paradigm of the verb bɛr- ‘build’. In the 2SG, 3SG, 1PL.INC, and 2PL 

forms, the combination ɨɔ assimilates totally to ɔɔ. Both orthographies 

represent this in the same away, apart from the differing vowel symbols: 

 

(28) Sequential paradigm of bɛr- ‘build’ 

 Components LingO PopO 

1SG (‘I’) bɛr-ɨa-a → bɛrɨaa beriaa 

2SG (‘You’) bɛr-ɨdɨ-ɔ → bɛrɨdɔɔ beridoo 

3SG (‘S/he/it’) bɛr-ɨ-ɔ → bɛrɔɔ beroo 

1PL.EXC (‘We’) bɛr-ɨma-a → bɛrɨmaa berimaa 

1PL.INC (‘We’) bɛr-ɨsɨnɨ-ɔ → bɛrɨsɨnɔɔ berisinoo 

2PL (‘You all’) bɛr-ɨtɨ-ɔ → bɛrɨtɔɔ beritoo 

3PL (‘They’) bɛr-ɨnɨ → bɛrɨnɨ berini 

 

Lastly, a sequential paradigm for the verb ƙa- ‘go’ (with its other form ƙo-) is 

given in table (29) below. Note that partial regressive assimilation only takes 

place in the 2SG, 3SG, 1PL.INC, and 2PL forms: 
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(29) Sequential paradigm of ƙa-/ƙo- ‘go’ 

 Components LingO PopO 

1SG (‘I’) ƙo-ia-a → ƙoiaa ƙoiaa 

2SG (‘You’) ƙo-di-o → ƙoduo ƙoduo 

3SG (‘S/he/it’) ƙa-i-o → ƙayuo ƙayuo 

1PL.EXC (‘We’) ƙo-ma-a → ƙomaa ƙomaa 

1PL.INC (‘We’) ƙo-sini-o → ƙosinuo ƙosinuo 

2PL (‘You all’) ƙo-ti-o → ƙotuo ƙotuo 

3PL (‘They’) ƙa-ini → ƙaini ƙaini 

 

The previous six tables give only a small sample of the many contexts in 

which Icetod exhibits vowel assimilation. However, to summarize and 

provide a reference, the vowel combinations shown back in (23) are repeated 

below in the way they would be written in both the PopO and the LingO: 

 

(30) Icetod orthographic vowel assimilation 

 Progressive Regressive 

   PopO LingO   PopO LingO 

Partial eu 

ɛʉ 

au 

aʉ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

ei 

ei 

ai 

ai 

ei 

ɛɨ 

ai 

aɨ 

io 

ɨɔ 

ikᵒ 

ɨkᵓ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

uo 

uo/oo 

uk 

uk 

uo 

ʉɔ/ɔɔ 

ukᵒ 

ʉkᵓ 

Total ie 

ɨɛ 

oe 

ɔɛ 

ae 

aɛ 

iu 

ou 

ɔʉ 

au 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

ii 

ii 

oo 

oo 

aa 

aa 

ii 

oo 

oo 

aa 

ii 

ɨɨ 

oo 

ɔɔ 

aa 

aa 

ii 

oo 

ɔɔ 

aa 

eo 

ao 

ɛɔ 

aɔ 

ɨɔ 

ʉɔ 

ae 

aɛ 

ɨɛ 

ɨa 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

oo 

oo 

oo 

oo 

oo 

oo 

ee 

ee 

ee 

aa 

oo 

oo 

ɔɔ 

ɔɔ 

ɔɔ 

ɔɔ 

ee 

ɛɛ 

ɛɛ 

aa 

 

Ik spelling rule #9: Vowel assimilation shall be written in both the PopO 

and the LingO with the vowel-symbol resources each orthography possesses. 
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3 Tone 

Icetod is a ‘tone language’ which means that besides consonants and vowels, 

it also uses ‘tone’ or ‘pitch’ to distinguish meaning. Although most European 

languages are non-tonal, roughly 70% of African languages are tonal. This 

group comprises the majority of Ugandan languages, including Karimojong, 

Toposa, and Turkana—all the languages that border the Icetod area.  

 

Icetod has been analyzed as having two basic tones: High (H) and Low (L). 

But these two tones get pronounced in several other ways depending on the 

lexical or grammatical context they appear in. One could say, then, that at a 

psychological level, Icetod has two ‘tones’, but at the level of pronunciation it 

has several other pitch types—level pitches and falling or rising pitches.  

 

Tone operates in both the lexicon (vocabulary) and grammar of Icetod. In the 

lexicon, tone helps distinguish some words from others that are otherwise 

identical or very similar in terms of consonants and vowels. As such, one can 

say that Icetod has ‘lexical tone’. In the grammar, tone helps distinguish 

certain verb types but only in conjunction with other signals made up of 

consonants and vowels. In other words, Icetod does not have ‘grammatical 

tone’ in the sense that tone alone can make grammatical distinctions. The 

next two sections examine Icetod lexical and ‘semi-grammatical’ tone and 

make suggestions for the writing of tone in the Icetod orthographies. 

 

3.1 Tone on words 

Along with consonants and vowels, Icetod uses phonetic pitch or ‘tone’ to 

differentiate words and their meanings. To illustrate this in the following 

examples, High tone is marked with the accent [á] while Low tone is left 

unmarked. Then, in the large brackets, the phonetic pitch of the words is 

indicated. Note that some words with Low tones have a low pitch, while 

others have a ‘mid’ pitch. The ones with mid pitch have a hidden High tone 

at the end that has raised the low to a mid in pronunciation. Note also that 

some words with High tone have a high-falling pitch. This fall in pitch is 

caused by the higher ‘sonority’ or resonance of Icetod’s ‘depressor consonants’ 

(b, d, dz, g, h, j, z, ʒ) that pull down or ‘depress’ high pitch to low pitch: 
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(31) Icetod lexical tone 

Nouns Verbs 

céŋ ��� ‘joke’ ɓúƙᵉ ��� ‘Enterǃ’ 

cɛŋ ��� ‘wood-pecker’ ɓuƙᵉ ��� ‘Liftǃ’ 

      

ɛś ��� ‘drunkenness’ dʉ́bᵋ ��� ‘Catchǃ’ 

ɛs ��� ‘termite’ dʉbᵋ ��� ‘Dip in waterǃ’ 

      

ɡwa ��� ‘bird’ hɔń ��� ‘Chase (animals)ǃ’ 

ɡwa ��� ‘stomach’ hɔn ��� ‘Driveǃ’ 

      

rɔɓᵃ ��� ‘collar’ itíŋ �� �� ‘Forceǃ’ 

roɓᵃ ��� ‘people’ itiŋ �� �� ‘Cookǃ’ 

      

sé ��� ‘quartz’ rúɓᵉ ��� ‘Groanǃ’ 

se ��� ‘blood’ ruɓᵉ ��� ‘Collapseǃ’ 

 

The words in (31) show some of the tonal variations found on shorter Icetod 

words. But the longer the words are, the more tonal variations occur. This is 

because each syllable (rhythmic vowel or vowel-consonant combination) gets 

its own tone designation. So, a word with three syllables gets three tones, one 

with four syllables gets four tones, and so on. The next table presents a 

sample of the tone patterns or ‘melodies’ seen on longer Icetod nouns. Each 

word is given in its ‘lexical’ form with a hyphen; this is the slightly abstract 

form that feeds into case paradigms like the one shown back in §1.2.6. The 

tone patterns in (32) are lexical, meaning they apply to the words in isolation 

and in some grammatical contexts. But Icetod tone is highly changeable: the 

tones on words change according to the particles and words that they are put 

with in real language contexts like phrases, clauses, and sentences. 
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(32) Lexical tone melodies 

HHH dúlélí- �� � �� ‘Dulel River’    

HHL kásɨt́a- �� � �� ‘Hook-thorn acacia’ 

HLH mókoló- �� � �� ‘Ozoroa insignis tree’ 

HLL múmuta- �� � �� ‘Selaginella phillipsiana moss’ 

LLL poposa- �� � �� ‘Agama lizard’   

LLH tsɨrɨmʉ-́ �� � �� ‘metal’ 

LHL tiléŋi- �� � �� ‘eye pupil’ 

LHH ʝolílé- �� � �� ‘Black kite (bird sp.)’ 

HHHH lóɗíkóró- �� � � �� ‘scorpion’ 

HHHL ɲícwéɲée- �� � � �� ‘Sugar-bush tree’ 

HHLH ɲéɓéɓutí- �� � � �� ‘waterbuck’ 

HHLL pɛĺɛɗ́ɛkɛ- �� � � �� ‘tobacco variety’ 

HLHH tsʼʉ́bʉlátɨ-́ �� � � �� ‘lip-plug’ 

HLHL fíritsʼári- �� � � �� ‘bird sp.’ 

HLLH ŋɨɓ́alɛlɛ-́ �� � � �� ‘mushroom sp.’ 

HLLL lósuaɲa- �� � � �� ‘stone anvil’ 

LHHH ɡomóíá- �� ���� ‘Maerua pseudopetalosa tree’ 

LHHL kɨlɔŕɨt́a- �� � � �� ‘Egyptian thorn tree’ 

LHLH lopérení- �� � � �� ‘ghost’ 

LHLL rutúduma- �� � � �� ‘pigeon’ 

LLHH basaúré- �� � � �� ‘eland’ 

LLHL ɡaɗukúɲu- �� � � �� ‘Gad’ukuny clan’ 

LLLL tɔrɔmɨɲa- �� � � �� ‘porcupine’ 
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3.2 Tone in the grammar 

All Icetod words have lexical tone patterns as described in the last section. 

But once the words are inserted into grammar, their tones may (or may not) 

change according to the pressures exerted on them by neighboring tones. As 

mentioned above, Icetod does not signal grammatical functions on the basis 

of tone alone. Rather, Icetod grammatical tone is ‘constructional’ and 

‘paradigmatic’. In other words, some grammatical constructions cause tonal 

changes accompanied by non-tonal changes—for example suffixes or 

rearrangments of word parts. Moreover, some verbal paradigms are also 

marked by a combination of tonal and non-tonal change, e.g. the addition of 

a suffix. That is why Icetod can be said to have ‘semi-grammatical’ tone.  

 

In this first example table, constructional tone changes are shown operating 

in two kinds of ‘plural’ construction: 1) with the plural suffix -íkó- and 2) the 

plural suffix -ɨka-. Pay close attention to how the original tone melody of the 

singular noun changes once it is pluralized with one of the plural suffixes: 

 

(33) Tone changes on plural noun constructions 

1) -íkó-    

LL → H-HH  

paɗo- → páɗ-íkó- ‘small cave(s)’ 

wɛla- → wél-íkó- ‘opening(s)’ 

LH → H-HH  

kɔlá- → kól-íkó- ‘male goat(s)’ 

rɔá- → ró-íkó- ‘desert(s)’ 

2) -ɨka-    

LLL → LH-HL  

cɛmɛrɨ- → cɛmɛŕ-ɨḱa- ‘herb(s)’ 

tsoriti- → tsorít-íka- ‘vein(s)’ 

LLH → HH-LL  

ɦyʉƙʉmʉ́- → ɦyʉ́ƙʉ́m-ɨka- ‘neck(s)’ 

kuɲukú- → kúɲúk-ika- ‘pestle(s)’ 
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The next table shows semi-grammatical tone changes operating in the 

‘optative’ (wish-expressing) verbal paradigm of the verb ats- ‘come’. The 

second column of the table presents the normal ‘realis’ (actually happening) 

paradigm of ats-, while the third column presents the tonal changes once the 

verb is put in the optative mood. Note that in addition to certain tone 

changes, different suffixes are also used in the optative. In the optative, we 

see the High tones of the realis flattened or ‘suppressed’, pushing the H(igh) 

tone of the verb into a ‘floating’ position. Though the ‘floating H’ is not 

attached to any vowel, it is still there psychologically. This is shown by the 

fact that it still raises the L(ow) tones on the verb to mid pitch. If the floating 

H were absent, the L tones on the verbs would surface with low pitch: 

 

(34)  Tone changes in the optative verbal paradigm 

 Realis Optative  

1SG (‘I’) ats-í-a → ats-ineˊ �� � �� 

2SG (‘You’) ats-íd-a → ats-idiˊ �� � �� 

3SG (‘S/he/it’) ats-a → ats-iˊ �� �� 

1PL.EXC (‘We’) ats-ím-á → ats-imaˊ �� � �� 

1PL.INC (‘We’) ats-ísin-a → ats-anoˊ �� � �� 

2PL (‘You all’) ats-ít-á- → ats-itiˊ �� � �� 

3PL (‘They’) ats-át-a → ats-átiˊ �� � �� 

 

The constructional tone change in (33) and the paradigmatic tone change in 

(34) are only two examples of the overall somewhat complicated Icetod tone 

system. This is not the place to go into other features of the tone system 

insofar as they are not relevant to writing tone orthographically. These 

examples are given here just to demonstrate some of Icetod’s tonal behavior 

as we think about how one might represent tone in the two orthographies. 
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3.3 Tone in the orthographies 

With tone as pervasive as it is in Icetod, the question naturally arises as to 

whether tone should be marked in the orthography. Before this question can 

be answered, a key distinction must be made between types of tone-marking. 

First, trying to capture how Icetod sounds would require marking phonetic or 

‘surface’ pitch somehow, so that the reader could know from the markings 

exactly how to say the word or sentence. This would result in a very ‘shallow’ 

orthography. Second, the deeper, psychologically real High and Low tones 

could be marked instead of shallow phonetic pitch. Such marking would still 

provide crucial clues to how things should be pronounced but would not 

burden the writer or reader with unnecessary detail. Lastly, the two 

approaches could be combined into a sort of hybrid tone-marking system. 

 

This question of writing tone really underscores the need for a dual Icetod 

orthography in the first place: How the language is to be written depends on 

a) the level of interest, ability, and training on the part of the writer and on 

b) the audience for which a piece of writing is intended. These two factors 

determine if and how tone should be indicated in Icetod literature. 

 

The Popular Orthography (PopO) is provided for the non-linguist or non-

specialist Ik author writing for a general Ik audience. Because of these 

constraints—and because we want to encourage writing in general—for the 

present time tone will not be written at all in the PopO. Recent experience 

has revealed two things on this topic: 1) Marking tone consistently (and 

correctly according to agreed-upon principles) requires a very high level of 

linguistic awareness, the kind of awareness not easily taught in the current 

social and educational climate of Ikland (with extremely scarce teaching 

resources). 2) Reading the scarce amount of Icetod literature now available 

does not seem hindered by the absence of tone marking. For these two simple 

reasons, it has been agreed that the PopO will not indicate tone. However, in 

the future, when adequate educational and institutional support is in place, a 

system of tone-marking could be introduced to the Ik community. Ideally, 

tone instruction would begin in P1 and grow naturally from that level on. 
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As for the Linguistic Orthography (LingO), it is to have at least the option of 

marking tone. Whether the tone marking is shallow (phonetic) or deep 

(psychological or ‘phonemic’) will depend on the abilities and interests of the 

author and the recognized needs of the intended audience(s). Strictly on the 

side of writing or ‘encoding’, if an Ik author wants to use the ‘harder’ LingO 

for his or her own enjoyment, he or she will be using the nine vowel symbols 

as outlined back in §1.2. In addition, just as the nine vowels build more detail 

into the orthography than five vowels, the author may choose to build tonal 

detail into the writing as well. This is well and good, though it must be kept 

in mind that readers may not visually refer to the tone markings at all (even 

if they did, they most likely would not be able to interpret them without 

instruction). Still, some authors, realizing that Icetod is a tonal language, may 

feel compelled to represent tone in their script. Or they may not. 

 

A situation where a shallow LingO tone-marking strategy would be helpful is 

in written materials aimed at non-speakers of Icetod. Such materials could 

include language-learning materials, dictionaries, and even curriculum for 

schools. The simple truth is that one cannot learn to speak Icetod well 

without gaining a decent ability in tonal pronunciation. Getting the 

consonants and vowels right is just not enough. For that reason, written 

materials created to help foreigners learn Icetod will only be 66% useful 

without accurate tone-marking—a full 33% of the language will be missing!  

 

A deeper, more abstract system of tone marking may be appropriate for non-

Ik linguists or other scholars (whose primary goal is not pronunciation) and 

for Ik people who are interested in more linguistic detail for whatever reason. 

For example, a good Ik-English dictionary should could include deep tone 

marking. Even though most Ik will know how to pronounce a given word 

without tone marking, there needs to be a true record of the language 

somewhere! How frustrating it is for learners and scholars of Karimojong and 

Turkana when the available dictionaries of those languages mark neither 

vowel harmony nor tone! The sad fact is that nowhere do we find a lexical 

record of those great languages from which correct pronunciation could be 

derived. Let this not become the unfortunate long-term situation for Icetod.  
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To summarize, Icetod tone is not to be marked in the PopO. While in the 

LingO, the option of writing tone is to be preserved. The tone-marking system 

may be shallow or deep depending on various characteristics of the author 

and audience. There is still room and still time to experiment with tone-

marking for Icetod, but to provide some basis for it, the following strategies 

are offered to mark a path forward. The first presented is a system for 

marking shallow tone or pitch, followed by a system for marking deep tone. 

 

In the shallow tone-marking approach, five tonal levels and contours are 

recognized and signaled: High-level, High-falling, Mid-rising, Mid, Low. 

These five are enough to guide the non-Ik reader into correct pronunciation. 

Four of these tones will be marked with ‘diacritics’—little marks above 

vowels—and one with the absence of a mark. (35) summarizes the five: 

 

(35) Strategy 1: Shallow Tone Marking 

Tone Mark Example  

High-level [á] ŋókᵃ ‘dog’ 

High-falling [â] dɔb̂ᵃ ‘mud’ 

Mid-rising [a᷄] ɡu᷄r ‘heart’ 

Mid [a] cekᵃ ‘woman’ 

Low [à] kàfᵃ ‘thorn’ 

 

Then in the deep tone-marking approach, only two tone levels are recognized 

and signaled: High and Low. High will be marked with an accent (á), while 

Low will be left unmarked (a). (36) summarizes this strategy: 

 

(36) Strategy 2: Deep Tone Marking 

Tone Mark Example  Pronunciation 

High [á] ŋókᵃ ‘dog’ [ŋókᵃ] 

 [á] dɔb́ᵃ ‘mud’ [dɔb̂ᵃ] 

 [á] ɡúr ‘heart’ [ɡu᷄r] 

Low [a] cekᵃ ‘woman’ [cekᵃ] 

 [a] kafᵃ ‘thorn’ [kàfᵃ] 
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Writing for non-Icetod speakers using the Strategy 1 outlined above will 

require a high level of linguistic knowledge and awareness, as well as close 

attention to detail. Writing with Strategy 2 should be relatively easy for semi-

educated Ik authors because the reality of the H and L tones is in their minds. 

In a way, the Strategy 2 still reflects pronunciation, only in a more abstract 

and much less ‘messy’ way. [Note to any linguists: Stategy 2 does not 

advocate marking underlying, unchangeable lexical tone. Rather, it is 

intended to represent H and L tones in their natural, discourse contexts.] 

 

What is given below are two instances of particular sentences written in the 

three ways outlined above: 1) In the PopO with no tone marking, 2) in the 

LingO with Shallow Tone Marking, and 3) in the LingO with Deep Marking: 

 

1) Na koto tsʼedoo nee, ƙoyaa dzigwetiaa ɦyo. Ƙoyaa ceyaa ntsiroɓak.  

2) Na kótó tsʼɛd́ɔɔ᷄ ́nee,́ ƙóîaa dzíɡwètìàà ɦyɔ.̀ Ƙóîaa cɛɨaa ntsíróɓàkᵉ. 

3) Na kótó tsʼɛd́ɔɔ́ ́nee,́ ƙóiaa dzíɡwetiaa ɦyɔ. Ƙóiaa cɛɨaa ntsíróɓakᵉ. 

‘So then I went and bought a cow. I went and killed (it) for her people.’ 

 

1) Tode naita noo duƙotanee bia ŋgok, naita noo tatayakwaa sitsʼee bik. 

2) Tóde naítá noo duƙotanéê bia ŋɡókᵉ, naítá noo tátaeakwaa sítsʼéê bikᵃ. 

3) Tóde naítá noo duƙotanée bia ŋɡókᵉ, naítá noo tátaeakwaa sítsʼée bikᵃ. 

‘Tell how you were taken to us, how my maternal uncle engaged you.’ 

 

Icetod spelling rule #10: In the PopO, tone shall not be marked in any way. 

In the LingO, the option of tone-marking shall be preserved, and if chosen, 

shall be implemented according to the author and audience:  

 

• LingO tone-marking may be ‘shallow’ with the following five tonal 

diacritics: [á, â, a᷄, a, à]. These are meant to symbolize approximate 

tone (or ‘pitch’) in actual pronunciation.  

• LingO tone-marking may be ‘deep’ with the following tonal diacritics 

only: [á, a], to symbolize High and Low tones at an abstract level. 
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4 Word boundaries 

It is commonly thought that an ‘orthography’ has to do with alphabetical 

letters. While that is true, it is not the whole truth. In addition to alphabetical 

letters, an orthography also makes choices on the boundaries of words. 

Spoken speech is an unsegmented stream of vowels and consonants (and 

tones). When this unbroken stream needs to be written, it cannot be written 

as one long continuous word. Therefore, decisions must be made on how to 

break up the stream into natural, bite-sized chunks. Many of these decisions 

are quite automatic—as speakers may have a clear sense of what a ‘word’ is 

in their language—but in some situations, word boundaries are not clear-cut. 

 

In general, linguists recognize three kinds of lower-level language ‘chunks’, 

some of which stand alone and some of which stick to other chunks. One 

such chunk is known broadly as the ‘word’. A ‘word’ is a chunk of language 

that can stand alone. Then there is an ‘affix’. An ‘affix’ is a small language 

chunk that cannot stand alone—it must attach to a word. Thirdly is the 

‘clitic’. A ‘clitic’ is a chunk that is partly ‘word-like’ and partly ‘affix-like’. 

There are different kinds of clitics, but the main point to remember is that 

speakers of unwritten or newly written languages may not instinctively know 

whether a particular chunk (clitic) is a word that should be written separately 

or an affix that should be written as part of another word. The following few 

sections discuss several such word-boundary issues found in Icetod. 

 

4.1 Words written together 

Many Icetod word boundaries are instinctive, causing no orthographic 

problems and so are not discussed further. However, a few comments are in 

order relating to words that should be written together (as one word) and 

those that should be kept separate. The following three sub-sections describe 

three instances where words can be written together: 1) Compounds, 2) 

prefixed demonstratives, and 3) complex conjunctions. Instances of words 

that are to be kept apart are the topic of §3.2 and sub-sections below. 
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4.1.1 Compounds 

‘Compounds’ are complex words made up of two or three otherwise separate 

words that are brought together for grammatical and semantic reasons. The 

two or three component parts are usually nouns or pronouns but may include 

verbs in special rare cases. In older Icetod provisional orthographies, there 

was no consistent strategy for writing compounds. Sometimes compounds 

were separated into two or three words. Other times they were hyphenated, 

and more rarely, they were written as one word. Following this latter 

strategy, this guide echoes the decision that compounds be written as one full 

word. This decision is based on two factors: 1) In the grammar, tone patterns 

and case-marking indicate that a compound really is a joined element, and 2) 

Icetod speakers tend to think of compounded words as belonging together. 

 

In table (37), the paradigm of possessive pronoun compounds is given with 

the noun im ‘child’. It also shows that if the possessive pronoun follows the 

possessed noun in a possessive noun phrase, it is to be written separately: 

 

(37) Possessive pronoun compounds and possessive phrases 

Compound Phrase  

ɲciim ima ɲci ‘my child’ 

biim ima bi ‘your child’ 

ntsiim ima ntsi ‘his/her child’ 

ŋgoim ima ŋgoe ‘our child’ 

ɲjiniim ima ɲjini ‘our child’ 

bitiim ima biti ‘your child’ 

ntiim ima nti ‘their child’ 

 

Besides the possessive compounds shown in (37), Icetod makes widespread 

use of noun-noun compounds. In fact, compounding is one of the language’s 

main word-building and new word coining methods. Many of the names for 

plants and places, for example, consist of compounds. One interesting 

characteristic of compounds is that the meaning of the compound cannot 

always be guessed from the meanings of the individual parts. The next table 

offers a sample of the many Icetod noun-noun compounds: 
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(38) Noun-noun compounds 

 Individual meanings Compound meaning 

awaaƙw home-inside ‘inner compound’ 

befacemer puff-adder-herb ‘type of plant’ 

dakukwet tree-arm ‘branch’ 

ɗiɗeŋwa donkey-female ‘female donkey’ 

dziberikames axes-beer ‘agricultural ceremony’ 

ekuce eye-water ‘tears’ 

kokoroik ridge-people ‘Dodoth people’ 

ɦyoam cow-person ‘foreigner’ 

Icemoriɗ Ik-beans ‘local bean variety’ 

Icetod Ik-speech ‘Ik language’ 

inoƙwaz animal-clothing ‘leather/fur clothing’ 

loƙuak gourd-mouth ‘drinking beer’ 

meneekw words-eye ‘word’ 

ŋokietsʼ dog-feces ‘earwax’ 

obuʝokwats rhino-urine ‘type of plant’ 

oʝaim wound-child ‘small sore’ 

Pakoam cave-person ‘Turkana person’ 

 

In summary, for the sake of (future) standardization, it is suggested that Ik 

authors write all compounds as one word, as in (37) and (38) above. That 

said however, hyphenating is another attractive alternative that some authors 

may wish to make use of. To take the example of English, many educated 

writers of English do not know when to hyphenate, separate, or join potential 

compounds like doghouse versus dog-house or anthill versus ant-hill. Whereas 

in German (related to English) compounds are written as one word and may 

include many component words resulting in incredibly long words. So there 

is some freedom in how compounds can be written in Icetod. A standard may 

emerge at some point preferring one strategy over the other. Until then, if Ik 

authors have no strong aversion to it, compounds may be left unhyphenated. 

 

Icetod spelling rule #11: Compounds shall be written as one word. 
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4.1.2 Prefixed demonstratives 

As stated below in §3.2, Icetod demonstratives (‘pointing’ words) are 

generally written as separate words. But in a few instances, prefixed or 

preposed demonstratives are best written attached to the word that follows. 

This is because, from a linguistic point of view, these prefixed demonstratives 

act like ‘clitics’ that gravitate towards a more substantial word-form. In other 

words, because they are unemphasized, they are attracted to the following 

host word. Prefixed demonstratives are found in two constructions: 1) In old, 

stable time expressions and 2) in the demonstrative pronoun paradigms. 

These are presented below where the demonstratives are in bold print: 

 

(39) Time expressions with prefixed demonstratives 

Days  Years  

ketsoita kenoo ke ‘-4 days’ nokeina kenoo ke ‘-4 years’ 

ketsoita nok ‘-3 days’ nokeina ke ‘-3 years’ 

notsoo nok ‘-2 days’ nokein ‘-2 years’ 

saatso sin ‘yesterday’ sakein ‘last year’ 

noodwaa ne ‘today’ nakaina na ‘this year’ 

taa barats ‘tomorrow’ keinats ‘next year’ 

ketsoi barats ‘+2 days’ nakaina tso ‘+2 years’ 

ketsoita ke ‘+3 days’ nakaina ke ‘+3 years’ 

  nakaina far ‘+4 years’ 

 

(40) Demonstrative pronouns 

Singular Plural 

kiɗɨ kiɗi 

kɨɗaa kiɗa 

kɨɗɔ kiɗo 

kɨɗɔɔ kiɗuo 

kɨɗɛɛ kiɗie 

kɨɗɨa kiɗia 

kɨɗɛɛ kiɗie 

kɨɗɔɔ kiɗuo 
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Icetod spelling rule #12: Preposed demonstratives shall be written together 

with the following host word as one word. 

 

4.1.3 Complex conjunctions 

Another case of words being written together involves complex conjunctions. 

‘Conjunctions’ are small words or particles that introduce subordinate 

(dependent) clauses. Icetod has an array of conjunctions, some of which seem 

to stand alone as separate words and others which seem to like to prefix to 

the following word (as ‘proclitics’). Obviously, the stand-alone conjunctions 

can be written as separate words, while the clitic-like conjunctions are to be 

written together with the following word making up a complex conjunction. 

These complex conjunctions are presented below in table (41). Note that the 

hypothetical conjunctions (‘If...would have’) can optionally be written with 

the initial element separate. This is because the element ƙa- is also behaving 

like a clitic, attaching itself to the following word. Linguistically, it is unclear 

whether there can be more than one clitic at the beginning of a word: 

 

(41) Complex conjunctions 

Nanaa ‘When...(earlier today),...’ 

Nasamu ‘When...(yesterday),...’ 

Nanoo ‘When...(before yesterday),...’ 

Nanaa ‘If...had...(earlier today),...’ 

Nabee ‘If...had...(yesterday),...’ 

Nanoo ‘If...had...(before yesterday),...’ 

Naƙanaa/Na ƙanaa ‘If...would (have)...(earlier today),...’ 

Naƙasamu/Na ƙasamu ‘If...would have...(yesterday),...’ 

Naƙanoo/Na ƙanoo ‘If...would have...(before yesterday),...’ 

 

Icetod spelling rule #13: Complex conjunctions shall be written as one 

word. Exception: Hypothetical complex conjunctions may be optionally 

written as two separate words as in Naƙanaa or Na ƙanaa. 
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4.2 Words written separately 

Most parts or ‘chunks’ of the language that Icetod speakers feel are separate 

words are indeed written separately—no problem there. But this section 

highlights six types of particles whose status as ‘word’ or ‘affix’ may not 

always be obvious. The decision has been made to write the following 

particle types as separate words, even though at times they ‘feel’ like affixes 

or clitics: demonstratives, possessive pronouns, tense markers, and simple 

conjunctions. These are briefly described in the following sub-sections. 

 

4.2.1 Spatial demonstratives 

‘Spatial demonstratives’ are smallish words that point to another word, 

referring to its physical location in space. Unlike the prefixed demonstratives 

mentioned back in §3.1.2, most demonstratives come directly after their 

‘head’ (the word they are pointing to). From a linguistic point of view, these 

spatial demonstratives may actually be clitics, and so the decision of whether 

to write them joined with their head or write them separately is somewhat 

arbitrary. However, the decision has been made to write them separately.  

 

Icetod spatial demonstatives indicate the number and relative distance of the 

object they refer to. Thus they can be singular or plural, ‘proximal’ (near), 

‘medial’ (not near, not far), or ‘distal’ (far), although in the plural forms, 

‘proximal’ and ‘medial’ are combined in ni. The following table shows how 

spatial demonstatives are or are not to be written (in both orthographies). 

The symbol <*> means ‘not right’—in this case, the discouraged spelling: 

 

(42) Spatial demonstratives 

ama na *ama-na *amana ‘this person’ 

ama ne *ama-ne *amane ‘that person’ 

ama ke *ama-ke *amake ‘that person (over there)’ 

roɓa ni 

 

*roɓa-ni *roɓani ‘these people’ 

‘those people’ 

roɓa ki *roɓa-ki *roɓaki ‘those people (over there)’ 

 

Icetod spelling rule #14: Spatial demonstratives shall be written separately. 
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4.2.2 Temporal demonstratives 

In addition to spatial demonstratives, Icetod also has ‘temporal 

demonstratives’. These demonstratives point to a particular point in time 

where their head (the word they refer to) may be located chronologically. 

This system distinguishes singular and plural and three times or ‘tenses’: 

‘recent past’ (earlier today), ‘removed past’ (usually yesterday), and ‘remote 

past’ (any time before yesterday). Like the spatial demonstratives, temporal 

demonstratives are clitic-like and so could justifiably be written together as 

one word with their heads or as separate words. The decision has been taken, 

however, to write them as separate words, as the next table illustrates: 

 

(43) Temporal demonstratives 

ama nak *ama-nak *amanak ‘person earlier today’ 

ama sin *ama-sin *amasin ‘person yesterday’ 

ama nok *ama-nok *amanok ‘person before yesterday’ 

roɓa nik *roɓa-nik *roɓanik ‘people earlier today’ 

roɓa sin *roɓa-sin *roɓasin ‘people yesterday’ 

roɓa nuk *roɓa-nuk *roɓanuk ‘people before yesterday’ 

 

Icetod spelling rule #15: Temporal demonstratives shall be written 

separately. 

 

4.2.3 Anaphoric demonstratives 

A third type of Icetod demonstrative is called ‘anaphoric’. Anaphoric 

demonstratives point to something that has a) already been mentioned in the 

text or conversation or b) is knowledge shared between the speaker(s) and 

listener(s). Besides this ‘pointing-backward’ function, anaphoric 

demonstratives indicate the number (singular or plural) of their head. The 

following table shows how these clitic-like particles are to be written: 
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(44) Anaphoric demonstratives 

ama dee *ama-dee *amadee ‘that person’ 

ima dee *ima-dee *imadee ‘that child’ 

roɓa dii *roɓa-dii *roɓadii ‘those people’ 

wika dii *wika-dii *wikadii ‘those children’ 

 

Icetod spelling rule #16: Anaphoric demonstratives shall be written 

separately. 

 

4.2.4 Possessive pronouns 

Possessive pronouns are short particles that convey ideas loosely grouped 

under the category of ‘possession’: association, part-whole, ownership, etc. As 

described back in §3.1.1, possessive pronouns may occur as the first element 

in a compound. In that situation, they are written as one word. However, 

when possessive pronouns follow their head (the thing possessed), they are to 

be written as separate words, just like the demonstratives mentioned above: 

 

(45) Post-posed possessive pronouns 

awa ɲci *awa-ɲci *awaɲci ‘my home’ 

awa bi *awa-bi *awabi ‘your home’ 

awa ntsi *awa-ntsi *awantsi ‘his/her home’ 

awa ŋgoe *awa-ŋgoe *awaŋgoe ‘our home’ 

awa ɲjini *awa-ɲjini *awaɲjini ‘our home’ 

awa biti *awa-biti *awabiti ‘your home’ 

awa nti *awa-nti *awanti ‘their home’ 

 

Icetod spelling rule #17: Post-posed possessive pronouns shall be written 

separately. 

 

4.2.5 Tense markers 

‘Tense’ or the time in which a sentence takes place is marked in Icetod with 

tense particles. Like the three types of demonstratives listed in previous sub-

sections, the Icetod tense markers are clitic-like in that they stick to the word 
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coming directly before them. But also like the demonstratives, they are still to 

be written as separate words. This is because Ik writers feel that because they 

are separate grammatical words (even if ‘sticky’ in pronunciation), this 

separateness should be reflected in writing. Like the tense demonstratives 

shown above in §3.2.2, the tense markers distinguish three degrees of time: 

nak (naa) for recent past (earlier today), bats (bee) for removed past 

(yesterday), and nok (noo) for remote past (any time before yesterday): 

 

(46) Tense markers 

atsia nak *atsia-nak *atsianak ‘I came.’ 

atsida nak *atsida-nak *atsidanak ‘You came.’ 

atsa nak *atsa-nak *atsanak ‘S/he/it came.’ 

atsima nak *atsima-nak *atsimanak ‘We came.’ 

atsisina nak *atsisina-nak *atsisinanak ‘We came.’ 

atsita nak *atsita-nak *atsitanak ‘You came.’ 

atsata nak *atsata-nak *atsatanak ‘They came.’ 

atsia bats *atsia-bats *atsiabats ‘I came.’ 

atsida bats *atsida-bats *atsidabats ‘You came.’ 

atsa bats *atsa-bats *atsabats ‘S/he/it came.’ 

atsima bats *atsima-bats *atsimabats ‘We came.’ 

atsisina bats *atsisina-bats *atsisinabats ‘We came.’ 

atsita bats *atsita-bats *atsitabats ‘You came.’ 

atsata bats *atsata-bats *atsatabats ‘They came.’ 

atsia nok *atsia-nok *atsianok ‘I came.’ 

atsida nok *atsida-nok *atsidanok ‘You came.’ 

atsa nok *atsa-nok *atsanok ‘S/he/it came.’ 

atsima nok *atsima-nok *atsimanok ‘We came.’ 

atsisina nok *atsisina-nok *atsisinanok ‘We came.’ 

atsita nok *atsita-nok *atsitanok ‘You came.’ 

atsata nok *atsata-nok *atsatanok ‘They came.’ 

 

Icetod spelling rule #18: Tense markers shall be written separately. 
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4.2.6 Simple conjunctions 

A final word category to be written separately is that of ‘simple conjunctions’. 

Simple conjunctions are short words with only one meaningful part (hence, 

‘simple’) whose function is to introduce subordinate or dependent clauses 

(hence, ‘conjunction’). Put differently, they are frequently-used introductory 

words. It was decided that these simple conjunctions should be written 

separately, and this is because from a linguistic point of view, most of them 

are separate grammatical words, not clitics or affixes. (However, at least one 

of them—na ‘if’—occasionally behaves like a clitic. Still, it is to be written as 

a separate word in the orthographies.) The following table presents these 

simple conjunctions, in both the PopO and the LingO: 

 

(47) Simple conjunctions 

PopO LingO  

na na ‘If...,’ 

naa naa ‘When...(earlier today),...’ 

sina sɨna ‘When...(yesterday),...’ 

noo noo ‘When...(before yesterday),...’ 

nee nɛɛ ‘If/when...,’ 

naa nee naa nɛɛ ‘If/when...,’ 

ata ata ‘Even if...,’ 

naita naita ‘Since/as...,’ 

ɗemusu ɗɛmʉsʉ ‘Unless/before...,’ 

ɗita ɗɨta ‘Like/as...,’ 

terutsu terutsu ‘After...had already...,’ 

 

Icetod spelling rule #19: Simple conjunctions shall be written separately. 
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5 Borrowed words 

One of the main ways languages change over time is by borrowing words and 

grammatical structures from other languages. This is not something ‘weak’ 

languages do; this is what all languages essentially do. For example, even 

though English is classified as a ‘Germanic’ language related to Danish, 

Dutch, and German, around 60% of its total vocabulary was ‘borrowed’ from 

French back in the 1100’s. This happened when the French conquered 

England and made French the language of power and prestige. Under that 

pressure, thousands of French words made their way into English. Similarly, 

Icetod has borrowed many words from neighboring languages over the last 

hundreds and thousands of years. For example, up to 40-50% of Icetod 

vocabulary appears to have been absorbed from the so-called Eastern Nilotic 

languages that include Bari and Toposa in Sudan, Karimojong in Uganda, and 

Turkana in Kenya. Even long before that, it seems Icetod borrowed from so-

called Cushitic languages like Rendille and Somali. This borrowing coincided 

historically with ethnic contact, interaction, and cultural enrichment.  

 

Many of the hundreds of verbs absorbed into Icetod from Eastern Nilotic 

languages begin with the vowel i- or ɨ-. This vowel is an old ‘causative’ 

marker in the larger Nilo-Saharan family to which Eastern Nilotic belongs. 

But by the time these verbs entered Icetod, the vowel i- or ɨ- no longer had a 

meaning of its own. Instead, it was just part of the overall verb root. 

Examples of this type of borrowed verb include the following: 

 

(48) Borrowed Eastern Nilotic verbs with i- 

iɓok- ‘dangle’ ɨbaɗ- ‘knock’ 

iɗik- ‘clot’ ɨɗaf- ‘slap’ 

iʝok- ‘drool’ ɨgʉʝ- ‘gulp’ 

iƙof- ‘avoid’ ɨƙɨr- ‘write’ 

imets- ‘take over’ ɨlɔɗ- ‘go around’ 

iɲoƙ- ‘repeat’ ɨmɛɗ- ‘flash’ 

iruk- ‘sing’ ɨsal- ‘be right’ 

ityak- ‘forge’ ɨsʉt- ‘move’ 
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And then in more recent times—perhaps in the last couple of hundred 

years—Icetod has borrowed heavily from Teso-Turkana languages, which are 

still part of the Eastern Nilotic cluster. These include Karimojong, Toposa, 

and Turkana. Many verbs borrowed from these languages begin with the 

sequences to-, tɔ-, ta-, tu-, or tʉ, which have a specific grammatical meaning 

in those languages (as a marker of ‘subsecutive’ or ‘narrative’ mood). But 

when borrowed into Icetod, those sequences lost their individual meaning 

and just became part of the verb root, just like the i-/ɨ- mentioned above. The 

following table presents a sampling of this type of borrowed verb: 

 

(49) Borrowed Teso-Turkana verbs with tV- 

taɓak- ‘carry in arms’ tɔʝɛm- ‘mock’ 

taʝal- ‘give up’ tɔlʉk- ‘encircle’ 

talak- ‘release’ tɔsɛs- ‘sin, err’ 

tatsa- ‘shine’ tuɗul- ‘bow’ 

tawan- ‘harm, hurt’ turuʝ- ‘be coiled’ 

tolu- ‘betray’ tʉɓʉn- ‘cover’ 

toŋel- ‘branch’ tʉɗʉt- ‘solidify’ 

torik- ‘lead’ tʉlʉŋ- ‘abhor’ 

 

It was not only verbs that Icetod has borrowed, but also nouns—many of 

them. Nouns borrowed from earlier stages of contact with Eastern Nilotic 

languages often (but not always) begin with the prefixes lo-/lɔ- for 

‘masculine’ and ‘neuter’ nouns and na- for ‘feminine’ nouns. This grammatical 

‘gender’ is a property of Eastern Nilotic grammars, but Icetod does not have 

it. Icetod often kept those prefixes when borrowing such nouns, but they then 

lost their grammatical function in Icetod and are now just part of the root. 

The next table gives a sample of these old Eastern Nilotic nouns in Icetod: 

 

(50) Borrowed Eastern Nilotic nouns with lo-/lɔ- or na- 

loɓuruʝᵃ ‘mold’ nadɛkwɛl ‘watermelon’ 

lɔɓaɓal ‘drying rack’ naɗɛpᵃ ‘flea’ 

lɔkaʉɗᵃ ‘weevil’ nakɨrɔr ‘sheath’ 

loperen ‘ghost’ namɛɗɔ ‘back of head’ 

loupal ‘cobra’ narɛʉ ‘viper species’ 
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Nouns borrowed at later stages of the Ik’s contact with Teso-Turkana peoples 

can be identified by the gender prefixes of those languages. These are ɲe-/ɲɛ- 

for masculine and ɲa- for feminine. Icetod sometimes adapts the masculine 

forms through vowel assimilation to make them ɲo-/ɲɔ-. Once borrowed into 

Icetod, these prefixes were ‘petrified’, that is, they lost their individual 

meanings and just became an archaic part of the noun root, for example: 

 

(51) Borrowed Teso-Turkana nouns with ɲe-/ɲɛ- or ɲa- 

ɲeɓwal ‘lake’ ɲaɓaaratᵃ ‘wrist-knife’ 

ɲeɓuruɓur ‘lowland’ ɲaɓʉra ‘maize’ 

ɲɛɗɛkɛ ‘sickness’ ɲakaaso ‘robe’ 

ɲoɓootᵃ ‘camp’ ɲakapɨrɨtᵃ ‘whistle’ 

ɲɔkɔkɔr ‘chicken’ ɲakau ‘bow’ 

 

Some other nouns were borrowed either from earlier Eastern Nilotic or later 

Teso-Turkana in their plural forms. These are identified by the Eastern Nilotic 

plural prefixes ŋi-/ŋɨ- for masculine and neuter and ŋa- for feminine: 

 

(52) Borrowed Eastern Nilotic nouns with ŋi-/ŋɨ- or ŋa- 

ŋikisila ‘law’ ŋakɨɓʉkᵃ ‘yoghurt’ 

ŋileetsᵃ ‘shame’ ŋalɛpan ‘fresh milk’ 

ŋimwi ‘twins’ ŋatɔɔsa ‘dried meat’ 

ŋɨsɨl ‘silky fibers’ ŋatur ‘flowers’ 

ŋɨtsan ‘troubles’ ŋaxabᵃ ‘placenta’ 

 

Icetod has borrowed from other languages besides Eastern Nilotic, but this is 

not the place to elaborate on all those. Although, because so much has been 

borrowed from Eastern Nilotic—more recently Teso-Turkana—Icetod has 

now generalized the shapes of those borrowings into a broad borrowing 

strategy. That is to say, in modern-day Icetod, any new verb borrowed from 

English or Swahili (often through Teso-Turkana) is given the prefix i-/ɨ- as a 

standard marker for a newly borrowed verb. Likewise, any borrowed noun is 

given one of the Teso-Turkana gender prefixes (ɲe-, ɲɛ, ɲa, etc.) as a standard 

marker of borrowing. To illustrate this, the following table presents a list of 

nouns borrowed from English and Swahili into Icetod: 
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(53) Words borrowed from English and Swahili 

From English From Swahili 

ɲaɓukᵃ ‘book’ ɲaɓao ‘mbao’ (plank) 

ɲalaitᵃ ‘light’ ɲakalam ‘kalamu’ (pen) 

ɲapain ‘fine’ ɲakaratas ‘karatasi’ (paper) 

ɲeɓia ‘beer’ ɲasaani ‘sahani’ (plate) 

ɲesukul ‘school’ ɲɛɗɨrɨsa ‘dirisha’ (window) 

ɲokompyuuta ‘computer’ ɲɛmɛza ‘meza’ (table) 

ɲoloʝᵃ ‘lodge’ ɲesipiria ‘sufuria’ (pot) 

ɲoloori ‘lorry’ ɲesurur ‘sururu’ (pick-axe) 

ɲomotoka ‘vehicle’ ɲokopia ‘kofia’ (hat, cap) 

ɲototsᵃ ‘torch’ ɲokopo ‘kikopo’ (cup) 

 

Besides showing the lexical enrichment made possible by borrowing, the list 

in (53) points out something else: phonological adjustments made to 

borrowed words. When languages like Icetod borrow words, they often adapt 

the borrowed words to the native sound system (phonology). Note, for 

example, those nouns in (53) that begin with ɲo-. This is because Icetod 

phonology favors vowel assimilation whereby the first vowel of the noun 

root—if it is o or ɔ—assimilates the prefix vowel from e to o or ɛ to ɔ.  

 

This next table (54) shows a sample of very recent English verb borrowings 

into Icetod. Such borrowings are very new and remain only on the fringe of 

acceptable, community-wide usage. Most people (but not all) who use them 

also know a bit of English. Note that even though these verbs are definitely 

not Eastern Nilotic, they are still assigned that archaic prefix i-. Note also that 

the English verb form being borrowed is the ‘gerund’ ending in -ing. The verb 

forms in (54) represent a new generation of English borrowings into Icetod: 

 

(54) Borrowed English verbs with i- 

icajiŋa- ‘charging’ ilisitiŋa- ‘listing’ 

iɗileyiŋa- ‘delaying’ ipurintiŋa- ‘printing’ 

iɗojiŋa- ‘dodging’ itaipiŋa- ‘typing’ 

ikonifamiŋa- ‘confirming’ iwesitiŋa- ‘wasting’ 
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Verbs like the ones in (54) are often borrowed to account for new 

technologies or modern concepts for which Icetod words do not exist. 

Ultimately, though, it will be up to the Ik community whether to borrow new 

words wholesale as in (54) or to coin new words using already existing 

lexical and morphological resources in Icetod. For example, instead of saying 

icajiŋa- ‘charging’ for ‘to charge (phones, batteries, etc.)’, the Ik can also 

cover this concept with verbs like ŋƙaƙites ‘to feed’ or wetites ‘to give drink’. 

In any case, there is also nothing wrong with having both alternatives 

available. This would, in fact, add considerable lexical richness to Icetod. 

 

How is the whole foregoing discussion of borrowing relevant to orthography? 

The main relevant points to be drawn from this are the following:  

 

• 1) Borrowing is natural and should not be frowned upon by language 

‘purists’. Modern national and global culture, as it makes inroads into 

the Ik society, will require the creation of new vocabulary—either 

through borrowing or coining or both. This is a good thing. 

• 2) Borrowed words should fit the established Icetod morphological 

model. As shown above, for verbs this means giving a borrowed verb 

the prefix i- or ɨ-. And for nouns, it means giving the borrowed word 

the prefix ɲe-, ɲɛ-, or ɲa-.  

• 3) Borrowed words should be conformed—in speech and spelling—to 

the Icetod sound system (phonology). For example, since Icetod 

disfavors consonant clusters like st or sp, these should be broken up in 

borrowed words like isipeliŋa- ‘spelling’ and not *ispeliŋa-.  

 

In sum, Icetod is well-equipped—through established borrowing strategies 

and rich native word-building resources—to keep up with cultural changes. 

 

Icetod spelling rule #20: Words borrowed into Icetod shall be conformed to 

the language’s native sound system (phonology) and word structure 

(morphology). For verbs, this means newly borrowed words shall be assigned 

the archaic prefix i-/ɨ-, and for nouns it means newly borrowed words shall 

be assigned one of the archaic prefixes ɲe-, ɲɛ-, ɲa-, ɲo-, or ɲɔ-.  
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6 Punctuation 

‘Punctuation’ has to do with putting various ‘puncts’ or ‘points’ in written 

language to represent aspects of spoken speech. Spoken language consists not 

only of vowels, consonants, and tones, but also of short pauses, longer 

pauses, different intonations, and different emphases that are vocally 

expressed. Some people find punctuation a burden, but the proper use of 

punctuation marks can both help the author organize his or her expression 

and help the reader navigate smoothly through a text. In highly developed 

and standarized languages like English, there is a large number of general 

and specialized punctuation marks. But for a language like Icetod that is at 

the beginning of the standarization process, only a few key punctuation 

marks are needed. These marks and their functions are presented below: 

 

Icetod spelling rule #21: A full stop <.> (ɲamatsara na wasonuƙoti) shall 

be written: 

 

1. To mark the end of a sentence, which in spoken speech is the pause 

after the speaker has finished one complete thought. For example: 

 

• Ŋƙini ciaaƙotinii ʝik.  

• Kutata biraa koroɓaa ŋabat. 

• Itamaana deiduo bonitiicika muɲ. 

 

2. To mark an abbreviation. Up to now, Icetod has not been written 

enough for the development of abbreviated forms. But one can 

imagine the future when Amazeam ‘Mr./Mrs./Sir/Lord’ may be 

abbreviated as Amzm., or when the phrase ƙeesukoo waxik, used in the 

sense of ‘et cetera’ or ‘and so on’ is abbreviated as ƙswk. 

 

Icetod spelling rule #22: A comma <,> (ɲamatsara na supetoni) shall be 

written: 

 

1. To mark the boundary between a supporting clause and a main 

clause. This corresponds to a short pause within a spoken sentence: 
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• Mita noo kiʝa odow, didia watik. 

• Naa tsʼagusuƙotatik, tuduƙotin. 

• Ama na cea basaurek, isokuk. 

 

2. To separate items in a written list. This corresponds to short pauses 

in spoken speech when numerous things are listed: 

 

• Inoa ni Icea ƙaƙiya ntuo ɗa: borok, ŋur, ŋamur, gaso... 

• Bacikika dii, ntuo ɗa: wax, ʝir, ŋƙaƙakwet, betsinakwet. 

• Ƙaneese koto eo, tsʼaɗ, miʒiʒ nda ƙoon. 

 

3. To introduce a quotation. This corresponds in spoken speech to 

when the speaker changes the intonation to begin a quotation: 

 

• Kutoo Kaea, “Kainiko nukuu, mita noo Mawa Amazea inoe.” 

• Raʝetiaa ntsie, “Itemat.” 

• Kuta ntsa todik, “Maa ceida am.” 

 

Icetod spelling rule #23: An exclamation point <!> (ɲamatsara na 

ŋaxetoni) shall be written: 

 

1. To mark the end of a statement that expresses strong emotion. This 

corresponds to loudness and/or intensity in spoken speech: 

 

• Kutuk, “Ogoe ɲci, abaŋǃ” 

• Maa ceida loŋotoma ŋgoeǃ 

• Kupaa tsʼaɗa imakǃ 

 

2. To mark the end of a command. In spoken speech this corresponds 

to extra loudness or emphasis in giving someone a command: 

 

• Atsuo awaaƙwee ɗemusǃ 

• Dee ɗi nakǃ 

• Nesibano nai naǃ 
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3. To mark interjections or exclamations—words that express surprise, 

fear, anger, and other strong emotions, ones that are spoken loudly: 

 

• Heǃ Isio bia beɗida nee ne? 

• Bia keǃ Enuƙotiaa biǃ 

• Yaŋ, yaŋ, yaŋǃ 

 

Icetod spelling rule #24: A question mark <?> (ɲamatsara na esetesi) shall 

be written: 

 

1. To mark the end of a question. In spoken speech, this corresponds to 

either a falling or falling-rising intonation at the end of the sentence: 

 

• Maa noo tsitsiiƙoti ʝotea? 

• Zeƙwida koto eɗa? 

• Rebana ŋƙaƙo ʝii? 

 

Icetod spelling rule #25: A colon <:> shall be written: 

 

1. To introduce a list of items. This corresponds to a significant pause 

in spoken speech before the listed things: 

 

• Inoa ni Icea ƙaƙiya ntuo ɗa: borok, ŋur, ŋamur, gaso... 

• Bacikika dii, ntuo ɗa: wax, ʝir, ŋƙaƙakwet, betsinakwet. 

• Dzigwetiaa kuruɓaa ni: idw, em, ɲesukari, ɲemejen... 

 

Icetod spelling rule #26: Double quotation marks <“ ”> shall be written: 

 

1. To enclose a direct quotation. In spoken speech this may match 

special intonation showing someone else’s speech is being referred to: 

 

• Taa kutataa, “Mesoo beɗim.” 

• Atsuo kutoo todik, “Benia toimena mitida ceki na gaan.” 

• Itsikia naa nta todiik, “Eʝa itsanita ɲera ni.” 
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7 Capitalization 

Capitalization involves the use of upper-case or ‘capital’ letters as the first 

letter of certain words. In Icetod, the capital letters are the following (LingO 

letters in italics): A, B, Ɓ, C, D, Ɗ, Dz, E, Ɛ, F, G, H, Hʼ, I, Ɨ, J, , K, Ƙ, L, M, N, 

Ŋ, Ɲ, O, Ɔ, P, R, S, T, Ts, Tsʼ, U, Ʉ, W, X, Y, Z, Ӡ. Capitalization is a way to 

mark off the beginning of sentences, including direct quotations, thereby 

giving a written text clearer reference points for both writers and readers. It 

is also used to highlight more prominent or unique words like names, titles, 

and proper nouns. This strategy—because its use is widespread in English and 

in other major Ugandan languages—is hereby also recommended for Icetod.  

 

Icetod spelling rule #27: The capital form of a letter shall be written: 

 

 1. To mark the beginning of a sentence: 

 

• Na awaa yeƙie, epin. 

• Epiya noo pakwee, mitie awa ntsi. 

• Kwiida is? 

 

2. To mark the beginning of a quotation: 

 

• Taa kutataa, “Mesoo beɗim.” 

• Atsuo kutoo todik, “Benia toimena mitida ceki na gaan.” 

• Itsikia naa nta todiik, “Eʝa itsanita ɲera ni.” 

 

3. To mark the names of specific people, tribes, languages, and places: 

 

• Aŋarab Zachary 

• Kunume Cecilia 

• Lomeri John Mark 

• Loŋoli Philip 

• Loteŋan Emmanual 

• Lotuk Vincent 

• Naŋoli Esther 

• Napiyo Lucy 
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• Ɓetsʼoniicetod 

• Gwagwaik 

• Icetod 

• Ik 

• Koromot 

• Ŋkacoliik 

• Pakoicetod 

• Toboŋoik 

• Ɗomok 

• Lokinene 

• Kamion 

• Moruatap 

• Nakoritaaw 

• Oriɓo 

• Seitiniaw 

• Usake 

 

4. To mark abbreviations of long names or titles: 

 

• UPDF, NRM, FM, UGX, CAO, UN, WFP, ACF, SIL 

 

5. To mark special titles, headings, or labels: 

 

• Karamoja FM, Kamion Subcounty, ƝƝƝƝaɓaibol, Amazeam 
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8 Sample material 

8.1 Numbers (Ɨmaarɛsiicikᵃ/Ɲanamɓaɨkᵃ) 

 

# PopO  

1 kon 

2 leɓets 

3 aɗ 

4 tsʼagus 

5 tud 

6 tude nda keɗi kon 

7 tude nda kiɗi leɓets 

8 tude nda kiɗi aɗ 

9 tude nda kiɗi tsʼagus 

10 tomin 

11 tomini nda keɗi kon 

12 tomini nda kiɗi leɓets 

13 tomini nda kiɗi aɗ 

14 tomini nda kiɗi tsʼagus 

15 tomini nda kiɗi tud 

16 tomini nda kiɗi tude nda keɗi kon 

17 tomini nda kiɗi tude nda kiɗi leɓets 

18 tomini nda kiɗi tude nda kiɗi aɗ 

19 tomini nda kiɗi tude nda kiɗi tsʼagus 

20 tominekwa leɓets 

30 tominekwa aɗ 

40 tominekwa tsʼagus 

50 tominekwa tud 

60 tominekwa tude nda keɗi kɔn 

70 tominekwa tude nda kiɗi leɓets 

80 tominekwa tude nda kiɗi aɗᵉ 

90 tominekwa tude nda kiɗi tsʼagus 

100 ŋamia (kon) 

1,000 alifa (kon) 

1,000,000 ɲemiliona (kon) 
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# LingO  

1 kɔn 

2 leɓets 

3 aɗᵉ 

4 tsʼagus 

5 tud 

6 tude nda kɛɗɨ kɔn 

7 tude nda kiɗi leɓets 

8 tude nda kiɗi aɗᵉ 

9 tude nda kiɗi tsʼagus 

10 tomin 

11 tomini nda kɛɗɨ kɔn 

12 tomini nda kiɗi leɓets 

13 tomini nda kiɗi aɗᵉ 

14 tomini nda kiɗi tsʼagus 

15 tomini nda kiɗi tud 

16 tomini nda kiɗi tude nda kɛɗɨ kɔn 

17 tomini nda kiɗi tude nda kiɗi leɓets 

18 tomini nda kiɗi tude nda kiɗi aɗᵉ 

19 tomini nda kiɗi tude nda kiɗi tsʼagus 

20 tominekwa leɓets 

30 tominekwa aɗᵉ 

40 tominekwa tsʼagus 

50 tominekwa tud 

60 tominekwa tude nda kɛɗɨ kɔn 

70 tominekwa tude nda kiɗi leɓets 

80 tominekwa tude nda kiɗi aɗᵉ 

90 tominekwa tude nda kiɗi tsʼagus 

100 ŋamia (kɔn) 

1,000 alifa (kɔn) 

1,000,000 ɲemiliona (kɔn) 
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8.2 Colors and patterns 

 

Colors (Kɨtɔɔsɔniicikᵃ/Ɲakalaikᵃ) 

PopO LingO  

ɓetsʼ ɓetsʼᵃ ‘white’ 

ɓokwaanet ɓokoanetᵃ ‘purplish-reddish brown’ 

bosan bosan ‘blue, gray’ 

buɗam/buɗaŋ buɗam/buɗaŋ ‘black’ 

ɗiw ɗiwᵃ ‘red’ 

iliɓ ɨlɨɓᵃ ‘green’ 

kipurant kɨpʉranetᵃ ‘purple, pink’ 

muƙyaanet muƙianetᵃ ‘dark red’ 

ɲaŋaanet ɲaŋaanetᵃ ‘yellow’ 

oŋoranet ɔŋɔranetᵃ ‘brown’ 

xid xɨdᵃ ‘green’ 

 

Patterns (Ƙamoniicikᵃ/Ɲapatenikᵃ) 

PopO LingO  

iƙir ɨƙɨr ‘striped like a zebra’ 

iliŋanet ɨlɨŋanetᵃ ‘white-bodied, other-colored head’ 

kabilan kabilan ‘single patched’ 

kolanet kɔlanetᵃ ‘striped down the back’ 

komolan komolan ‘patched, patchy’ 

merixan merixan ‘spotted’ 

ŋorokᵃ ŋorokᵃ ‘white with black spots’ 

siƙisiƙan sɨƙɨsɨƙan ‘speckled, flecked’ 

tulianet tulianetᵃ ‘spotted eyes’ 
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8.3 Hours of the day (Ɲasaatɨka ni odowi) 

 

Ɲasaat PopO 

06:00 ɲasaatikaa mitatie tomini nda ʝirini leɓets 

07:00 ɲasaatia konik 

08:00 ɲasaatikaa leɓetsatik 

09:00 ɲasaatikaa aɗatik 

10:00 ɲasaatikaa tsʼagusatik 

11:00 ɲasaatikaa tudatik 

12:00 ɲasaatikaa tudatie nda keɗi kon 

13:00 ɲasaatikaa tudatie nda kiɗi leɓets 

14:00 ɲasaatikaa tudatie nda kiɗi aɗ 

15:00 ɲasaatikaa tudatie nda kiɗi tsʼagus 

16:00 ɲasaatikaa mitatie tomin 

17:00 ɲasaatikaa mitatie tomini nda keɗi kon 

18:00 ɲasaatikaa mitatie tomini nda ʝirini leɓets 

19:00 ɲasaatia konik 

20:00 ɲasaatikaa leɓetsatik 

21:00 ɲasaatikaa aɗatik 

22:00 ɲasaatikaa tsʼagusatik 

23:00 ɲasaatikaa tudatik 

24:00 ɲasaatikaa tudatie nda keɗi kon 

1:00 ɲasaatikaa tudatie nda kiɗi leɓets 

2:00 ɲasaatikaa tudatie nda kiɗi aɗ 

3:00 ɲasaatikaa tudatie nda kiɗi tsʼagus 

4:00 ɲasaatikaa mitatie tomin 

5:00 ɲasaatikaa mitatie tomini nda keɗi kon 
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Ɲasaat LingO 

06:00 ɲasaatɨkaa mɨtatie tomini nda ʝɨrɨnɨ leɓets 

07:00 ɲasaatɨa kɔnɨkᵋ 

08:00 ɲasaatɨkaa leɓetsatikᵉ 

09:00 ɲasaatɨkaa aɗatikᵉ 

10:00 ɲasaatɨkaa tsʼagusatikᵉ 

11:00 ɲasaatɨkaa tudatikᵉ 

12:00 ɲasaatɨkaa tudatie nda kɛɗɨ kɔn 

13:00 ɲasaatɨkaa tudatie nda kiɗi leɓets 

14:00 ɲasaatɨkaa tudatie nda kiɗi aɗ 

15:00 ɲasaatɨkaa tudatie nda kiɗi tsʼagus 

16:00 ɲasaatɨkaa mɨtatie tomin 

17:00 ɲasaatɨkaa mɨtatie tomini nda keɗi kon 

18:00 ɲasaatɨkaa mɨtatie tomini nda ʝirini leɓets 

19:00 ɲasaatɨa kɔnɨkᵋ 

20:00 ɲasaatɨkaa leɓetsatikᵉ 

21:00 ɲasaatɨkaa aɗatikᵉ 

22:00 ɲasaatɨkaa tsʼagusatikᵉ 

23:00 ɲasaatɨkaa tudatikᵉ 

24:00 ɲasaatɨkaa tudatie nda kɛɗɨ kɔn 

1:00 ɲasaatɨkaa tudatie nda kiɗi leɓets 

2:00 ɲasaatɨkaa tudatie nda kiɗi aɗ 

3:00 ɲasaatɨkaa tudatie nda kiɗi tsʼagus 

4:00 ɲasaatɨkaa mɨtatie tomin 

5:00 ɲasaatɨkaa mɨtatie tomini nda kɛɗɨ kɔn 
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8.4 Days of the week (Odowicika ni ɲasaɓeti) 

 

PopO LingO  

Ɲakasia Konik Ɲakasia Kɔnɨkᵋ ‘Monday’ 

Ɲakasia Leɓetsik Ɲakasia Leɓetsikᵉ ‘Tuesday’ 

Ɲakasia Aɗik Ɲakasia Aɗikᵉ ‘Wednesday’ 

Ɲakasia Tsʼaɡusik Ɲakasia Tsʼaɡusikᵉ ‘Thursday’ 

Ɲakasia Tudik Ɲakasia Tudikᵉ ‘Friday’ 

Ɲaramiram Ɲaramɨram ‘Saturday’ 

Ɲasaɓet Ɲasaɓetᵃ ‘Sunday’ 

 

8.5 Months of the year (Aragwanɨka ni kaɨnɨ) 

 

Traditional 

PopO LingO  

Kupon Kupon ‘January’ 

Ɓetsʼon Ɓetsʼon ‘February’ 

Daŋ Daŋ ‘March’ 

Lomoe Lomoᵉ ‘April’ 

Kinam Kɨnam ‘May’ 

Namaƙar Namaƙar ‘June’ 

Etsʼa Iliŋanetik Etsʼa Ɨlɨŋanetikᵉ ‘July’ 

Iɗata Ŋer Ɨɗata Ŋɛr ‘August’ 

Nakariɓ Nakariɓᵃ ‘September’ 

Teres Teres ‘October’ 

Kawes Kawes ‘November’ 

Raraan Raraan ‘December’ 

 

Borrowed  

PopO LingO  

Januwar Janʉwarᵓ ‘January’ 

Feɓurar Fɛɓʉrarᵓ ‘February’ 

Mac Macᵓ ‘March’ 

Epiril Epirilᵒ ‘April’ 
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Mey Meyᵒ ‘May’ 

Jun Junᵒ ‘June’ 

Julay Julayᵒ ‘July’ 

Ogost/Agast Ɔgɔstᵓ/Agastᵓ ‘August’ 

Sepitemɓo Sɛpɨtɛmɓɔ ‘September’ 

Okitoɓo Ɔkɨtɔɓɔ ‘October’ 

Nofemɓo Nɔfɛmɓɔ ‘November’ 

Ɗesemɓo Ɗɛsɛmɓɔ ‘December’ 

 

8.6 Other time expressions 

 

Times of the day 

PopO LingO  

barats baratsᵒ ‘in the morning’ 

muku muku ‘at night’ 

ɲaɓait ɲaɓaɨtᵓ ‘at dawn’ 

odatu odatu ‘all day’ 

odow odoᵒ ‘during the day’ 

tsoik tsoikᵒ ‘all night’ 

widz widzᵒ ‘in the evening’ 

widzekw widzekᵒ ‘in the evening’ 

xiŋat xɨŋatᵓ ‘at dusk’ 

 

 Past and future day terms 

PopO LingO  

ketsoita kenoo ke ketsoita kenoo ke ‘four days ago’ 

ketsoita nok ketsoita nokᵒ ‘three days ago’ 

notsoo nok notsoo nokᵒ ‘two days ago’ 

saatso sin saatso sɨn ‘yesterday’ 

noodwaa (=ne) noodoa (=ne) ‘today’ 

taa barats taa baratsᵒ ‘tomorrow’ 

ketsoi barats ketsoi baratsᵒ ‘two days from now’ 

ketsoiita ke ketsoita ke ‘three days from now’ 
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8.7 Greetings (Maxanɛsiicikᵃ) 

 

PopO LingO  

Iyida? Iida? ‘Are you there?’ 

Bia ʝii. Bia ʝɨɨ. ‘You too.’ 

Epida? Epida? ‘Did you sleep?’ 

Goneseida? Goneseida? ‘Have you awoken?’ 

Iryaida? Iryaida? ‘Have you stayed all day?’ 

Kutana is? Kʉtana is? ‘What is said?’ 

Ira nti? Ira nti? ‘How is it?’ 

Isiemutio iy? Isiemutio i? ‘What story is there?’ 

Bire ɲci lotoɓ. Bɨrɛ ɲci lɔtɔɓᵓ. ‘Give me tobacco.’ 

Atsida ndee? Atsida ndɛɛ? ‘Where are you coming from?’ 

Ƙeesida ndaik? Ƙeesida ndaikᵉ? ‘Where are you going?’ 

Isio ŋƙan? Isio ŋƙan? ‘What is being eaten?’ 

Isio ŋƙi? Isio ŋƙi? ‘What am I eating?’ 

Didi eɗa. Didi ɛɗa. ‘Only rain.’ 

Ɲeƙe eɗa. Ɲɛƙɛ ɛɗa. ‘Only hunger.’ 

Biraa mena iy. Bɨraa mɛna i. ‘There are no problems.’ 

 

8.8 Kinship terms (Editina ni ɦyeimosi) 

 

(From ‘my’ perspective) 

PopO LingO  

abaŋ abaŋ ‘my father’ 

boba boba ‘my grandfather 

dadaŋ dadaŋ ‘my grandmother’ 

ɲciemeta ɲciemeta ‘my parent-in-law’ 

ede ɛdɛ 1) ‘my older brother 

2) ‘my older paternal cousin’ 

edecek ɛdɛcekᵃ ‘my older brother’s wife’ 

imacek imacekᵃ ‘my son’s wife’ 

momo momo 1) ‘my maternal uncle’ 

2) ‘son of my sister’ 
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momocek momocekᵃ ‘my uncle’s wife’ 

momoim momoim ‘my maternal cousin’ 

ɲciean ɲciɛan 1) ‘my husband’s other wife’ 

2) ‘my husband’s brother’s wife’ 

ɲcinamwi ɲcinamuⁱ 1) ‘my husband’s sister’ 

2) ‘my brother’s wife’ 

ɲcugwam ɲcuɡwam ‘my sibling-in-law’ 

ɲcicek ɲcicekᵃ ‘my wife’ 

ɲcieakw ɲciea̯kwᵃ ‘my husband’ 

ɲciim ɲciim ‘my child’ 

ŋgoim ŋɡoim ‘my younger sibling’ 

tata tata ‘my paternal aunt’ 

tataeakw tataeakwᵃ ‘my paternal aunt’s husband’ 

tataim tataim ‘my paternal aunt’s child’ 

toto toto ‘my maternal aunt’ 

totoeakw totoeakwᵃ ‘my maternal aunt’s husband’ 

totoim totoim ‘my maternal aunt’s child’ 

yaŋ yaŋ ‘my mother’ 

yea yea ‘my sister’ 

 

8.9 Clan names (Editina asakikaᵉ) 

PopO LingO 

Gaɗukuɲ Gaɗukuɲ 

Ileŋiik Ileŋiikᵃ 

Komokua I Komokua I 

Komokua II Komokua II 

Ɲorobat Ɲɔrɔbatᵃ 

Ŋiboŋorana Ŋɨbɔŋɔrana 

Ŋiɗotsa Ŋɨɗɔtsa 

Siɡetia I Siɡetia I 

Siɡetia II Siɡetia II 

Telek I Tɛlɛkᵃ I 

Telek II Tɛlɛkᵃ II 

Uzet Ʉzɛtᵃ 
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8.10 Personal names 

 

Some bull names (Kiniena ragoeditini) 

PopO LingO 

Apa Kapeliɓok Apa Kapeliɓokᵒ 

Apa Komoliɲaŋ Apa Komoliɲaŋ 

Apa Lokamuto Apa Lɔkamʉtɔ 

Apa Lokwaŋ Apa Lokwaŋ 

Apa Loluk Apa Lolukᵘ 

Apa Lomaruko Apa Lomarʉkɔ 

Apa Lomeri Apa Lomeri 

Apa Looŋor Apa Lɔɔŋɔr 

 

 Other personal names (Saa editinie roɓaᵉ) 

PopO LingO 

Locap Locapᵃ 

Locom Locom 

Lokwaŋ Lokwaŋ 

Lolem Lolem 

Lomuria Lomuria 

Loɲa Loɲa 

Lopeyok Lopeyokᵃ 

Nakiru Nakiru 

Nakoŋ Nakɔŋ 

Namoi Namɔɨ 

Namoŋ Namɔŋ 

Naŋoli Naŋoli 

Napiyo Napiyo 

Narot Narotᵃ 

Atsok Atsokᵃ 

Matsu Matsu 

Natsiam Natsiam 

Tsila Tsɨla 
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8.11 Place names (Editina bacikikaᵉ) 

PopO LingO 

Aŋatar Aŋatar 

Borotsaak Borotsaakᵃ 

Burukai Burukai 

Cerub Cerubᵃ 

Cucueik Cucueikᵃ 

Ɗasoƙ Ɗasoƙᵃ 

Dodof Dodof 

Ɗomok Ɗomokᵃ 

Dumanamerix Dumanamerix 

Dunemorok Dunemorokᵃ 

Galats Galatsᵃ 

Icekiʝ Icekiʝᵃ 

Irikakokor Irikakokor 

Ise Ɨsɛ 

Isokoiaƙw Isokoiaƙwᵃ 

Iwolo Ɨwɔlɔ 

Kaehiƙo Kaehɨƙɔ 

Kaikoɓa Kaikoɓa 

Kakatakuri Kakʉtakuri 

Kamion Kamion 

Kanaro Kanaro 

Ketel Kɛtɛl 

Kopakwar Kɔpakwar 

Kuraho Kuraho 

Kwarikabubuik Kwarikabubuikᵃ 

Laatso Laatso 

Lɔcaraƙwat Lɔcaraƙwatᵃ 

Leraaƙw Lɛraaƙwᵃ 

Locoto Locoto 

Lokitoi Lɔkɨtɔɨ 

Loodoi Loodoi 

Lotoƙikaaw Lotoƙikaawᵃ 

Lousuna Lousuna 
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Miletisaba Miletisaba 

Moƙoroɡwas Mɔƙɔrɔɡwas 

Moruaŋakinei Moruaŋakinei 

Moruatap Moruatapᵃ 

Morueris Morueris 

Morukoyan Morukoyan 

Moruɲaŋ Moruɲaŋ 

Muƙei Muƙei 

Naapoŋo Naapɔŋɔ 

Nacakunet Nacakʉnɛtᵃ 

Nakalele Nakalele 

Naoyakiŋol Naɔyakɨŋɔl 

Narukyeɲ Narukyeɲ 

Ɲeradzoɡa Ɲɛradzoɡᵃ 

Nof Nof 

Oŋoriaw Oŋoriawᵃ 

Oŋoriz Oŋoriz 

Oriɓo Oriɓo 

Paluukuɓ Paluukuɓᵃ 

Puɗapuɗ Puɗapuɗᵃ 

Seɡerikwar Seɡerikwar 

Seitinikokor Seitinikokor 

Seitinikokor Seitinikokor 

Seket Sɛkɛtᵃ 

Siƙak Siƙakᵉ 

Taɓakokor Taɓakokor 

Tiritirikway Tiritirikwayᵃ 

Tsiɡak Tsiɡakᵃ 

Tsutsukaaw Tsutsukaawᵃ 

Turkwareekw Turkwareekwᵃ 

Wus Wus 
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8.12 Bird names (Editina gwaicikaᵉ) 

PopO LingO  

alala alala ‘augur buzzard’ 

bib bibᵃ ‘dove’ 

box box ‘nightjar’ 

ceŋ cɛŋ ‘woodpecker’ 

dedes dɛdɛs ‘willow warbler’ 

dzar dzar ‘oxpecker’ 

fuluƙuru fuluƙuru ‘turaco’ 

hoto hɔtɔ ‘bustard’ 

itsok itsokᵃ ‘sunbird’ 

ʝilififi ʝɨlɨfɨfɨ ‘ash starling’ 

ʝolil ʝolil ‘black kite’ 

ƙaraƙar ƙaraƙar ‘green wood hoopoe’ 

kiɗo kɨɗɔ ‘tschagra’ 

kilikilika kɨlɨkɨlɨka ‘crested eagle’ 

kiryooro kiryooro ‘white-crested helmet shrike’ 

kodz kɔdzᵃ ‘yellow-necked spurfowl’ 

ƙoƙot ƙɔƙɔtᵃ ‘red-billed hornbill’ 

kop kopᵃ ‘vulture’ 

kurak kʉrakᵃ ‘raven, crow’ 

leweɲ leweɲ ‘ostrich’ 

lofuk lofukᵃ ‘owl’ 

loƙili loƙili ‘brown parrot’ 

loƙol loƙol ‘eagle’ 

meur mɛʉr ‘superb starling’ 

midiƙ mɨdɨƙᵃ ‘grey-headed sparrow’ 

napoɗe napoɗe ‘namaqua dove’ 

ɲokokor ɲɔkɔkɔr ‘chicken’ 

oromen oromen ‘secretary bird’ 

tsits tsitsᵃ ‘hawk, falcon’ 

tsɨts tsɨtsᵃ ‘honey-guide’ 

tsol tsol ‘bee-eater’ 

tsowir tsowir ‘speckled mousebird’ 
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8.13 Animal names (Editina inoicikaᵉ) 

PopO LingO  

atoŋ atoŋ ‘spotted hyena’ 

bofoƙor bɔfɔƙɔr ‘he-goat’ 

borok borokᵃ ‘bush-pig’ 

ɗer ɗer ‘mouse, rat’ 

ɗoɗo ɗoɗo ‘sheep’ 

gaso gaso ‘warthog’ 

guɓer gʉɓɛr ‘leopard’ 

gwaitsʼ gwaɨtsʼᵃ ‘giraffe’ 

ɦyo ɦyɔ ‘cow’ 

iser iser ‘jackal’ 

kiliŋit kɨlɨŋɨtᵃ ‘bull elephant’ 

kotor kɔtɔr ‘oribi’ 

leŋ lɛŋ ‘ratel, honey badger’ 

loɓiliwas loɓiliwas ‘white-tailed mongoose’ 

maw mawᵃ ‘lion’ 

minit mɨnɨtᵃ ‘wild cat’ 

naƙira naƙɨra ‘striped hyena’ 

natsiɓili natsɨɓɨlɨ ‘female bushbuck’ 

ɲecuma ɲɛcʉma ‘colobus monkey’ 

ɲenukunuku ɲɛnʉkʉnʉkʉ ‘mole’ 

ɲol ɲol ‘dik-dik’ 

nus nʉs ‘male leopard’ 

ŋamur ŋamur ‘duiker’ 

ŋok ŋokᵃ ‘dog’ 

obuʝ obuʝᵃ ‘rhino’ 

oɗomor oɗomor ‘male bushbuck’ 

oŋor oŋor ‘elephant’ 

puus puus ‘cat’ 

riy ri ‘goat’ 

toromiɲ tɔrɔmɨɲ ‘porcupine’ 

tsor tsɔr ‘baboon’ 

zin zɨn ‘zebra’ 
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8.14 Plant & tree names (Editina dakwitiniicikaᵉ) 

PopO LingO  

asunan asʉnan ‘African pencil cedar’ 

atsʼ atsʼᵃ ‘sycamore fig’ 

ɓalaŋ ɓalaŋ ‘toothbrush tree’ 

ɓukula ɓʉkʉla ‘Gerrard’s acacia’ 

demiyw demiywᵃ ‘wild olive’ 

dereƙ dɛrɛƙᵃ ‘desert rose’ 

ɗeret ɗeretᵃ ‘Sudan gum arabic’ 

faidw faidwᵃ ‘ebony’ 

gaʒad gaʒadᵃ ‘red-pod terminalia’ 

gomor gɔmɔr ‘Nubian acacia’ 

gur gʉr ‘sickle bush’ 

ilaŋ ɨlaŋ ‘Indian jujube’ 

imanan ɨmanan ‘castor-oil plant’ 

inw ɨnwᵃ ‘milk-bush’ 

ititi ɨtɨtɨ ‘flame tree’ 

ʝot ʝɔtᵃ ‘sisal’ 

kasit kasɨtᵃ ‘hook-thorn acacia’ 

kilorit kɨlɔrɨtᵃ ‘Egyptian thorn’ 

kura kʉra ‘wait-a-bit acacia’ 

ler lɛr ‘white-thorn acacia’ 

loɓolia loɓolia ‘morning glory’ 

lokatat lɔkatatᵃ ‘African wild date palm’ 

moriɗ moriɗᵃ ‘beans’ 

ɲaɓura ɲaɓʉra ‘maize’ 

ŋam ŋam ‘sorghum’ 

reb rebᵃ ‘finger millet’ 

roƙo rɔƙɔ ‘tamarind’ 

sosobos sosobos ‘sausage tree’ 

tsum tsʉm ‘desert date’ 

tsuur tsʉʉr ‘white-thorn acacia’ 

tufereƙ tʉfɛrɛƙᵃ ‘black-jack’ 

xuxub xuxubᵃ ‘forest dombeya’ 
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8.15 Gourd names (Editina kaŋɛraicikaᵉ) 

PopO LingO  

ɓolo ɓolo ‘big round gourd’ 

ɓolokots ɓolokotsᵃ ‘small oblong gourd’ 

duluƙuƙu duluƙuƙu ‘small round/oval gourd’ 

kaɓaɲ kaɓaɲ ‘long oblong gourd’ 

kaŋer kaŋɛr ‘gourd’ 

keremidz keremidzᵃ ‘bitter inedible gourd’ 

ƙofo ƙɔfɔ ‘medium-sized round gourd’ 

ƙwese ƙwɛsɛ ‘broken gourd’ 

lɔkutur lɔkʉtʉr ‘gourd with funnel stem’ 

loƙu loƙu ‘big round gourd’ 

lomuƙe lomuƙe ‘small oblong edible gourd’ 

lopul lopul ‘small oblong edible gourd’ 

ɲapaɗer ɲapaɗɛr ‘huge round gourd’ 

naseme nasɛmɛ ‘big oblong gourd’ 

ɲatuɗu ɲatuɗu ‘big oblong gourd’ 

ɲekurum ɲekurum ‘Turkana milk gourd’ 

ɲelepit ɲelepitᵃ ‘milking gourd’ 

rikoŋ rikoŋ ‘big round gourd’ 

serey sereyᵃ ‘big gourd bowl’ 

sok sɔkᵃ ‘stemless gourd’ 

tsokolor tsokolor ‘long cylindrical gourd’ 

tukulet tukuletᵃ ‘small round gourd’ 
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8.16 Beekeeping vocabulary (Menaicika ɗaɗaᵉ) 

PopO LingO  

bokok bɔkɔkᵃ ‘hard-to-chew honeycomb’ 

ceben cɛbɛn ‘wooden spatula’ 

ɗaɗ ɗaɗᵃ ‘honey’ 

ɗogiɗog ɗɔgɨɗɔgᵃ ‘sugar-eating ant’ 

dokir dokir ‘old honeycomb’ 

ɗol ɗol ‘abandoned beehive’ 

ew ewᵃ ‘leather honey-bag’ 

goɗe gɔɗɛ ‘bee larvae’ 

hab habᵃ ‘tree-trunk hive’ 

iok ɨɔkᵃ ‘pollen, nectar’ 

kanaxa kanaxa ‘traditional beehive’ 

kaʒw kaʒwᵃ ‘torch’ 

ƙoɗot ƙɔɗɔtᵃ ‘hooked ladder’ 

kukusen kukusen ‘ground-hive’ 

kwan kwan ‘bee stinger’ 

leɓ lɛɓᵃ ‘liquid honey, without wax’ 

lokiloroŋ lokiloroŋ ‘queen bee’ 

lomil lomil ‘newly-formed honeycomb’ 

lowiɲ lɔwɨɲ ‘small tree-bee’ 

makul makul ‘grass beehive cover’ 

moɗ mɔɗᵃ ‘earth-bee, ground-bee’ 

muƙes mʉƙɛs ‘tree-bee’ 

naaseɲaŋ naaseɲaŋ ‘worker bee’ 

ɲenene ɲɛnɛnɛ ‘swarm of bees’ 

oforoƙ ɔfɔrɔƙᵃ ‘dried honeycomb’ 

paupaw paupawᵃ ‘scout bee’ 

sasar sasar ‘chewed beeswax’ 

sis sɨs ‘honey-beer, mead’ 

sos sɔs ‘beeswax’ 

tsʼiƙ tsʼɨƙᵃ ‘bee, honey’ 

tsitsin tsɨtsɨn ‘dipping stick’ 

watsʼw watsʼwᵃ ‘rock-crevice beehive’ 
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8.17 Body-part terms (Editina ɲekinerikee nebuⁱ) 

PopO LingO  

ak akᵃ ‘mouth’ 

bakuts bakutsᵃ ‘chest’ 

bos bos ‘ear’ 

bubu bubu ‘belly’ 

ɗam ɗam ‘brain’ 

de dɛ ‘leg, foot’ 

doɗ doɗᵃ ‘vagina’ 

ekw ekwᵃ ‘eye’ 

gafigaf gafigaf ‘lung’ 

gur gur ‘heart’ 

ɦyuƙum ɦyʉƙʉm ‘neck’ 

idw idwᵃ ‘breast’ 

ik ikᵃ ‘head’ 

kan kan ‘back’ 

komos komos ‘buttock’ 

korok kɔrɔkᵃ ‘finger, toe’ 

kutuŋ kutuŋ ‘knee’ 

kwan kwan ‘penis’ 

kway kwayᵃ ‘tooth’ 

kwet kwɛtᵃ ‘arm, hand’ 

mataŋ mataŋ ‘cheek’ 

mitsʼ mɨtsʼᵃ ‘testicle’ 

morok morokᵃ ‘throat’ 

naƙaf naƙaf ‘tongue’ 

ɲaŋalur ɲaŋalur ‘kidney’ 

ok ɔkᵃ ‘bone’ 

roroy roroyᵃ ‘waist’ 

sakam sakam ‘liver’ 

se se ‘blood’ 

sitsʼ sitsʼᵃ ‘hair’ 

tsʼe tsʼɛ ‘skin’ 

tsorit tsoritᵃ ‘blood vessel’ 
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8.18 Case paradigms 

 

For sɨsɨ- ‘honey-beer’ in the PopO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... sisi ni sis 

Nominative Beɗia... sisa ni sis 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... siso ni sis (sisᵒ) 

Ablative Xeɓa... sisoo ni sisu 

Genitive Mita... sisee ni sisi 

Accusative Beɗa... sisia ni sisik 

Dative Iya... sisee ni sisik 

Copulative Benia... sisoo ni sisuk 

 

For sɨsɨ- ‘honey-beer’ in the LingO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... sɨsi ni sɨs 

Nominative Beɗia... sɨsa ni sɨs 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... sɨso ni sɨsᵓ 

Ablative Xeɓa... sɨsoo ni sɨsʉ 

Genitive Mita... sɨsee ni sɨsɨ 

Accusative Beɗa... sɨsɨa ni sɨsɨkᵃ 

Dative Iya... sɨsee ni sɨsɨkᵋ 

Copulative Benia... sɨsoo ni sɨsʉkᵓ 

 

For ceki- ‘woman’ in the PopO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... ceki na cek 

Nominative Beɗia... ceka na cek 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... ceko na cek (cekᵒ) 

Ablative Xeɓa... cekuo na ceku 

Genitive Mita... cekie na ceki 

Accusative Beɗa... cekia na cekik 

Dative Iya... cekie na cekik 

Copulative Benia... cekuo na cekuk 
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For ceki- ‘woman’ in the LingO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... ceki na cekⁱ 

Nominative Beɗia... ceka na cekᵃ 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... ceko na cekᵒ 

Ablative Xeɓa... cekuo na ceku 

Genitive Mita... cekie na ceki 

Accusative Beɗa... cekia na cekikᵃ 

Dative Iya... cekie na cekikᵉ 

Copulative Benia... cekuo na cekukᵒ 

 

For mɛsɛ- ‘beer’ in the PopO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... mese ni mes 

Nominative Beɗia... mesa ni mes 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... meso ni mes (mesᵒ) 

Ablative Xeɓa... mesoo ni meseo 

Genitive Mita... mesee ni mese 

Accusative Beɗa... mesea ni mesek 

Dative Iya... mesee ni mesek 

Copulative Benia... mesoo ni mesek 

 

For mɛsɛ- ‘beer’ in the LingO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... mɛse ni mɛs 

Nominative Beɗia... mɛsa ni mɛs 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... mɛso ni mɛsᵓ 

Ablative Xeɓa... mɛsoo ni mɛsɛᵓ 

Genitive Mita... mɛsee ni mɛsɛ 

Accusative Beɗa... mɛsɛa ni mɛsɛkᵃ 

Dative Iya... mɛsee ni mɛsɛkᵋ 

Copulative Benia... mɛsoo ni mɛsɛkᵓ 
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For rebe- ‘finger millet’ in the PopO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... rebe ni reb 

Nominative Beɗia... reba ni reb 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... rebo ni reb (rebᵒ) 

Ablative Xeɓa... reboo ni rebeo 

Genitive Mita... rebee ni rebe 

Accusative Beɗa... rebea ni rebek 

Dative Iya... rebee ni rebek 

Copulative Benia... reboo ni rebek 

 

For rebe- ‘finger millet’ in the LingO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... rebe ni rebᵉ 

Nominative Beɗia... reba ni rebᵃ 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... rebo ni rebᵒ 

Ablative Xeɓa... reboo ni rebeᵒ 

Genitive Mita... rebee ni rebe 

Accusative Beɗa... rebea ni rebekᵃ 

Dative Iya... rebee ni rebekᵉ 

Copulative Benia... reboo ni rebekᵒ 

 

For awa- ‘home’ in the PopO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... awa na aw 

Nominative Beɗia... awa na aw 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... awo na aw (awᵒ) 

Ablative Xeɓa... awoo na awao 

Genitive Mita... awee na awae 

Accusative Beɗa... awaa na awak 

Dative Iya... awee na awak 

Copulative Benia... awoo na awak 
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For awa- ‘home’ in the LingO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... awa na awᵃ 

Nominative Beɗia... awa na awᵃ 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... awo na awᵒ 

Ablative Xeɓa... awoo na awaᵒ 

Genitive Mita... awee na awaᵉ 

Accusative Beɗa... awaa na awakᵃ 

Dative Iya... awee na awakᵉ 

Copulative Benia... awoo na awakᵒ 

 

For tɔbɔŋɔ- ‘maize meal’ in the PopO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... toboŋo na toboŋ 

Nominative Beɗia... toboŋa na toboŋ 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... toboŋo na toboŋ 

Ablative Xeɓa... toboŋoo na toboŋo 

Genitive Mita... toboŋwee na toboŋoe 

Accusative Beɗa... toboŋwaa na toboŋok 

Dative Iya... toboŋwee na toboŋok 

Copulative Benia... toboŋoo na toboŋok 

 

For tɔbɔŋɔ- ‘maize meal’ in the PopO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... tɔbɔŋɔ na tɔbɔŋ 

Nominative Beɗia... tɔbɔŋa na tɔbɔŋ 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... tɔbɔŋɔ na tɔbɔŋᵓ 

Ablative Xeɓa... tɔbɔŋɔɔ na tɔbɔŋɔ 

Genitive Mita... tɔbɔŋɔɛ na tɔbɔŋɔᵋ 

Accusative Beɗa... tɔbɔŋɔa na tɔbɔŋɔkᵃ 

Dative Iya... tɔbɔŋɔɛ na tɔbɔŋɔkᵋ 

Copulative Benia... tɔbɔŋɔɔ na tɔbɔŋɔkᵓ 
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For ɗero- ‘rat’ in the PopO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... ɗero na ɗer 

Nominative Beɗia... ɗera na ɗer 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... ɗero na ɗer (ɗerᵒ) 

Ablative Xeɓa... ɗeroo na ɗero 

Genitive Mita... ɗerwee na ɗeroe 

Accusative Beɗa... ɗerwaa na ɗerok 

Dative Iya... ɗerwee na ɗerok 

Copulative Benia... ɗeroo na ɗerok 

 

For ɗero- ‘rat’ in the LingO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... ɗero na ɗer/ɗerᵒ 

Nominative Beɗia... ɗera na ɗer 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... ɗero na ɗerᵒ 

Ablative Xeɓa... ɗeroo na ɗero 

Genitive Mita... ɗeroe na ɗeroᵉ 

Accusative Beɗa... ɗeroa na ɗerokᵃ 

Dative Iya... ɗeroe na ɗerokᵉ 

Copulative Benia... ɗeroo na ɗerokᵒ 

 

For kafʉ- ‘thorn’ in the PopO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... kafu na kaf 

Nominative Beɗia... kafa na kaf 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... kafo na kaf (kafᵒ) 

Ablative Xeɓa... kafwoo na kafu 

Genitive Mita... kafwee na kafui 

Accusative Beɗa... kafwaa na kafuk 

Dative Iya... kafwee na kafuk 

Copulative Benia... kafwoo na kafuk 
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For kafʉ- ‘thorn’ in the LingO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... kafʉ na kaf/kafᶶ 

Nominative Beɗia... kafa na kaf/kafᵃ 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... kafɔ na kafᵓ 

Ablative Xeɓa... kafʉɔ na kafʉ 

Genitive Mita... kafʉɛ na kafʉᶤ 

Accusative Beɗa... kafʉa na kafʉkᵃ 

Dative Iya... kafʉɛ na kafʉkᵋ 

Copulative Benia... kafʉɔ na kafʉkᵓ 

 

For daku- ‘tree’ in the PopO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... daku na dakw 

Nominative Beɗia... dakwa na dakw 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... dako na dakw (dakᵒ) 

Ablative Xeɓa... dakwoo na daku 

Genitive Mita... dakwee na dakwi/dakui 

Accusative Beɗa... dakwaa na dakuk 

Dative Iya... dakwee na dakuk 

Copulative Benia... dakwoo na dakuk 

 

 

For daku- ‘tree’ in the LingO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... daku na dakᵘ 

Nominative Beɗia... dakwa na dakwᵃ 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... dako na dakᵒ 

Ablative Xeɓa... dakuo na daku 

Genitive Mita... dakue na dakwi/dakuⁱ 

Accusative Beɗa... dakua na dakukᵃ 

Dative Iya... dakue na dakukᵉ 

Copulative Benia... dakuo na dakukᵒ 
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For mao- ‘lion’ in the PopO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... mao na maw 

Nominative Beɗia... mawa na maw 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... mao na maw (maᵒ) 

Ablative Xeɓa... mawoo na mao 

Genitive Mita... mawee na mawe 

Accusative Beɗa... mawaa na maok/mawok 

Dative Iya... mawee na maok/mawok 

Copulative Benia... maoo na maok/mawok 

 

For mao- ‘lion’ in the LingO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... mao na maᵒ 

Nominative Beɗia... mawa na mawᵃ 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... mao na maᵒ 

Ablative Xeɓa... maoo na mao 

Genitive Mita... maoe na maoᵉ 

Accusative Beɗa... maoa na maokᵃ 

Dative Iya... maoe na maokᵉ 

Copulative Benia... maoo na maokᵒ 

 

 

 

For ƙɨɔ- ‘strap’ in the PopO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... ƙio na ƙiw 

Nominative Beɗia... ƙiwa na ƙiw 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... ƙio na ƙiw (ƙiᵒ) 

Ablative Xeɓa... ƙioo na ƙio 

Genitive Mita... ƙiywee na ƙiyoe 

Accusative Beɗa... ƙiywaa na ƙiyok 

Dative Iya... ƙiywee na ƙiyok 

Copulative Benia... ƙiyoo na ƙiyok 
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For ƙɨɔ- ‘strap’ in the LingO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... ƙɨɔ na ƙɨᵓ 

Nominative Beɗia... ƙɨa/ƙɨywa na ƙɨᵃ/ƙɨywᵃ 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... ƙɨɔ na ƙɨᵓ 

Ablative Xeɓa... ƙɨɔɔ na ƙɨɔ 

Genitive Mita... ƙɨɔɛ na ƙɨɔᵋ 

Accusative Beɗa... ƙɨɔa na ƙɨɔkᵃ 

Dative Iya... ƙɨɔɛ na ƙɨɔkᵋ 

Copulative Benia... ƙɨɔɔ na ƙɨɔkᵓ 

 

 

For ɗaʉ- ‘knife’ in the PopO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... ɗau na ɗaw 

Nominative Beɗia... ɗawa na ɗaw 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... ɗao na ɗaw (ɗaᵒ) 

Ablative Xeɓa... ɗaoo na ɗau 

Genitive Mita... ɗawee na ɗawi 

Accusative Beɗa... ɗawaa na ɗauk/ɗawuk 

Dative Iya... ɗawee na ɗauk/ɗawuk 

Copulative Benia... ɗaoo na ɗauk/ɗawuk 

 

 

For ɗaʉ- ‘knife’ in the LingO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... ɗaʉ na ɗaᶶ 

Nominative Beɗia... ɗawa na ɗawᵃ 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... ɗaɔ na ɗaᵓ 

Ablative Xeɓa... ɗaɔɔ na ɗaʉ 

Genitive Mita... ɗaɔɛ na ɗaʉᶤ 

Accusative Beɗa... ɗaɔa na ɗaʉkᵃ 

Dative Iya... ɗaɔɛ na ɗaʉkᵋ 

Copulative Benia... ɗaɔɔ na ɗaʉkᵓ 
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For riye- ‘goat’ in the PopO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... riye  na riy 

Nominative Beɗia... riya na riy 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... riyo na riy (riyᵒ) 

Ablative Xeɓa... riyoo na riyeo 

Genitive Mita... riyee na riye 

Accusative Beɗa... riyaa na riyek 

Dative Iya... riyee na riyek 

Copulative Benia... riyoo  na riyek 

 

For riye- ‘goat’ in the LingO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... riye na riyᵉ 

Nominative Beɗia... riya na riyᵃ 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... riyo na riyᵒ 

Ablative Xeɓa... riyoo na riyeᵒ 

Genitive Mita... riyee na riye 

Accusative Beɗa... riyaa na riyekᵃ 

Dative Iya... riyee na riyekᵉ 

Copulative Benia... riyoo na riyekᵒ 

 

 

 

For kwayo- ‘tooth’ in the PopO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... kwayo na kway 

Nominative Beɗia... kwaya na kway 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... kwayo na  kway (kwayᵒ) 

Ablative Xeɓa... kwayoo na kwayo 

Genitive Mita... kwaywee na kwayoe 

Accusative Beɗa... kwaywaa na kwayok 

Dative Iya... kwaywee na kwayok 

Copulative Benia... kwayoo na  kwayok 
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For kwayo- ‘tooth’ in the LingO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... kwayo na kwayᵒ 

Nominative Beɗia... kwaya na kwayᵃ 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... kwayo na kwayᵒ 

Ablative Xeɓa... kwayoo na kwayo 

Genitive Mita... kwayoe na kwayoᵉ 

Accusative Beɗa... kwayoa na kwayokᵃ 

Dative Iya... kwayoe na kwayokᵉ 

Copulative Benia... kwayoo na kwayokᵒ 

 

For kaɛɛ- ‘tortoise’ in the PopO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... kaye na kay 

Nominative Beɗia... kaya na kay 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... kayo no kay (kayᵒ) 

Ablative Xeɓa... kayoo na kayeo 

Genitive Mita... kayee na kaye 

Accusative Beɗa... kayea na kayek 

Dative Iya... kayee na kayek 

Copulative Benia... kayoo na kayek 

 

For kaɛɛ- ‘tortoise’ in the LingO 

Case  Case frame Non-final form Final form 

Oblique Nda... kaɛɛ na kaɛ 

Nominative Beɗia... kaɛa na kaɛ 

Instrumental Ƙayuo... kaɛɔ na kaɛᵓ 

Ablative Xeɓa... kaɛɛɔ na kaɛɛᵓ 

Genitive Mita... kaɛɛɛ na kaɛɛ 

Accusative Beɗa... kaɛɛa na kaɛɛkᵃ 

Dative Iya... kaɛɛɛ na kaɛɛkᵋ 

Copulative Benia... kaɛɔɔ na kaɛɛkᵓ 
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For the personal pronouns in their non-final, PopO forms 

 1SG 2SG 3SG 1PL.EXC 1PL.INC 2PL 3PL 

OBL ɲci bi ntsi ŋɡo ɲjini biti nti 

NOM ŋka bia ntsa ŋɡwa ɲjina bita nta 

INS ŋko buo ntso ŋɡo ɲjino bito nto 

ABL ɲcuo buo ntsuo ŋɡoo ɲjinio bituo ntuo 

GEN ɲcie bie ntsie ŋɡwee ɲjinie bitie ntie 

ACC ɲcia bia ntsia ŋɡwaa ɲjinia bitia ntia 

DAT ɲcie bie ntsie ŋɡwee ɲjinie bitie ntie 

COP ɲcuo buo ntsuo ŋɡoo ɲjinio bituo ntuo 

 

For the personal pronouns in their final, LingO forms 

 1SG 2SG 3SG 1PL.EXC 1PL.INC 2PL 3PL 

OBL ɲcⁱ bi ntsⁱ ŋɡᵒ ɲjin bitⁱ ntⁱ 

NOM ŋkᵃ bi ntsᵃ ŋɡwᵃ ɲjin bitᵃ ntᵃ 

INS ŋkᵒ bu ntsᵒ ŋɡᵒ ɲjinᵒ bitᵒ ntᵒ 

ABL ɲcu bu ntsu ŋɡo ɲjinu bitu ntu 

GEN ɲci bi ntsi ŋɡoᵉ ɲjini biti nti 

ACC ɲcikᵃ bikᵃ ntsikᵃ ŋɡokᵃ ɲjinikᵃ bitikᵃ ntikᵃ 

DAT ɲcikᵉ bikᵉ ntsikᵉ ŋɡokᵉ ɲjinikᵉ bitikᵉ ntikᵉ 

COP ɲcukᵒ bukᵒ ntsukᵒ ŋɡokᵒ ɲjinukᵒ bitukᵒ ntukᵒ 

 

 

For the verb ŋɨxɔn ‘to be strong’ in the PopO 

 Non-final Final 

Nda… ŋixoni na ŋixon 

Bɛɗɨa… ŋixona na ŋixon 

Ƙaa naa… ŋixono na ŋixon 

Atsa… ŋixonoo na ŋixonu 

Ƙama … ŋixonie na ŋixoni 

Bɛɗa… ŋixonia na ŋixonik 

Iya … ŋixonie na ŋixonik 

Benia… ŋixonoo na ŋixonuk 
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For the verb ŋɨxɔn ‘to be strong’ in the LingO 

 Non-final Final 

Nda… ŋɨxɔnɨ na ŋɨxɔn 

Bɛɗɨa… ŋɨxɔna na ŋɨxɔn 

Ƙaa naa… ŋɨxɔnɔ na ŋɨxɔnᵓ 

Atsa… ŋɨxɔnɔɔ na ŋɨxɔnʉ 

Ƙama … ŋɨxɔnɨɛ na ŋɨxɔnɨ 

Bɛɗa… ŋɨxɔnɨa na ŋɨxɔnɨkᵃ 

Iya … ŋɨxɔnɨɛ na ŋɨxɔnɨkᵋ 

Benia… ŋɨxɔnɔɔ na ŋɨxɔnʉkᵓ 

 

For the verb kɔkɛs ‘to close’ in the PopO 

 Non-final Final 

Nda… kokesi na kokesi 

Bɛɗɨa… kokesa na kokes 

Ƙaa naa… kokeso na kokes 

Atsa… kokesoo na kokesu 

Ƙama … kokesie na kokesi 

Bɛɗa… kokesia kokesik 

Iya … kokesie kokesik 

Benia… kokesoo kokesuk 

 

For the verb kɔkɛs ‘to close’ in the LingO 

 Non-final Final 

Nda… kɔkɛsɨ na kɔkɛsɨ 

Bɛɗɨa… kɔkɛsa na kɔkɛs 

Ƙaa naa… kɔkɛsɔ na kɔkɛsᵓ 

Atsa… kɔkɛsɔɔ na kɔkɛsʉ 

Ƙama … kɔkɛsɨɛ na kɔkɛsɨ 

Bɛɗa… kɔkɛsɨa kɔkɛsɨkᵃ 

Iya … kɔkɛsɨɛ kɔkɛsɨkᵋ 

Benia… kɔkɛsɔɔ kɔkɛsʉkᵓ 
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For the verb fekon ‘to laugh’ in the PopO 

 Non-final Final 

Nda… fekoni na fekon 

Bɛɗɨa… fekona na fekon 

Ƙaa naa… fekono na fekon 

Atsa… fekonuo na fekonu 

Ƙama … fekonie na fekoni 

Bɛɗa… fekonia  na fekonik 

Iya … fekonie na fekonik 

Benia… fekonuo na fekonuk 

 

For the verb fekon ‘to laugh’ in the LingO 

 Non-final Final 

Nda… fekoni na fekon 

Bɛɗɨa… fekona na fekon 

Ƙaa naa… fekono na fekonᵒ 

Atsa… fekonuo na fekonu 

Ƙama … fekonie na fekoni 

Bɛɗa… fekonia  na fekonikᵃ 

Iya … fekonie na fekonikᵉ 

Benia… fekonuo na fekonukᵒ 

 

For the verb futes ‘to blow’ in the PopO 

 Non-final Final 

Nda… futesi na futes 

Bɛɗɨa… futesa na futes 

Ƙaa naa… futeso na futes 

Atsa… futesuo na futesu 

Ƙama … futesie na futesi 

Bɛɗa… futesia na futesik 

Iya … futesie na futesik 

Benia… futesuo na futesuk 
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For the verb futes ‘to blow’ in the LingO 

 Non-final Final 

Nda… futesi na futes 

Bɛɗɨa… futesa na futes 

Ƙaa naa… futeso na futesᵒ 

Atsa… futesuo na futesu 

Ƙama … futesie na futesi 

Bɛɗa… futesia na futesikᵃ 

Iya … futesie na futesikᵉ 

Benia… futesuo na futesukᵒ 

 

 For the singular demonstrative pronoun ɗɨ- ‘one’ in the LingO 

 Near Mid Far 

 Non-final Final Non-final Final Non-final Final 

OBL ɗɨ na ɗɨ kɨɗɨɨ (nɛ) kɨɗɨɨ kɨɗɨ kɛ kɨɗɨ 

NOM ɗa na ɗa kɨɗaa (nɛ) kɨɗaa kɨɗa kɛ kɨɗa 

INS ɗɔ na ɗɔ kɨɗɔ (nɛ) kɨɗɔ kɨɗɔ kɛ kɨɗɔ 

ABL ɗɔɔ na ɗɔɔ kɨɗɔɔ (nɛ) kɨɗɔɔ kɨɗɔɔ na kɨɗɔɔ 

GEN ɗɛɛ na ɗɛɛ kɨɗɛɛ (nɛ) kɨɗɛɛ kɨɗɛɛ kɛ kɨɗɛɛ 

ACC ɗɨa na ɗɨa kɨɗɨa (nɛ) kɨɗɨa kɨɗɨa kɛ kɨɗɨa 

DAT ɗɛɛ na ɗɛɛ kɨɗɛɛ (nɛ) kɨɗɛɛ kɨɗɛɛ kɛ kɨɗɛɛ 

COP ɗɔɔ na ɗɔɔ kɨɗɔɔ (nɛ) kɨɗɔɔ kɨɗɔɔ kɛ kɨɗɔɔ 

 

 For the plural demonstrative pronoun ɗi- ‘ones” in the LingO 

 Near Mid Far 

 Non-Final Final Non-Final Final Non-

Final 

Final 

OBL ɗi ni ɗi kiɗii ni kiɗii kiɗi ni kiɗi 

NOM ɗa ni ɗa kiɗaa ni kiɗaa kiɗa ni kiɗa 

INS ɗo ni ɗo kiɗo ni kiɗo kiɗo ni kiɗo 

ABL ɗuo ni ɗuo kiɗuo ni kiɗuo kiɗuo ni kiɗuo 

GEN ɗie ni ɗie kiɗie ni kiɗie kiɗie ni kiɗie 

ACC ɗia ni ɗia kiɗia ni kiɗia kiɗia ni kiɗia 

DAT ɗie ni ɗie kiɗie ni kiɗie kiɗie ni kiɗie 

COP ɗuo ni ɗuo kiɗuo ni kiɗuo kiɗuo ni kiɗuo 
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For the plural noun roiko- ‘desert areas’ in the PopO 

 Non-final Final 

OBL roiko ni roik 

NOM rokwa ni roikw 

INS roiko ni roikᵒ 

ABL roikoo ni roiko 

GEN roikoe ni roikoe 

ACC roikoa ni roikok 

DAT roikoe ni roikok 

COP roikoo ni roikok 

  

For the plural noun roiko- ‘desert areas’ in the LingO 

 Non-final Final 

OBL roiko ni roikᵒ 

NOM rokwa ni roikwᵃ 

INS roiko ni roikᵒ 

ABL roikoo ni roiko 

GEN roikoe ni roikoᵉ 

ACC roikoa ni roikokᵃ 

DAT roikoe ni roikokᵉ 

COP roikoo ni roikokᵒ 

 

For the plural noun xɔŋoŋɨka- ‘fur cloaks’ in the PopO 

 Non-final Final 

OBL xoŋoŋika ni xoŋoŋik 

NOM xoŋoŋika ni xoŋoŋik 

INS xoŋoŋiko ni xoŋoŋikᵒ 

ABL xoŋoŋikoo ni xoŋoŋikao 

GEN xoŋoŋikee ni xoŋoŋikae 

ACC xoŋoŋikaa ni xoŋoŋikak 

DAT xoŋoŋikee ni xoŋoŋikak 

COP xoŋoŋikoo ni xoŋoŋikak 
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For the plural noun xɔŋoŋɨka- ‘fur cloaks’ in the LingO 

 Non-final Final 

OBL xɔŋɔŋɨka ni xɔŋɔŋɨkᵃ 

NOM xɔŋɔŋɨka ni xɔŋɔŋɨkᵃ 

INS xɔŋɔŋɨko ni xɔŋɔŋɨkᵓ 

ABL xɔŋɔŋɨkoo ni xɔŋɔŋɨkaᵒ 

GEN xɔŋɔŋɨkee ni xɔŋɔŋɨkaᵉ 

ACC xɔŋɔŋɨkaa ni xɔŋɔŋɨkakᵃ 

DAT xɔŋɔŋɨkee ni xɔŋɔŋɨkakᵉ 

COP xɔŋɔŋɨkoo ni xɔŋɔŋɨkakᵒ 

 

For the plural noun mʉsɨtɨnɨ- ‘Euphorbia candelabras’ in the PopO 

 Non-final Question Final 

OBL musitini ni musitini? musitin 

NOM musitina ni musitina? musitin 

INS musitino ni musitino? musitinᵒ 

ABL musitinoo ni musitinoo? musitinu 

GEN musitinie ni musitinie? musitini 

ACC musitinia ni musitinia? musitinik 

DAT musitinie ni musitinie? musitinik 

COP musitinoo ni musitinoo? musitinuk 

 

 For the plural noun mʉsɨtɨnɨ- ‘Euphorbia candelabras’ in the LingO 

 Non-final Question Final 

OBL mʉsɨtɨni ni mʉsɨtɨnɨ? mʉsɨtɨn 

NOM mʉsɨtɨna ni mʉsɨtɨna? mʉsɨtɨn 

INS mʉsɨtɨno ni mʉsɨtɨnɔ? mʉsɨtɨnᵓ 

ABL mʉsɨtɨnoo ni mʉsɨtɨnɔɔ? mʉsɨtɨnʉ 

GEN mʉsɨtɨnie ni mʉsɨtɨnɨɛ? mʉsɨtɨnɨ 

ACC mʉsɨtɨnɨa ni mʉsɨtɨnɨa? mʉsɨtɨnɨkᵃ 

DAT mʉsɨtɨnie ni mʉsɨtɨnɨɛ? mʉsɨtɨnɨkᵋ 

COP mʉsɨtɨnoo ni mʉsɨtɨnɔɔ? mʉsɨtɨnʉkᵓ 
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8.19 Verb paradigms 

 

For the verb ɓɛlɛs ‘to split’ in the LingO with shallow tones 

  Present Future 

1SG ‘I’ ɓɛlɨ ́ ɓɛlɛśɨ ́

2SG ‘you’ ɓɛlɨd̂ᵃ ɓɛlɛśɨd̂ᵃ 

3SG ‘s/he/it’ ɓɛl ɓɛlɛś 

1PL.EXCL ‘we’ ɓɛlɨḿ ɓɛlɛśɨḿ 

1PL.INCL ‘we’ ɓɛlɨśɨń ɓɛlɛśɨśɨǹ 

2PL ‘you’ ɓɛlɨt́ᵃ ɓɛlɛśɨt́ᵃ 

3PL ‘they’ ɓɛlátᵃ ɓɛlɛśat́ᵃ 

 

  Recent past Recent past intentional 

1SG ‘I’ ɓɛlɨá́ nàkᵃ ɓɛlɛśɨá̀ nak̀ᵃ 

2SG ‘you’ ɓɛlɨd́a ̀nak̀ᵃ ɓɛlɛśɨd́a ̀nàkᵃ 

3SG ‘s/he/it’ ɓɛla nákᵃ ɓɛlɛśa ́nak̀ᵃ 

1PL.EXCL ‘we’ ɓɛlɨḿa ́nak̀ᵃ ɓɛlɛśɨḿa ̀nàkᵃ 

1PL.INCL ‘we’ ɓɛlɨśɨńa ̀nàkᵃ ɓɛlɛśɨśɨǹa ̀nàkᵃ 

2PL ‘you’ ɓɛlɨt́á nak̀ᵃ ɓɛlɛśɨt́à nak̀ᵃ 

3PL ‘they’ ɓɛlátà nàkᵃ ɓɛlɛśat́à nak̀ᵃ 

 

  Sequential non-final Sequential final 

1SG ‘I’ ɓɛlɨaa ɓɛlɨakᵒ 

2SG ‘you’ ɓɛlɨdɔɔ ɓɛlɨdʉkᵓ 

3SG ‘s/he/it’ ɓɛl̀ɔ̀ɔ ̀ ɓɛl̀ʉk̀ᵓ 

1PL.EXCL ‘we’ ɓɛlɨmaa ɓɛlɨmakᵒ 

1PL.INCL ‘we’ ɓɛlɨsɨnɔɔ ɓɛlɨsɨnʉkᵓ 

2PL ‘you’ ɓɛlɨtɔɔ ɓɛlɨtʉkᵓ 

3PL ‘they’ ɓɛl̀ɨǹɨ ̀ ɓɛl̀ɨǹ 
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  Simultaneous non-final Simultaneous final 

1SG ‘I’ ɓɛlɨɨ́ḱɛ ̀ ɓɛlɨɨ́ḱᵋ 

2SG ‘you’ ɓɛlɨd́ɨɛ̀ ̀ ɓɛlɨd́ɨk̀ᵋ 

3SG ‘s/he/it’ ɓɛl̀ɨɛ̀ ̀ ɓɛl̀ɨk̀ᵋ 

1PL.EXCL ‘we’ ɓɛlɨḿɨɛ́ ̀ ɓɛlɨḿɨḱᵋ 

1PL.INCL ‘we’ ɓɛlɨśɨńɨɛ̀ ̀ ɓɛlɨśɨńɨk̀ᵋ 

2PL ‘you’ ɓɛlɨt́ɨɛ́ ̀ ɓɛlɨt́ɨḱᵋ 

3PL ‘they’ ɓɛlátìè ɓɛlátìkᵉ 

 

  Andative present Andative future 

1SG ‘I’ ɓɛlʉƙɔtɨ ́ ɓɛlɛśʉ́ƙɔtɨ ́

2SG ‘you’ ɓɛlʉƙɔɨ́d̂ᵃ ɓɛlɛśʉ́ƙɔɨ́d̂ᵃ 

3SG ‘s/he/it’ ɓɛlʉƙɔtᵃ ɓɛlɛśʉ́ƙɔtᵃ 

1PL.EXCL ‘we’ ɓɛlʉƙɔtɨḿ ɓɛlɛśʉ́ƙɔtɨḿ 

1PL.INCL ‘we’ ɓɛlʉƙɔɨśɨń ɓɛlɛśʉ́ƙɔɨśɨń 

2PL ‘you’ ɓɛlʉƙɔɨt́ᵃ ɓɛlɛśʉ́ƙɔɨt́ᵃ 

3PL ‘they’ ɓɛlʉƙɔtátᵃ ɓɛlɛśʉ́ƙɔtátᵃ 

 

For the verb futes ‘to blow’ in the LingO with shallow tones 

  Present Future 

1SG ‘I’ fútí fútésí 

2SG ‘you’ fútîdᵃ fútésîdᵃ 

3SG ‘s/he/it’ fútᵃ fútés 

1PL.EXCL ‘we’ fútím fútésím 

1PL.INCL ‘we’ fútísìn fútésísín 

2PL ‘you’ fútítᵃ fútésítᵃ 

3PL ‘they’ fútátᵃ fútésátᵃ 
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  Recent past Recent past intentional 

1SG ‘I’ fútíà nàkᵃ fútésíá nàkᵃ 

2SG ‘you’ fútídà nàkᵃ fútésídà nàkᵃ 

3SG ‘s/he/it’ fútá nàkᵃ fútésa nákᵃ 

1PL.EXCL ‘we’ fútímà nàkᵃ fútésímá nàkᵃ 

1PL.INCL ‘we’ fútísìnà nàkᵃ fútésísínà nàkᵃ 

2PL ‘you’ fútítà nàkᵃ fútésítá nàkᵃ 

3PL ‘they’ fútátà nàkᵃ fútésátà nàkᵃ 

 

  Sequential non-final Sequential final 

1SG ‘I’ fútiaa fútiakᵒ 

2SG ‘you’ fútíduo fútídukᵒ 

3SG ‘s/he/it’ fútúô fútúkᵒ 

1PL.EXCL ‘we’ fútímaa fútimakᵒ 

1PL.INCL ‘we’ fútísinuo fútísinukᵒ 

2PL ‘you’ fútítuo fútítukᵒ 

3PL ‘they’ fútínì fútín 

 

  Simultaneous non-final Simultaneous final 

1SG ‘I’ fútíìkè fútíìkᵉ 

2SG ‘you’ fútídìè fútídìkᵉ 

3SG ‘s/he/it’ fútíê fútíkᵉ 

1PL.EXCL ‘we’ fútímìè fútímìkᵉ 

1PL.INCL ‘we’ fútísinìè fútísinìkᵉ 

2PL ‘you’ fútítìè fútítìkᵉ 

3PL ‘they’ fútátìè fútátìkᵉ 

 

  Andative present Andative future 

1SG ‘I’ fútúƙotí fútésuƙotí 

2SG ‘you’ fútúƙóîdᵃ fútésuƙoîdᵃ 

3SG ‘s/he/it’ fútúƙotᵃ fútésuƙotᵃ 

1PL.EXCL ‘we’ fútúƙotím fútésuƙotím 

1PL.INCL ‘we’ fútúƙoisín fútésuƙoísín 

2PL ‘you’ fútúƙoítᵃ fútésuƙoítᵃ 

3PL ‘they’ fútúƙotátᵃ fútésuƙotátᵃ 
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For the verb ƙades ‘to shoot’ in the LingO with shallow tones 

  Recent past Recent past intentional 

1SG ‘I’ ƙádìà nàkᵃ ƙádesíá nàkᵃ 

2SG ‘you’ ƙádìdà nàkᵃ ƙádesídà nàkᵃ 

3SG ‘s/he/it’ ƙádà nàkᵃ ƙádesa nákᵃ 

1PL.EXCL ‘we’ ƙádìmà nàkᵃ ƙádesímá nàkᵃ 

1PL.INCL ‘we’ ƙádìsìnà nàkᵃ ƙádesísínà nàkᵃ 

2PL ‘you’ ƙádìtà nàkᵃ ƙádesítá nàkᵃ 

3PL ‘they’ ƙádàtà nàkᵃ ƙádesátà nàkᵃ 

 

  Andative present Andative future 

1SG ‘I’ ƙáduƙotí ƙádesuƙotí 

2SG ‘you’ ƙáduƙóîdᵃ ƙádesuƙóîdᵃ 

3SG ‘s/he/it’ ƙáduƙotᵃ ƙádesuƙotᵃ 

1PL.EXCL ‘we’ ƙáduƙotím ƙádesuƙotím 

1PL.INCL ‘we’ ƙáduƙoísín ƙádesuƙoísín 

2PL ‘you’ ƙáduƙoítᵃ ƙádesuƙoítᵃ 

3PL ‘they’ ƙáduƙotátᵃ ƙádesuƙotátᵃ 
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8.20 Texts 

8.20.1 Sayings 

 

Na ima na kwatsa zeƙwetuo karatsie babatie, ipeɗa ntsia badonik. 

Na ima na kwatsa zɛƙwɛtɔɔ karatɨɛ babatie, ipeɗa ntsia badonikᵉ. 

“If a small child sits on his father’s stool, he is jinxing him to death.” 

 

Ima na kwerexie tatioos. 

Ima na kwɛrɛxɨɛ tatios. 

“A gray-haired child is blessed.” 

 

Ima na xeɓa ntsiƙwaatetesiicoo iryameta ɦyekesie na zikib. 

Ima na xɛɓa ntsiƙwaatetesiicoo iriameta ɦyekesia na zikibᵃ. 

“A child who respects her parents will have a long life.” 

 

Cema cikoroiko sedikee ŋura didia sedikoo dii. 

Cɛma cikoroiko sedikee ŋʉra didia sedikoo dii. 

“Fighting over field boundaries will prevent rain in those very fields.” 

 

Na atsʼese daŋa ni tsa, bwaanat. 

Na atsʼɛsɛ daŋa ni tsa, buanatᵃ. 

“If dry white ants are eaten, their amount decreases.” 

 

Na tsʼiƙa inuƙotuo loɗurua, baduƙota koneena amee awoo dee. 

Na tsʼɨƙa inuƙotuo loɗurua, baduƙota kɔnɛɛna amee awoo dee. 

“If bees colonize a granary, a person from that home dies. 

 

Ceka na mita boƙatini nta itamaani tebie mesea domao, muɗukanuƙot. 

Ceka na mɨta bɔƙatɨnɨ nta itamaani tɛbɨɛ mɛsɛa domaᵒ, muɗukanuƙotᵃ. 

“A new bride shouldn’t dip beer from the pot or she goes blind.” 

 

Ima na kwatsa na ŋƙa ɗamua inoe, iɓaaŋƙot. 

Ima na kwatsa na ŋƙa ɗamʉa inoᵉ, ɨɓaaŋʉƙɔtᵃ. 

“A young child who eats the brains of an animal becomes stupid.” 
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8.20.2 Christian Scriptures 

 

Itsiaketon (Genesis) 1:26 

26 Koto kutoo Ɲakuʝa, "Iɗimetano roɓa ikwaanatie nda ɲjin, ƙamatie ɲjini, 

ipukaini nta ŋkolea ni ɲanamui nda gwaicika ni bur, inoicika ni barana kiʝoo 

muɲ, nda iɗimotosiicika muɲu ni ɓeƙesata ʝumugwariao."  

 

26 Koto kʉtɔɔ Ɲakuʝa, “Ɨɗɨmɛtano roɓa ikwaanatie nda ɲjin, ƙamatie ɲjini, 

ipukaini nta ŋkolea ni ɲanamʉɨ nda gwaicika ni bʉr, inoicika ni barana kiʝoo 

muɲ, nda ɨɗɨmɔtɔsiicika muɲu ni ɓɛƙɛsata ʝʉmʉgwariaᵒ."  

 

26 And God said, “Let us make humans in our own image, in our own 

likeness, and let them be masters of the fish of the sea, the birds in the sky, 

the cattle, all the wild beasts and all the creatures that move along the earth.” 

 

 

Mariko 4:39-41 

39…Toduo Yesua ɲanamue kutuk, "Ɗipimǃ Wasuƙotǃ" Ɗipimuo koto sugur, 

liiduƙotuo kiʝa, kutuƙotoo tsek.  40 Esetuo koto Yesua ntia kutuk, "Isio bitia 

xeɓiaakitad? Biraa tonupesa iya bitie?"  41 Iɓaloo koto ntie zuk, esetini asia 

kutatik, "Ndoo ɲaa eakwa na, na suguraa nda ɲanamu ʝi mora ntsio?"  

 

39…Toduo Yesua ɲanamʉɛ kʉtʉkᵓ, "Ɗipimǃ Wasʉƙɔtᵋǃ" Ɗipimuo koto sugur, 

liiduƙotuo kiʝa, kʉtʉƙɔtɔɔ tsekᵉ.  40 Esetuo koto Yesua ntia kʉtʉkᵓ, "Isio bitia 

xeɓiaakitadᵉ? Bɨraa tɔnʉpɛsa ia bitie?"  41 Ɨɓalɔɔ kɔtɔ ntie zukᵘ, esetini asɨa 

kʉtatikᵉ, "Ndoo ɲaa eakwa na, na suguraa nda ɲanamʉ ʝɨɨ mora ntsio?"  

 

39…He rebuked the wind and said to the sea, “Quiet nowǃ Be calmǃ” And the 

wind dropped, and all was calm again. Then he said to them, “Why are you 

so frightened? How is it that you have no faith?” They were filled with awe 

and said to one another, “Who is this? Even the wind and the sea obey himǃ” 
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8.20.3 Christian songs (PopO only) 

 

Ƙwaatetanaa ima Yesu 

Ref:  Ƙwaatetanaa ima Yesu Kristoa noodwaa, awoo Betelemuyee x2.  

Ƙwaatetanaa ima Yesua, ƙwaatetana e-Yesu, ƙwaatetanaa Yesua ɲjini 

Amazeam x2 

Verse: 1-Iya ilakasona Icekiʝake ƙwaatetaa noo e-Yesu... 

 2-Iya ilokasona Burukaike... 

 3-Iya ilakasona Ɗasoƙoke... 

 4-Iya ilakasona Fetikiʝake... 

 

Ikamuƙote ɲc 

Ref:  Buo Abaŋ Yesu ikamuƙote ɲci, na moo ikamuƙoidi ŋka kweto 

rumanesia ŋka x2 

Verse: 1-Hyekesa ɲcie Yesu... 

 2-Kiʝoo na Yesu... 

 

Ekwidoo bi 

Ref:  Ekwidoo bia Yesu, ekwidoo bia, ekwidoo bia Yesu tubesia ŋka bia x2 

Verse: 1-Hyekesa ɲcie Yesu... 

 2-Ŋitsana ɲcie Yesu... 

 3-Ɓekesoo ɲcie Yesu... 

 

Mina Yesua ɲjinik 

Ref:  Taa kuta Yesua maya bitikee, isilona x2,  

Taa kuta Yesua todike minimoso muɲu naita ɲcia miniade bitia 

muɲuu, minimoso eɗa x2 

Verse: 1-Ŋikiristo mina Yesua ɲjinikaa… 

 2-Abaŋini mina Yesua ɲjinikaa... 

 3-Yaŋini mina Yesua ɲjinikaa... 

 4-Edeini mina Yesua ɲjinikaa... 

 5-Yayaini mina Yesua ɲjinikaa… 
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8.20.4 Animal fable (with LingO deep-tone marking) 

 

Kainiko nuk, mitiya noo Mawa amazeama inoe. Epiya noo pakwee mitie awa ntsi. Konto 

odowe, inuuƙotoo neba ntsik. Kutoo Tulua, “Inwa muɲu ƙaini enimosia nda Amazea Maw.” 

Kot, na mitoo ino na ƙaa enimosia nda Amazea Maw, atsʼuƙotoo kiɗiaǃ Konto odowe, ƙayuo 

kaea enimosia nda Amazea Maw. Na itayee pakwaasakaa, enuo deikaa ƙaatie aƙwedee muɲ, 

bireesoo kiɗa itetata biyak. Enuo toimenaa ƙaa deika muɲ aƙwedee, biraa kiɗa atsa biyak. 

Isienik? Tametoo toimenaa iya kinimena itiyoosa pakwaaƙo. Enuo Kaea toimenaa te 

atsʼuƙotaa tsʼoo Amazea Mawa inoa ni ƙaiya enimosia nda ntsǃ Tametoo naɓo kutuk, “Ŋka ʝii, 

na ƙoyaa pakwaaƙwee na enimosa nda Amazea Maw, atsʼesuƙotana ŋka ʝik, nda tezetoni 

ɦyekesie ɲciǃ Tsʼedoo tametoo itionik, nda ƙooni ntsie ntsiawak. Na mitie Tulu noo imoɗa 

kiɗiasayaa inoe, moo ƙai enimosia nda Amazea Maw, ɗuo nuu ɦyeee toimenaa atsʼiya 

Amazea Mawa kiɗiasayaa inoe. Hʼyekukoo noo Tulua nda ino nuu moo ƙaati enimosia nda 

Amazea Maw. 

 

Kaɨńɨḱo nukᵘ, mitíá noo Máwá Ámázeáma ínóᵉ. Epía noo pakóé mɨtɨɛ awa ntsí. Kóńtó odoue, 

ɨnʉ́ʉ́ƙɔtɔɔ néba ntsíkᵃ. Kʉtɔɔ Tulúa ‘Ínwá muɲu ƙaini énímósía ńda Ámázea Máᵒ.’ Kot, na 

mɨtɔɔ ínó na ƙaa énímósía ńda Ámázea Máᵒ, átsʼʉ́ƙɔtɔɔ kɨɗɨá.́ Kóńtó odoue ƙaio Kaea 

énímósía ńda Ámázea Máᵒ. Na ́ ɨt́aɨɛ pakóásákáa, enuo dɛɨkaa ƙáátie áƙwɛd́ɛɛ muɲ, bɨrɛɛsɔɔ́ 

kiɗa itetáta biákᵉ. Enuo toimɛnaa ƙáá dɛɨka muɲ áƙwɛd́ɛɛ, bɨraa kɨɗ́a atsa biákᵉ. Isiɛnɨḱᵋ? 

Támɛt́ɔɔ toimɛnaa ia kínímɛna itíyóósá pakóáƙɔ. Enuo Kaea toimɛnaa ‘Té átsʼʉ́kʼɔtáá tsʼɔɔ 

Ámázea Máwá ínóa ni ƙaíá énímósía ńda ntsⁱ. Támɛt́ɔɔ naɓó kʉtʉkᵓ, ‘Ŋka ʝɨɨ, na ƙóiaa 

pakóáƙwɛɛ na énímósá ńda Ámázea Máᵒ, átsʼɛśʉƙɔtana ŋ́ka ʝɨkᵋ, ńda tɛźɛtɔnɨ ɦyekesié ́  ɲćiǃ’ 

Tsʼɛ́ꜜ dɔɔ́ ́taḿɛt́ɔɔ itíónikᵉ, ńda ƙooni ntsíé ntsíáwakᵉ. Ma mɨt́ɨɛ Tulú noo ɨmɔɗ́á kiɗíásaíá ínóᵉ, 

moo ƙai énímósía ńda Ámázeamáᵒ ɗúó nuu ɦyeée toimɛnaa átsʼía Ámázea Máwá kiɗíásaíá 

ínóᵉ. Hʼyékúkóo noo Tulúa ńda ínó nuu móo ƙááti énímósía ńda Ámázea Máᵒ. 

 

Years ago, Lion was the master of the animals. He used to sleep in a cave as his home. One 

day, he fell ill. Rabbit said, “All the animals (should) go visit with Mr. Lion.” But, as for the 

animal that goes to visit with Mr. Lion, he (Mr. Lion) eats that one all upǃ One day, Tortoise 

went to visit with Mr. Lion. When he reached the cave entrance, he saw all the footprints 

going inside, without any of them coming back out. He saw that all the footprints go inside; 

not a one comes back out. Why? He thought that there are some strange things being done 

inside the cave. Tortoise saw that of course, Mr. Lion has likely eaten up the animals that are 

continuously going to visit with himǃ He thought again and said, “I too, if I go inside this 

cave to visit with Mr. Lion, I too will be eaten up, and my life will endǃ Thereafter he thought 

about going back, and he went to his home. As for the Rabbit who tricked the other animals, 

he didn’t go to visit with Mr. Lion because he knew that Mr. Lion was eating up the other 

animals. Rabbit lived from then on, as did the animals who didn’t go visit with Mr. Lion. 
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8.20.5 True story 

 

Kaino noo Lopiarie, iya noo kona amee kutanee Apaloreŋ. Iya noo koto ɲeƙa zuk, nda mitiya 

noo ama na mita tokokaama bilikerete, kodzie, nda ʝaɓugwa. Iya noo koto naperita ntsie noo 

epiyee konie fotsae. Na konito odowie baratso, ipuo taƙaik, eguo taƙaika ebak. Ipuo naɓo, 

egini ebak, nda ʝa toimena ntsie guro ‘Nta rika ƙoii rota gwasimitinie ni. Iriyesia naperitu, 

ɗuo taƙaikaa gaanaakatad.’ Zeƙoo naperitu. Na kono ɲasaatie, enuo loŋotaa kutatie pir. 

Toɗoini iɗoŋesia ntsi. Na nabuƙotie, zikini ntsia deiko nda xikesuƙoti ntsie dakuk, ikaa iyie 

kiʝee tuɗulik. Na tsamu kwatsa atsini, tubini ntsia toroɓo paka ak. Na odowicikaa koma 

iluɲuƙotatie, isanuƙotuo roɓa awao. Isanonuƙota ntia, suɓanuo ntsiceka tirie kabasawicek. 

Hʼyeiya noo koto ntsiceka ʝii naperitik. Na ƙayee, itayoo amee inenoosik, nda toimena ‘Uiǃ 

Baduƙota nanoo amaǃ’, nda ɗusutesi ntsie ŋunoe. Ikweetuo ɲeuʝiik, wetitetukod. Na 

nabuƙotie, ɗoɗetini mucea awak. Ɲapei koto odeedoo, maa Apaloreŋa takwi dusek. 

 

Kaɨnɔ nɔɔ Lɔpɨarɨɛ, ia noo kɔna amee kʉtanee Apaloreŋ. Ia noo koto ɲɛƙa zukᵘ, nda mitia noo 

ama na mɨta tɔlɔkaama bɨlɨkɛrɛtɛ, kɔdzɨɛ, nda ʝaɓugwa. Ia noo koto naperita ntsie noo epiee 

kɔnɨɛ fotsaᵉ. Na konito odowie baratso, ipuo taƙaɨkᵃ, eguo taƙaɨka ɛbakᵃ. Ipuo naɓo, egini 

ɛbakᵃ, nda ʝa toimɛna ntsie guro ‘Nta rɨka ƙoii rɔta gwasimitinie ni. Iriesia naperitu, ɗuo 

taƙaɨkaa gaanaakatadᵉ.’ Zɛƙɔɔ naperitu. Na kɔnɔ ɲasaatɨɛ, enuo lɔŋɔtaa kʉtatie pir. Toɗoini 

iɗoŋesia ntsi. Na nabʉƙɔtɨɛ, zɨkɨnɨ ntsia dɛɨkɔ nda xɨkɛsʉƙɔtɨ ntsie dakukᵉ, ikaa iie kiʝee 

tuɗulikᵉ. Na tsamʉ kwatsa atsini, tubini ntsia tɔrɔɓɔ paka akᵃ. Na odowicikaa koma 

iluɲuƙotatie, isanuƙotuo roɓa awaᵒ. Isanonuƙota ntia, suɓanuo ntsiceka tirie kabasawicekᵃ. 

Hʼyeia noo koto ntsiceka ʝɨɨ naperitikᵃ. Na ƙaie, itaɨɔ amee inenoosikᵉ, nda toimɛna ‘Uiǃ 

Baduƙota nanoo amaǃ’, nda ɗusutesi ntsie ŋunoᵉ. Ikweetuo ɲeuʝiikᵃ, wetitetukodᵉ. Na 

nabʉƙɔtɨɛ, ɗoɗetini mucea awakᵉ. Ɲapei koto odeedoo, maa Apaloreŋa takwi dusekᵉ. 

 

In the year of Lopiar, there was a person named Apaloreŋ. Then there was a lot of hunger, 

and he [Apaloreŋ] used to be a trapper of francolin, spurfowl, and guinea-fowl. Then there 

was his campsite in a certain gorge. So one morning, he cast sandals in divination, and they 

made [the sign of] a gun. He cast again, and they made [the sign of] a gun. And he said to 

himself, ‘I guess I’m not going to check these bird-snares. I’ll spend the day at camp, because 

the sandals [cast in divination] are all bad.’ And he stayed at camp. At a certain hour, he saw 

enemies appearing. They started beating him. When that finished, they tied him by the legs 

and hung him in a tree, his head hanging upside-down. Whenever urine came, it followed his 

breastbone all the way to his mouth. When many days had passed, people got worried at 

home. Upon getting worried like that, his wife got ready to go, taking a little bit of flour. She 

also knew about the campsite. When she went, she found the guy hanging and said, ‘Ohǃ The 

guy must’ve diedǃ’ And she cut the rope. She warmed porridge and fed him with it. When this 

was done, they headed for home. Since that day, Apaloreŋa has not stepped in the plains. 
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8.20.6 Spelling Rule (SP) Summary 

 

SP #1: Icetod shall be written with the following thirty consonant symbols 

only: Bb, Ɓɓ, Cc, Dd, Ɗɗ, Dzdz, Ff, Gg, Hh, Hʼɦ, Jj, ʝ, Kk, Ƙƙ, Ll, Mm, Mn, 

Ŋŋ, Ɲɲ, Pp, Rr, Ss, Tt, Tsts, Tsʼtsʼ, Ww, Xx, Yy, Zz, Ʒʒ.  

 

SP #2: Older Ik consonant blends shall be written as gw, kw, ƙw, ŋw, lw and 

ly. Blends that result from vowels /o, ɔ, u, ʉ, i, ɨ/ turning into /w/ or /y/ may 

be written a) as blends or, instead, b) with underlying vowels. Lastly, blends 

found in East Nilotic words shall be written as blends. 

 

SP #3: In the PopO, the phonetic glides y and w shall be written or not 

written according to the writer’s preference. In the LingO, writing glides is 

generally not to be encouraged because it can obscure the components of 

meaning in a word, as well as prevent consistent word images.  

 

SP #4: Icetod shall be written with the vowels <Aa, Ee, Ii, Oo, Uu> in the 

PopO and <Aa, Ee, Ɛɛ, Ii, Ɨɨ, Oo, Ɔɔ, Uu, Ʉʉ> in the LingO. 

 

SP #5: Long vowel sounds, whether in word roots or between parts of 

complex words, shall be written with the following double vowels: <aa, ee, 

ii, oo, uu> (PopO) or <aa, ee, ɛɛ, ii, ɨɨ, oo, ɔɔ, uu, and ʉʉ>(LingO). 

 

SP #6: Four Icetod diphthongs shall be written as <ie, ia, io, iu> or <ye, 

ya, yo, or yu> in the PopO and as <ɨɛ, ɨa, ɨɔ, ɨʉ> in the LingO. Two others 

shall be written as <ea, eo> in both orthographies. 

 

SP #7: In the LingO, Icetod whispered vowels shall be written with the 

following superscript vowel symbols: ᵃ, ᵉ, ᵋ, ⁱ, ᶤ, ᵒ, ᵓ, ᵘ, ᶶ. In the PopO, the 

spelling of whispered vowels shall be as follows: 

 

1. Whispered vowels directly after consonants shall not be written. One 

exception is if the writer needs to differentiate between the nominative 

and instrumental cases, as in riyᵃ ‘goat’ versus riyᵒ ‘with a/the goat’. 
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2. Whispered vowels directly after a full voiced vowel shall be written: 

a. As a full vowel in the following sequences (ae, ai, ao, au, eo, eu, 

io, iu, oe, ou, ue, ui), 

b. As a semi-vowel in the same sequences (ay, aw, ey, ew, iy, iw),  

c. As nothing (aa→a, ea→e, ia→i, etc.). 

 

SP #8: Vowel harmony (with nine vowels) shall not be written in the PopO 

because the PopO uses only five vowels. In the LingO, however, vowel 

harmony shall be written to the fullest extent that the writer can remain 

aware of vowel harmony processes taking place in the text.  

 

SP #9: Vowel assimilation shall be written in both the PopO and the LingO 

with the vowel-symbol resources each orthography possesses. 

 

SP #10: In the PopO, tone shall not be marked in any way. In the LingO, the 

option of tone-marking shall be preserved, and if chosen, shall be 

implemented according to the author and audience:  

 

• LingO tone-marking may be ‘shallow’ with the following five tonal 

diacritics: [á, â, a᷄, a, à]. These are meant to symbolize approximate 

tone (or ‘pitch’) in actual pronunciation.  

• LingO tone-marking may be ‘deep’ with the following tonal diacritics 

only: [á, a], to symbolize High and Low tones at an abstract level. 

 

SP #11: Compounds shall be written as one word. 

 

SP #12: Preposed demonstratives shall be written together with the 

following host word as one word. 

 

SP #13: Complex conjunctions shall be written as one word. Exception: 

Hypothetical complex conjunctions may be optionally written as two separate 

words as in Naƙanaa or Na ƙanaa. 

 

SP #14: Spatial demonstratives shall be written separately. 
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SP #15: Temporal demonstratives shall be written separately. 

 

SP #16: Anaphoric demonstratives shall be written separately. 

 

SP #17: Post-posed possessive pronouns shall be written separately. 

 

SP #18: Tense markers shall be written separately. 

 

SP #19: Simple conjunctions shall be written separately. 

 

SP #20: Words borrowed into Icetod shall be conformed to the language’s 

native sound system (phonology) and word structure (morphology). For 

verbs, this means newly borrowed words shall be assigned the archaic prefix 

i-/ɨ-, and for nouns it means newly borrowed words shall be assigned one of 

the archaic prefixes ɲe-, ɲɛ-, ɲa-, ɲo-, or ɲɔ-.  

 

SP #21: A full stop <.> (ɲamatsara na wasonuƙoti) shall be written: 

 

1. To mark the end of a sentence, which in spoken speech is the pause 

after the speaker has finished one complete thought.  

 

2. To mark an abbreviation.  

 

SP #22: A comma <,> (ɲamatsara na supetoni) shall be written: 

 

1. To mark the boundary between a supporting clause and a main 

clause. This corresponds to a short pause within a spoken sentence. 

 

2. To separate items in a written list. This corresponds to short pauses 

in spoken speech when numerous things are listed. 

 

3. To introduce a quotation. This corresponds in spoken speech to 

when the speaker changes the intonation to begin a quotation. 
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SP #23: An exclamation point <!> (ɲamatsara na ŋaxetoni) shall be written: 

 

1. To mark the end of a statement that expresses strong emotion. This 

corresponds to loudness and/or intensity in spoken speech. 

 

2. To mark the end of a command. In spoken speech this corresponds 

to extra loudness or emphasis in giving someone a command. 

 

3. To mark interjections or exclamations—words that express surprise, 

fear, anger, and other strong emotions, ones that are spoken loudly. 

 

SP #24: A question mark <?> (ɲamatsara na esetesi) shall be written: 

 

1. To mark the end of a question. In spoken speech, this corresponds to 

either a falling or falling-rising intonation at the end of the sentence. 

 

SP #25: A colon <:> shall be written: 

 

1. To introduce a list of items. This corresponds to a significant pause 

in spoken speech before the listed things. 

 

SP #26: Double quotation marks <“ ”> shall be written: 

 

1. To enclose a direct quotation. In spoken speech this may match 

special intonation showing someone else’s speech is being referred to. 

 

SP #27: The capital form of a letter shall be written: 

 

 1. To mark the beginning of a sentence. 

2. To mark the beginning of a quotation. 

3. To mark the names of specific people, tribes, languages, and places. 

4. To mark abbreviations of long names or titles. 

5. To mark special titles, headings, or labels. 


